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                P R O C E E D I N G S1

                                           8:35 a.m.2

          DR. PATTERSON:  Welcome to Developing U.S.3

Public Health Service Policy in Xenotransplantation.4

Your participation in this meeting is greatly5

appreciated and very vital if we're to develop sound6

public health policy in the field of cross-species7

transplantation.8

          Transcripts of this meeting will be made9

available to the public through the World Wide Web.10

In addition, your colleagues back home and around the11

world who are not able to attend this conference in12

person can log in via the Internet and watch this13

conference as it proceeds.  Please check at the14

registration desk for information on how to access15

this network broadcast.16

          We need to take care of a few housekeeping17

details before we begin.  I've been asked to remind18

you that there's a food cafeteria one floor above us19

for your convenience during the coffee breaks and20

lunch.  You should note however, that food and21

beverages are not allowed in the main auditorium and22

smoking is not allowed anywhere in the building.23

          There's reserved seating in some of the24

first three rows of the main auditorium for Press and25

for departmental staff.  In addition, later on in the26

meeting if there's need for additional seating, we27



have three balcony areas up above that can be accessed1

one flight above.2

          Contractor staff will be available at the3

registration desk outside the auditorium throughout4

the meeting for any logistics questions you may have.5

If you'll glance at the agenda you'll see at the end6

of each session we have a panel discussion including7

questions from the audience.8

          For your convenience during these9

discussions, there are four mikes up in each aisle.10

If you are shy and do not choose to approach the11

microphone, you can fill out index cards with12

questions in your conference packet, and conference13

staff will circulate and collect the cards and turn14

them in to the panel moderators.15

          And as you can see our agenda for both days16

is full, and we will adhere strictly to the17

timeframes, so please make an effort to be back in the18

auditorium on time after breaks and after the lunch19

period.20

          And at this time I'd like to introduce Dr.21

William Raub, Deputy Assistance Secretary for Science22

Policy in the Office of the Assistant Secretary for23

Planning and Evaluation.  Dr. Raub is also chair of24

the Departmental Committee on Xenotransplantation.25

Dr. Raub.26

     DR. RAUB:  Thank you very much, Dr. Patterson.27



Good morning, ladies and gentlemen.  I point out that1

Dr. Patterson didn't tell the speakers that if we were2

shy we could phone in our presentation, so we're all3

here.4

          I welcome you this morning along with Dr.5

Patterson, on behalf of four agencies of the United6

States Public Health Service:  the Food and Drug7

Administration; the Centers for Disease Control and8

Prevention; the National Institutes of Health; and the9

Health Resources and Services Administration.  As well10

as the Office of Secretary of Health and Human11

Services, Dr. Donna Shalala.12

          I'm grateful to the staff of the four13

agencies for their initiative, insights, dedication,14

and teamwork that made this conference possible.15

          My original intent for this morning was to16

present brief welcome remarks and then introduce our17

leadoff speaker, Dr. Margaret Hamburg, Assistant18

Secretary for Planning and Evaluation.  However, some19

late-breaking schedule changes for Secretary Shalala20

and other senior staff, required that Dr. Hamburg21

participate in another event this morning.22

          Dr. Hamburg therefore has asked that I23

convey to you her regrets for the 11th hour departure24

from plans, her gratitude for your active interest in25

this important topic, and her best wishes for26

productive discussions.27



          She has followed the preparations for this1

workshop with special attention, and with the rest of2

us she looks forward to what our speakers and other3

contributors have to say regarding the continuing4

development and refinement of DHHS policies regarding5

xenotransplantation.6

          This workshop is about promise and7

precaution.  We will focus upon the promise of8

xenografts for treating human disease, countering9

human disability, and generally improving human health10

and well-being.  We will highlight the scientific and11

technological developments that fuel this promise, and12

we will note the lacunae within our knowledge base13

that must be filled through additional laboratory and14

clinical research before this promise can become15

reality.16

          At the same time we will focus upon17

precautions.  We will pay close attention to what we18

know and what we don't know about the prospect that19

xenografts might be media for transmission of20

infectious organisms from animals to humans.21

          We will address potential risks for such22

transmission, both known and speculative, keying on23

not only potential risks for the transplant24

recipients, but also potential risks for their close25

contacts and through the latter, for the public-at-26

large.27



          And we will seek your insights regarding how1

to manage these risks effectively and efficiently so2

that research and clinical practice in3

xenotransplantation can continue to progress.  The4

challenge is to develop a set of policies that5

simultaneously safeguard public health, facilitate the6

development and use of xenotransplantation as a7

therapeutic modality, foster proper care and use of8

the laboratory animals involved, and maintain public9

confidence in the entire endeavor.10

          Xenotransplantation is neither a new idea11

nor a new practice, but its new promise is occurring12

at an auspicious point in medical history.  Within the13

last few decades transplant techniques involving human14

organs or tissues have taken their rightful place15

among the finest achievements of modern medicine, and16

such allografts now are extending and improving17

thousands of lives every year.18

          But the supply of human organs and tissues19

is insufficient to help everyone in need and as each20

year passes, more Americans are dying while awaiting21

a transplant.22

          Just over a month ago on December 15th,23

prompted by this critical shortage, Vice President24

Gore and Secretary Shalala announced a multi-year25

initiative to stimulate more human organ and tissue26

donations.27



          The initiative has several aims:  to1

encourage more individuals to sign donor cards and2

share that decision with their family members; to3

increase the efficiency with which hospitals and organ4

procurement organizations identify potential donors;5

to inspire more families to say "yes" when asked for6

permission to use a dying loved one's organs to extend7

or improve the lives of others; and overall, to learn8

more about what works best to increase human organ9

donation and procurement.10

          For the near term, this initiative is the11

only realistic means for slowing or reversing the12

growing gap between need and supply.  For the longer13

term, we look with hope that xenotransplantation will14

mature to the point that the technique not only15

augments the supply of transplantable organs and16

tissues, but also includes transplant outcomes.17

          To-date, the single most visible, public18

statement of the DHHS perspective on19

xenotransplantation is the draft Public Health Service20

Guideline on Infectious Disease Issues in21

Xenotransplantation.  It is the product of22

collaboration among the four PHS agencies to delineate23

baseline safety requirements for the procurement,24

screening, and use of allografts, as well as the25

clinical care and follow-up of xenograft recipients.26

          The two key concepts of the draft guideline27



are pre-transplant screening of source animals to1

minimize infection with known zoonotic agents, and2

post-transplant surveillance to maximize early3

recognition of zoonotic and emerging xenogeneic4

infections.5

          These points are prominent because the6

spectrum of infectious agents potentially transmitted7

via transplantation of xenografts into humans, is not8

well understood at present and the potential9

infectious disease risks posed by xenotransplantation10

extend beyond the individual patient to the public-at-11

large.12

          The draft guideline was published in13

September of 1996 for public comment.  Approximately14

140 comments were received.  Highlights from the draft15

guideline and proposed revisions in response to the16

public comments will be discussed tomorrow afternoon.17

          Through this workshop we hope to obtain18

further insights from the scientific community and the19

general public that will help us complete the20

guidelines and issue them as part of the department-21

like strategy that protects public health while22

encouraging clinical research in xenotransplantation.23

          The draft guideline foreshadowed a set of24

related efforts to address public health issues raised25

by xenotransplantation.  This matrix of public health26

tools which are either under consideration or in27



various stages of development includes the following1

components in addition to the guidelines.2

          One, a regulatory framework; two, a national3

database of xenotransplant clinical trials; three, a4

centralized archive for biological specimens from5

xenotransplant clinical trials; and four, a6

department-wide advisory mechanism and other venues7

for heightening public awareness and encouraging8

public input.9

          A substantial part of our agenda for these10

next two days deals with these envisioned public11

health tools.  This conference is a second in a series12

of public workshops on cross-species transplantation13

that the four PHS agencies are sponsoring to14

facilitate dialogue among the leaders of the relevant15

communities, members of the general public, and DHHS16

staff.17

          Workshop 1 held on July 21 and 22 of last18

year and entitled, Cross-Species Infectivity and19

Pathogenesis, explored the basic scientific data20

relating to how infectious agents cross species'21

barriers and cause diseases.22

          Looking ahead, we now envision a third23

workshop, one focusing further on practical issues in24

the implementation of the revised guideline,25

laboratory surveillance for infectious agents, and the26

evolution of the supporting regulatory infrastructure.27



          We also expect to deal further with1

international health issues associated with2

xenotransplantation.  Or, just as the clinical3

risk/benefit assessment takes place on two levels --4

individual patients and the community-at-large -- so5

must our public health assessments take place at two6

levels, within each individual nation and in the7

world-at-large.8

          Because of the real and the speculative9

public health risks that attend xenotransplantation,10

regulatory oversight at the national level is11

required.  We recognized from the outset that, as with12

other areas of medicine, the science and technology13

base relevant to xenotransplantation is expanding14

rapidly.15

          We therefore seek to craft the regulatory16

strategy that will encourage responsible, pre-clinical17

and clinical investigations, and as our store of18

knowledge and experience grows, also will allow ready19

titration of the nature of the oversights to keep pace20

with improved understanding of the nature of the21

risks.22

          For this quest to be successful we need the23

continuing advice of transplant professionals,24

infectious disease specialists, public health experts,25

basic medical scientists, patients, patient advocates,26

community leaders, ethicists, and other members of the27



public.1

          This workshop is an important milestone2

along the course of this continuing effort.  Some have3

voiced concern that the uncertainties associated with4

xenotransplantation are so great as to require a5

moratorium on clinical investigation -- perhaps along6

the lines of the early restraints upon research with7

recombinant DNA -- until we know more about the risks8

and until the potential benefits and risks have been9

aired further in various professional and public10

forums.11

          Others view the need for new transplantation12

modalities as so compelling as to require every13

reasonable effort to increase the number and variety14

of clinical trials.  We week your comments regarding15

where along this continuum, our national effort would16

best be aligned.17

          My colleagues and I come to these18

discussions today and tomorrow with a shared belief19

that the combination of carefully crafted programs of20

laboratory and clinical research and recurring public21

dialogues about the purposes and outcomes of that22

research, can yield the best prescription for the23

field of xenotransplantation.24

          And we look forward to your help in25

determining the particulars of that prescription.26

Thank you very much.27



          DR. NOGUCHI:  We're now going to start a1

whole series of presentations from the firms and the2

academic sponsors who are engaged in some of our3

xenotransplantation protocols in this country.4

          I'd like to take this moment to introduce5

our opening speaker.  She's not actually a sponsor but6

has been with the FDA only a very short while and yet7

has taken up the challenge of crafting, not just a new8

way of looking at xenotransplantation, but has9

literally transformed the way that we do business.10

          I'd like to, and I'm very proud to introduce11

Dr. Amy Patterson of FDA.12

          DR. PATTERSON:  Good morning again.  The13

purpose of this first is to explore the potential,14

clinical promise of cross-species transplants, and15

each of the presenters has been asked to focus on the16

pre-clinical data that demonstrates proof of concept17

or feasibility for their transition from the bench to18

the bedside.19

          And to place this series of presentations in20

context it's helpful to have an overview or an21

introduction to the types of xenograft products being22

developed, the diseases being treated, the numbers of23

patients involved, and a short history of the clinical24

experience in this field.  Let's begin with the25

definition, though, so that we're all reading from the26

same page.27



          Xenotransplantation for purposes of our1

discussion in the next two days, refers to any2

procedure that involves the use of live cells,3

tissues, and organs from non-human animal sources that4

are either transplanted or implanted into humans, or5

used for clinical ex vivo or external perfusion.6

          It does not include non-living animal7

products such as porcine insulin or porcine heart8

valves.9

          It's important to recognize that10

xenotransplantation is not new.  One of the earliest11

and well-documented cases was performed in 1905.  This12

involved the use of rabbit kidney grafts in a 16-year-13

old child, comatose with acute renal failure.14

          The rabbit kidney grafts functioned for15

about five days.  About 24 hours post-op the patient16

woke up, was alert, and began regaining kidney17

function.  But the graft began to fail and by the 16th18

day post-transplant, the child died.19

          Now, despite the brevity of xenograft20

function in this case, this report was enough to21

tantalize physicians with the hope that animal grafts22

could provide lifesaving support with patients with23

end-organ failure or renal failure, heart failure, or24

kidney failure.25

          This simple graph shows you the number of26

solid organ xenotransplants performed since 1905.  And27



what you'll note is that only sporadic cases were1

attempted.  The duration of clinical improvement2

provided by these grafts ranged from none at all to3

several months; in part due to the patient's4

underlying condition but also due in large part to the5

vigor of the immune rejection response mounted by the6

transplant recipient.7

          And you'll note that prior to the early8

1960s, one to two, three to four cases were performed9

sporadically.  In early 1960s was the advent of10

immunosuppressive drugs such as actinomycin,11

antiviaprin, and corticosteroids.  Physicians were12

inspired to attempt xenografts in an attempt to treat13

renal failure.  And that's what primarily accounts for14

this resurgence in effort.15

          After the mid-1960s however, both the16

availability and efficacy of renal dialysis diminished17

interest in renal xenografting and the subsequent18

transplants were primarily heart or liver alone, and19

met with little success primarily due to hyperacute20

rejection.21

          Of note, this graft depicts only well-22

documented solid organ xenotransplants.  Not shown on23

this graft are the number of pig skin grafts that have24

been performed worldwide as a tool in the management25

of burn wounds and diabetic ulcers.26

          Also not shown on this graph are numbers of27



ex vivo perfusions using a variety of animal organs,1

including species such as the pig, cow, or non-human2

primates, that have been used sporadically, worldwide,3

for the treatment of a variety of conditions such as4

sepsis or liver failure.5

          On this slide, solid organs are graphed6

again, but now the numbers pale in comparison to the7

number of current xenotransplants.  Shown in yellow8

are the number of transplants that either will be or9

have been performed between 1994 and the end of 1998.10

Over 200 patients will have received a xenograft in11

this time interval.12

          This resurgence of medical interest in13

xenotransplantation is spurred in part by the various14

success of clinical allotransplantation.  The demand15

for human cells and tissues and organs continues to16

vastly exceed the current supply.17

          In addition, this resurgence is triggered by18

recent advances in our ability to diminish or overcome19

the immunorejection response.  And these strategies20

include:  drugs, forming suppression and modulation,21

genetic engineering, and tissue engineering.22

          While past transplants were primarily solid23

organ transplants or skin grafts, modern xenografts24

are often cellular and in addition, they may be25

modified or changed in order to elude the host immune26

response.27



          And these modifications, as you'll hear1

throughout the course of this morning, can take2

various forms.  The grafts may be encapsulated in a3

bio-compatible or semi-permeable membrane, or enclosed4

in an external perfusion device in order to shield5

themselves from the host immune system.  And in6

addition, they may be genetically engineered.7

          This table is meant to provide you with a8

simple overview of current clinical trials in9

xenotransplantation.  Pig liver cells or hepatocytes,10

whole liver -- both transgeneic and unmodified -- have11

been used to treat liver failure.  Pig pancreatic12

islets are proposed for the treatment of insulin-13

dependent diabetes.14

          Pig neuronal cells are being used to treat15

degenerative neurologic conditions such as Parkinson's16

and Huntington's.  And baboon bone marrow cells have17

been used in the effort to reconstitute the immune18

system of patients with AIDS.  And finally, cow19

adrenal cells are being used to treat refractory pain20

in cancer patients.21

          As the table amply illustrates,22

xenotransplants are not simply used as treatments for23

organ failure, such as heart or liver failure, for24

which human allotransplantation is already an accepted25

form of therapy.26

          But rather, xenotransplants are being used27



as treatments for other terminal diseases or1

conditions such as refractory pain and terminal cancer2

and Huntington's disease, and for which3

allotransplantation is not standard therapy.4

          In addition, xenotransplants are now being5

used to treat chronic diseases such as diabetes6

mellitus and Parkinson's disease, for which other7

treatment modalities are available -- although8

unfortunately not curative.9

          So xenotransplantation is not new.  What is10

new are the scientific advances being developed to11

diminish immunorejection.  In addition, it's12

worthwhile to note that xenotransplants are not used13

exclusively as a permanent replacement for human14

cells, tissues, or organs, or as a second, an15

understudy or substitute because human organs are not16

available.17

          Rather, xenografts are sometimes used18

because they possess unique properties or they're used19

as temporizing measures.  For instance, an animal20

organ may be used because it is resistant to a causal-21

infectious agent.  For instance, baboon liver is22

resistant to hepatitis B and has therefore been used23

to treat patients with liver failure due to hepatitis24

B.25

          In addition, xenografts may sometimes26

secrete therapeutic proteins or other molecules.  For27



instance, cow adrenal cells can secrete opiods and1

adrenergic agents that are effective in pain relief.2

          Certainly, many xenografts are used with the3

intent for long-term graft survival, for instance, the4

pig neuronal cells with are implanted in the brain to5

treat Parkinson's disease.  But some xenografts are6

used as temporary measures or so-called bridges until7

a human graft becomes available, another therapy8

becomes available, or until the patient recovers.9

          For example, porcine hepatocytes are used10

for ex vivo perfusion or pig livers are used for ex11

vivo perfusion for several hours or days until a human12

liver becomes available for transplant.13

          What you'll hear about today and tomorrow is14

one of the major public health dilemmas posed by15

xenotransplantation; that's how to balance the16

potential promise of this emerging technology -- which17

is still highly experimental -- to treat a wide18

variety of human diseases and to address at least in19

part, the shortage of human organs currently available20

for transplants, with the problem of potential21

infection of patients and their contacts with both22

recognized and unrecognized infectious agents.23

          This dilemma is heightened by the fact that24

as we just spent the past several minutes discussing,25

current xenografts have greater potential than ever to26

elude the human immune system and survive in their27



hosts than ever before in the history of this field.1

Current transplants are being used to treat chronic2

and subacute diseases that affect large segments of3

our population.4

          The bottom line is that current xenografts5

have the potential to be used in greater numbers of6

patients and the potential clinical benefits and risks7

inherent in xenotransplantation will have a longer8

timeframe in which to develop.9

          If lives are saved or disabilities countered10

in individual patients, certainly those are true11

benefits that extend beyond that patient to their12

family members, their close contacts, and to our13

society-at-large.14

          However, the infectious disease risks also15

extend beyond the individual patients, although it is16

that patient who signs the consent form.  And for this17

reason, public awareness, understanding, and feedback18

in the field of xenotransplantation -- both basic19

research and clinical trials -- is absolutely vital.20

           The challenge before us all is to have the21

hope to explore the potential clinical promise of this22

field, the courage to confront critical gaps in our23

knowledge and adjust our course accordingly, and the24

wisdom to apply the lessons that we've already learned25

about cross-species infectious diseases.26

          The road ahead is one that none of us can27



travel alone.  You, me, scientists, transplant1

professionals, infectious disease experts, and family2

members must collectively choose the road we will3

travel, travel it collectively in a measured and4

publicly-responsibly pace, and constantly adjust and5

assess our course based on emerging data.6

          In closing let me, as one representative of7

your PHS agencies who have worked together, let me8

express gratitude for your participation, and we look9

forward to your insights and expertise.  Thank you.10

          DR. ROSE:  It gives me great pleasure to now11

introduce Dr. David Sachs who's going to give us a12

talk on Immunology of Xenotransplantation.13

          David is an internationally recognized14

leader in Immunology who got his degree from Harvard15

Medical School, was a Fulbright Scholar, and was here16

at the NIH as the head of the Transplantation Section17

and Branch at the National Cancer Institute before18

going to the Massachusetts General Hospital.19

          We all look forward to hearing what David20

has to say.21

          DR. SACHS:  Thank you, Dr. Rose.  It's a22

pleasure to speak to you today here in this beautiful,23

new auditorium which wasn't here when I left NIH.  In24

fact, there was no auditorium anywhere near this nice.25

However, I'm always a little frightened by these fancy26

electronic forwards and reverses.  Okay, I've got it.27



          I've been asked to speak today about the1

basic immunology of xenotransplantation, and at the2

risk of insulting some of those who are really in this3

field in the immunology, I'm going to start at the4

very basic, but I do promise to take you up-to-date.5

          So very basically, the definitions in6

transplantation:  an autograft is a graft of tissue7

from the same individual to that individual; while an8

isograft is a graft between genetically identical9

individuals, which of course in the case of humans10

would be identical twins, in the case of mice and some11

other species where we have inbred strains, is from12

one member of an inbred strain to another.13

          An allograft is a graft between two members14

of the same species -- which is the vast majority of15

all transplants done today -- while a xenograft is of16

course, a graft between species.17

          Now, we can define within the term18

xenograft, two kinds of xenografts.  Concordant are19

closely-related species and importantly, such species20

combinations -- such as mouse to rat or within the21

primate, a baboon to a cynomolgus monkey, or22

presumably, a non-human primate to a human being -- do23

not have natural antibodies, which as I'll show you in24

a moment, is a major problem in the field of25

xenotransplantation.26

          Disconcordant species on the other hand,27



such as shown here -- pig to mouse or pig to human1

which we'll be talking about a lot in this conference2

-- have a large amount of natural antibody, and the3

further apart the species, the more such antibody4

exists.5

          Now, we can definitely -- physiologically a6

xenograft can work, and that's shown here in the case7

of a kidney transplant -- which I'll come back to8

later.  This is a pig kidney supporting the life of a9

non-human primate, of a cynomolgus monkey.  This10

picture is taken at the time of biopsy at day-9 after11

a procedure which we use to overcome the initial12

problems of xenograft reject.  And this kidney is13

maintaining the life of that animal with normal14

creatinine under normal blood chemistries.15

          So physiologically, there are no major16

obstacles that are insurmountable.  Such as for17

example, if the red cells couldn't get through the18

capillaries -- which was a worry at the very beginning19

of this field.  And in fact, there are even animals20

who have accepted liver xenografts for short periods21

but who have woken up -- and you can't wake up without22

a liver.23

          So that functionally, we think there are24

probably a lot of problems with something as25

complicated as the liver.  But certainly the heart,26

the kidney, and maybe even the liver, will27



physiologically be able to function in such a1

xenograft situation even in this discordant fashion.2

          And I would add that even if we find that3

there are some physiologic problems -- which4

undoubtedly there will be -- genetic engineering has5

the opportunity for potentially overcoming those as6

well.7

          So the obstacles to successful8

xenotransplantation, which I've just shown on this9

slide -- I just talked about the first one, the10

function, and that's all I'll say about function --11

but then the immunologic problems are antibody, are12

humoral immunity -- either natural or induced -- and13

cell mediated immunity involving T cells and NK cells.14

          The last two, infectious risks and ethical15

considerations, will be the topic of a lot more16

discussion later in this conference, and I'm going to17

restrict my remarks to the first two -- the antibodies18

and cell mediated immunity -- the major problems of19

the immune system in terms of xenotransplantation.20

          Now, to reiterate what Dr. Patterson just21

told you, the need is enormous.  As you see here the22

heart transplants worldwide increased exponentially23

during the early '80s after the advent of cyclosporin24

A made it feasible, but have plateau'd and has25

plateau'd over the past decade, and they will not go26

any higher.27



          Even attempts to increase donor1

registration, etc., will increase it somewhat but not2

enough to overcome the need -- to satisfy the need.3

Countries where they have presumed consent such as4

Belgium, they still have a great excess of need over5

available organs.6

          Xenografts can work but it is the immune7

system that prevents it.  The immune system prevents8

the xenograft -- the fact that the immune system9

prevents xenograft then is the major obstacle, as10

illustrated by this experiment of nature, the nude11

mouse.12

          As shown here -- this is a slide I borrowed13

from Hugh Auchincloss -- but the nude mouse has been14

shown in the hands of many researchers, to accept15

xenografts from widely dispersed species.  Here you16

are shown a primate graft and another allomouse, but17

in fact, the original description included chicken18

skin, and feathers grew on a nude mouse.19

          So that the immune system -- without an20

immune system which the nude mouth doesn't have21

because it's lacking a thymus, xenografts are22

accepted.23

          So what are the problems -- how does the24

immune system resist the xenograft?  Well, there are25

four kinds of rejections that have been defined.26

          Hyperacute occurs within minutes to hours27



and it's mediated by those natural antibodies I1

mentioned a moment ago, and complement which binds to2

those natural antibodies and causes a hyperacute --3

meaning a very rapid loss of the vascularized organ.4

I'll show you a little more about that in a moment.5

          Delayed xenograft rejection -- also called6

acute vascular rejection -- occurs within a matter of7

two weeks generally, and it is probably also mediated8

by antibodies which return, despite any of the things9

that we do to overcome them, and complement -- which10

again, has been effectively inhibited but not11

completely.  And possibly there is a contribution of12

some cellular components, in particular, NK cells.13

          Then acute rejection, which is similar to14

the kind of rejection seem for allografts involving T15

cells -- predominantly T cell immunity takes over, and16

you see that one in the first two to four weeks.  It17

is similar to what goes on for an allograft but much18

stronger.  I'll come back to that in a moment.19

          And then we would expect that there will be20

chronic rejection in the long-term, but of course21

there's been very little long-term survival of22

discordant xenografts in order to find out how that23

will affect our success.24

          Now, how can we avoid that hyperacute25

rejection?  There are really three sites for26

interference because hyperacute rejection depends on27



the binding of natural antibody, fixation of1

complement, and then damage to the vascular2

endothelium which sets in process the whole3

coagulation cascade that leads to loss of that organ.4

          We can interfere at any of those three5

points.  Natural antibodies is the place -- the6

beginning of the whole process, and that's what we7

have chosen to try to interfere by absorbing.8

          But complement -- I'll show you in a moment9

-- is also a site for potential interference, as is10

the activation of the vascular endothelium --11

something that's been extensively studied in Dr.12

Bach's laboratory and which may in the future, promise13

for interference.  Although it has not been14

effectively used for that purpose yet.15

          Now, how do we get rid of natural16

antibodies?  Well, many methods have been tried.17

Plasmapheresis was the first, and then absorptions18

with a variety of ways.  In particular, we've been19

working with either organ perfusion or more recently,20

insolubilized antigen columns bearing the alpha gal21

antigen to which these antibodies bind.22

          But other processes are in progress in23

laboratories around the world, including attempts to24

use anti-immunoglobulins -- either specific for the25

idiotype or specific for all immunoglobulins --26

genetic engineering of the determinants on the pig27



cells to which those antibodies bind.1

          And finally, induction of tolerance at the2

antibody level -- which we are working on but which is3

much harder as it turns out, and tolerant to induce4

than tolerance at the T cell level.5

          Absorption with columns is very effective.6

This shows one of the columns we've been using.  It's7

a matrix-bearing, alpha 13 galactose residue.  It's8

prepared for us by a local biotech company,9

Biotransplant.  And then we profuse the plasma of the10

monkey through that column.  Essentially, all the11

natural antibodies are removed.12

          This is the procedure as we do it with a13

pheresis machine, going right through that column14

during plasmaphereses of the monkey, and you see that15

the antibodies fall very quickly down to very low16

levels.  Whether you measure IgG or IgM the natural17

antibodies disappear and that is responsible for18

avoiding this kind of hyperacute rejection.19

          This is hyperacute rejection of a kidney20

taking place in a matter of a few minutes without21

absorbing such antibodies, and this is what it looks22

like at the microscopic level.  There's enormous23

amounts of hemorrhage and thrombosis of all the24

vessels.25

          And this is as I showed you a moment ago,26

what we see in our kidney when we have gotten rid of27



those natural antibodies -- essentially a normal1

kidney -- and the histology of that kidney is2

essentially normal.  That's at nine days after the3

transplant.4

          So you can avoid this hyperacute rejection5

just by absorption.  Unfortunately, by 13 days in that6

particular animal, we started to have some hematuria,7

and a repeat biopsy showed small facticii on the8

kidney and you see the pathology shows small9

hemorrhages which -- over the next 24 hours, but it10

progressed to a full vascular rejection, delayed11

xenograft rejection.12

          So we can get rid of the hyperacute but in13

this case we find evidence that antibodies come back.14

Absorption is not sufficient, nor is our tolerization15

procedure yet, to prevent those antibodies to coming16

back.  It seems much harder to tolerize an ongoing17

response in the immune system than it does to prevent18

a response such as we do at the T cell level.19

          Other ways of preventing this hyperacute20

rejection, which has been used in other laboratories21

and which you'll hear more about later today, involve22

avoiding the complementary activity with that23

antibody, either by destroying complement, inhibiting24

complement -- destroying it with cobra venom factor,25

inhibiting it with the soluble complement receptors26

and other inhibitors; or, most excitingly, genetically27



engineering the donor pig with complement-regulatory1

proteins -- and some of this you'll hear more about as2

well today.3

          These are the three that have been attempted4

in various laboratories.5

          And the last of those, the use of genetic6

engineering, is indeed exciting because we know that7

if you can modify the pig as a donor, we can decrease8

many of those reactions that we've seen before.  This9

slide just illustrates how that is done; it's of10

course, an injection of DNA directly into the nucleus11

of a fertilized egg.12

          Now, the idea of using transgeneic pigs as13

xenograft donors has already been effective for these14

complement inhibitory genes, or in progress of being15

tested for effectiveness, and certainly there are some16

very exciting results.17

          But there are many other genes that might be18

introduced into the pig and some of them are listed on19

this slide.  In particular, genes which would inhibit20

the binding of antibodies to the galactose residues.21

          In our case, we're very interested in growth22

factors and growth factor receptors because in23

inducing tolerance, which is the approach we've taken,24

it's very importance for the bone marrow cells from25

the donor pig to survive in this xenogeneic26

environment.27



          And we have found that some of these growth1

factors are essential and has been very helpful -- as2

I'll show you in a moment -- in allowing us to obtain3

a permanent -- reasonably long-term engraftment of pig4

bone marrow in a non-human primate.5

          And finally, MHC genes -- in particular,6

class 1 which can inhibit NK cells -- is being7

attempted.  There are many other genes as well, and I8

would make a plea right at this point.9

          That it will be a great advantage to this10

whole field if groups making transgeneic pigs were all11

using a uniform, recipient pig which could then be12

bred one to the other and have an ideal donor with all13

of the best possible genes to make that pig as good a14

donor as possible for xenotransplantation.15

          It will speed up this field enormously, and16

that kind of cooperation is something I would very17

much like to see in the future.18

          The pigs that we're using are miniature19

swine which I've bred for the past 25 years.20

Miniature swine are approximately the same size as21

human beings -- about 200 to 300 pounds when they're22

full-grown.  And although some people ask me why we23

call those miniature, those of you who have been on a24

farm know that domestic swine get over 1000 pounds25

when they're full-grown; clearly, much too big to be26

a donor for a transplant after they get past about a27



year, for transplant to humans.1

          These animals get to a maximum size exactly2

that of human beings, and we've bred those over these3

past 25 years to homozygosity of the major4

histocompatibility locus, and they're now about 845

percent, one line, at 84 percent in its coefficient of6

inbreeding for all genes.7

          This makes this the only large animal model8

in which one can reproducibly examine differences at9

the MHC and use those differences and the genetics of10

these loci in terms of strategies for inducing11

tolerance.  I don't have time to get into those today12

but that is an active focus of work in our laboratory.13

          Now, at the cellular level as I mentioned14

earlier, the response to xenografts is much stronger15

than it is to allografts.  And that's illustrated in16

this slide of one such parameter, the MLR, in a study17

of the MLR of human cells, either to allogeneic or18

xenogeneic -- that is, pig -- stimulator cells.19

          And what you see here is, in this simple MLR20

-- this has been reproducible in many cases -- the21

response to allo is less than xeno at each of the time22

points examined -- whether you look at absolute counts23

to the bars or the simulation indices, which are in24

parentheses.25

          And in fact, the reaction -- except in the26

case of the mouse where there are some differences in27



various adhesion molecules making the MLR artificially1

low -- in most other cases where you can get a good2

MLR with the proper co-stimulation and co-stimulatory3

molecules, you will find that the xenogeneic reaction4

is stronger, much stronger, than that of the5

allograft.6

          And it's for that reason that we have felt7

it is very important to be able to induce tolerance in8

at least some of those reactions.  Because otherwise,9

the amount of immunosuppression that would necessary10

would be so high that it will have unreasonable11

complications in terms of treatment of human beings.12

          And so that's been the approach we've been13

taking.  I think it will be combined with the use of14

immunosuppressive agents because of the response to  -15

- the tolerization of all of the responses is clearly16

not an easy task.17

          But we've been successful so far in having18

encouraging results using a model which is illustrated19

here which I won't go into in detail, but involves20

induction of a mixed chimerism in the recipient at the21

level of bone marrow.  And the idea is to use22

sublethal irradiation and to remove mature T cells,23

and then to get the marrow of the donor to engraft.24

          And a variation on this theme involves25

using, rather than the donor marrow, using genes from26

the donor into autologous monkey, autologous bone27



marrow cells.  And then remove the natural antibodies1

by the use of one of these columns, or in the future2

we're hoping to use transgeneic pigs with the3

complement receptors as a means of decreasing that4

hyperacute rejection -- or both -- and then to do the5

transplant:  either a kidney, and we've also been6

working with heart transplants.7

          And to follow up post-operatively, use a8

cyclosporin, another agent -- which we've tried9

several; this happens to be this oxyspergalin -- to10

decrease the antibody formation and these growth11

factors which have been very important in getting this12

bone marrow to survive.13

          So this is our overall scheme.  This has14

worked beautifully in allogeneic systems where we have15

allografts across fully disparate combinations of16

monkeys surviving for over four years without any17

immunosuppression, and we have encouraging results in18

this system for pig to monkey but not yet the kind of19

long-term survival that would be necessary for this to20

be effective clinically.21

          Briefly, I'll show you some of the22

encouraging results, one of them being the evidence23

that we have bone marrow engraftment.  And in this24

case it's shown at 176 days but we've also seen this25

in over 300 days now in a series of animals in which26

we look -- after the administration of the bone marrow27



and these growth factors with the rest of our usual1

protocol -- we look for the presence by PCR in the2

bone marrow -- in colonies grown from the bone marrow3

-- for presence of a swine-specific gene.4

          This is a swine-positive control of swine5

bone marrow cells.  This is one of these animals6

treated in this way.  And these are some control7

animals:  a negative animal, an animal without growth8

factors, and here's the same animal but without the9

primers in the reaction.10

          So clear evidence for the persistence of11

swine bone marrow cells in the bone marrow of this12

monkey following this procedure, for in many cases13

now, over 300 days -- but at a very low level.14

          So I think the possibilities of using15

chimerism as a way of inducing tolerance are still16

very encouraging to us.  Now, the chimerism which we17

induce has its effect, presumably -- as we've shown in18

allomodels -- at the central level by cells from that19

bone marrow getting to the thymus.20

          And the thymus is the sight at which T cell21

immunity develops.  And having bone marrow cells from22

the donor in the thymus is a way of allowing the new23

T cells developing after one's T cells depleted all24

the mature T cells, to become tolerant to that donor.25

          But in the last minute I would just like to26

show you another variation on this theme which is from27



work going on in Dr. Megan Seitz's laboratory, also at1

the Mass General, in our group.  And this involves --2

it's sort of like, if you can't be Mohammed to go the3

mountain you bring the mountain to Mohammed.4

          And that is, to transplant the thymus.  And5

so what she's been doing -- so here we have the thymus6

-- this is a field pig thymus under the kidney capsule7

of a mouse -- a mouse that started out normal but was8

put through a non-myeloblative procedure similar to9

what I showed on that slide of pig to monkey.10

          And this now, you see that that thymus grows11

enormously in this animal, and actually educates the12

new T cells from the mouse to become tolerant to the13

pig, giving us a situation where these animals now14

have accepted pig skin grafts for long-term -- now for15

well over 200 days.  And so I think that that also has16

potential promise for the idea of specific tolerance.17

          So I think in summary, the immunology of18

xenografts is difficult; it's more difficult than that19

of allografts, but it does -- there's nothing that20

we've come across so far which looks like an21

unsurmountable barrier.22

          And I think that with of all the new23

technologies, including the transgeneic and24

potentially knock-out technologies that are available25

to decrease the antigenicity of the pig organ and with26

the modern immunology both for modern27



immunosuppression and the indication of tolerance, I1

think that the chances for success at the level of the2

immune system are very great.3

          Thank you.4

          DR. NOGUCHI:  Thank you very much, David.5

It's always a pleasure and an interest to hear what6

new developments there are.7

          Now, what is a xenotransplanter?  Well,8

there are obviously no common themes but our next9

speaker, Dr. Moses Goddard, is a surgeon but he's also10

someone who's had extensive experience in biomaterials11

and development of artificial organs.  So there are12

several approaches to trying to mute the immune13

response.14

          One of them is to try to physically isolate15

the cells from them, and Dr. Goddard will be telling16

us about one of the technologies that his company, at17

CytoTherapeutics, has been using for many years.  It's18

actually one of the earliest commercial firms that has19

tried to exploit newer technology.20

          Dr. Goddard.21

          DR. GODDARD:  Thank you, Dr. Noguchi.  And22

I guess I should thank the conference organizers for23

the opportunity to speak here.  It seems I'll be the24

first in a series of speakers this morning on this25

concept of encapsulated transplantation, or sometimes26

also called membrane immunoisolated transplantation.27



          And it's a technology which I suspect is not1

entirely familiar to many of the people in the room so2

I'll go briefly through it.  I think you're going to3

hear more details from other individuals about their4

specific approaches as well.5

          The technology is based on the concept --6

instead of avoiding the immune system in the setting7

of xenotransplantation -- instead of attempting to do8

that engineered molecules, expressional molecules such9

as CR1 or the use of more and more advanced10

pharmacologic immunosuppression, as Dr. Noguchi said11

we use an actual, physical barrier.12

          In our case it's a thermoplastic,13

permselective membrane similar to a dialysis membrane14

that can be fashioned into small tubes and the cells15

can then be placed inside the tubes and the tubes16

sealed off.17

          The basis of the immunoisolation is18

essentially stearic hindrance.  There are pores in the19

membrane of a discreet size in the nanometer range20

which permit the passage of molecules only below a21

certain size.  The membranes can be fabricated in22

different ways to allow larger or smaller molecules to23

pass.24

          The membranes that are used in the study25

that I'm going to present to you today have a nominal26

molecular weight cutoff of 100,000 KD, but that27



probably should be looked at as a relative term, and1

the operative term there is nominal, and actually the2

spread of -- ability of molecules to transit the3

membrane is moderate and not completely well-4

characterized in all cases.5

          The concept though is, that oxygen and6

nutrients are small enough to freely pass through the7

membrane; that's pretty secure.  In the case that I'm8

going to demonstrate to you today, the therapeutic9

product that we're looking for is catecholamines and10

met-enkephalin for the treatment of chronic pain.11

          Those molecules clearly are small enough to12

transit the membrane without any hindrance that's13

significant.  What's very clear to us after a number14

of years of experience is that these membranes can15

form an absolute barrier to cells of the immune16

system.17

          The host cells can be kept out absolutely --18

that's very reliable now -- and the grafted cells that19

are inside the membrane can be kept in.  That's also20

extremely reliable.21

          What's  little more fuzzy is the degree to22

which molecules such as IgG with a molecular weight of23

150 can pass this membrane.  But I think we'll find24

that as you look at the data here, that one of the25

critical factors is the selection of cells that are26

inside.27



          Some of the cells that are inside the1

capsules appear to be extremely well immunoisolated by2

this technology and raise essentially no response in3

the host.  Other cells, it's not really the case, and4

you may be able to elicit antibody responses in the5

host.  It's not totally clear whether those antibodies6

are capable of killing the cells in the graft but they7

definitely are present in some cases.8

          So the application of this technology for9

the treatment of chronic pain is based on pre-clinical10

work that was done over more than the past decade;11

mostly but not entirely by an investigator formerly at12

the University of Chicago named Jacqueline Sagen.13

          And her concept has been that implantation14

of chromaffin cells from a variety of sources into the15

intrathecal space, can be used as a little sort of16

biological factory to produce catecholamines and met-17

enkephalins which will diffuse into the CSF and from18

there into the spinal cord, and be useful for19

interrupting pain signals that are traveling from the20

periphery through the spinal cord up the spinal21

phalamic tracks into the brain.22

          And the concept is that these molecular23

products coming out of the grafts can act as24

inhibitory neurotransmitters, diminishing activity in25

these neurons; that's something that's been well26

established in a number of studies.27



          In Dr. Sagen's work, working largely in1

acute pain models, it was necessary to stimulate these2

cells in some cases with administration of nicotine.3

That does not appear to be something that we will4

require for our application of it.5

          I also would note that in the examples done,6

at least early in her research by Dr. Sagen, no7

encapsulation was used, although later on -- I'm not8

going to show you the result -- she did work with us9

using encapsulated grafts, directly analogous to our10

technology.11

          The first experiments that she did were in12

largely acute models of pain in rodents and rats13

specifically.  And I'm not sure how familiar you may14

be but there are some standard models including some15

tail flick and hot plate where the rats are subjected16

to avoidable pain and they're assessed by when they17

withdraw a limb from some sort of noxious stimulants.18

          And what you found in her studies was a very19

consistent response where the animals that were20

engrafted with bovine chromaffin cells had21

significantly more delay and hence, more apparent22

analgesia when presented with these noxious stimuli.23

          She went on with an investigator named24

Winnie, an anesthesiologist in Chicago, to perform a25

very preliminary and -- I don't mean to be critical --26

but somewhat crudely-fashioned study in a small number27



of human patients in Chicago, where the patients were1

given allografts -- unencapsulated allografts --2

consisting of cadaver-donated adrenal chromosome cell.3

These cells were delivered just by a 2A needle and a4

HBSS vehicle into the CSF.5

          The patients that were enrolled in this6

trial were five patients, all with end-stage cancer7

and pain related to their cancer that had been8

untreatable with any conventional modalities.9

          And while I would make a lot of excuses for10

the lack of control in this study and certainly don't11

want to draw any grand conclusions from it, I still12

think the results were somewhat fascinating in that13

four of these patients appeared to have -- the14

implantation of the cells appeared to be associated15

with a dramatic improvement in their pain status,16

including diminishing of their pain scores and17

reduction in their use of opiates.18

          We have gone on from that early work to19

device a method of doing essentially the same sort of20

transplant but using xenogeneic cells, specifically21

bovine chromaffin cells in a device that could be22

implanted in the intrathecal space at a lumbar level.23

          This is a site which we feel is relatively24

safe to access.  It's the place where lumbar punctures25

are routinely done clinically, and there's an26

opportunity to implant a device several centimeters27



long in this sac of CSF that's filled just with nerve1

roots of the cordaquina which are relatively hearty2

and tolerate fair amount of manipulation by3

implantation instruments.4

          The device that we've designed originally5

was five centimeters long -- now seven centimeters6

long -- about a millimeter in diameter, and it extends7

basically from the L3/4, L4/5 level up to about the8

base of L2, something like that, bathed within the CSF9

and floating among the roots of the cordaquina.10

          The membrane portion of it is depicted here.11

I'll tell you a little bit more about that on a12

subsequent slide.  But one of the important features13

is a short segment of a plastic tethering -- used to14

be silicon, now polyurethane.  It lies within this15

space and then extends out through the dura, through16

the ligamentum flavum, paraspinus musculature, and is17

anchored to the lumbar dorsal fascia.18

          So should it be indicated to remove the19

device it should be removable by making a small skin20

incision and then just dissecting out the tethering21

and pulling with traction, and it comes out of22

intrathecal space.  Perhaps more on that later, but in23

general it works very well.24

          Schematically, this is what the device25

actually looks like.  This is a depiction of an26

earlier prototype -- used a few more materials than we27



actually use right now.  But in the original prototype1

for which I'll be reporting results today, there's a2

silicon tether here attached to a glue plug which3

seals off this hollow fiber membrane which contains4

the cells of interest -- the bovine, adrenal5

chromaffin cells, medullary cells.6

          There's a couple of little details about7

this.  The sealing technology actually is, certainly8

not complex, but has a fair amount of know-how9

involved in it.  Took a little while to work that out10

so that it works well but it's now quite reliable.11

The cells are suspended in a hydrogeal matrix of12

alginin at this point.13

          I won't go into the cell testing here.  I14

just have to assure you that there's extensive,15

biological testing of the cells done for a potential16

zoonotic contamination.17

          You can imagine that the agency has been18

extremely interested in just what we do with that, and19

that's certainly a matter of some negotiation right20

now.  But if you have further questions on it I'm sure21

I can answer them at some point.22

          There are a couple of other things that may23

be worth bringing out at this point.  It's not really24

relevant to the current discussion but we feel that25

this is a general vehicle that may be useful, not only26

for primary chromaffin cells that are harvested as27



these are from within calves, one at a time, but you1

also may be able to use -- or, clearly are able to use2

-- engineered cells that can be engineered to produce3

a variety of products.4

          One of our greatest interests is in5

neurotropic factors for the potential treatment of6

neurodegenerative diseases, including Parkinson's and7

Huntington's disease.8

          The actual device and its first prototype9

looks like this.  This is the design we used in a10

Phase I clinical trial in the United States.  And here11

you see the polymer membrane which is polyacril12

nitrile, polyvinyl chloride -- a relatively common13

dialysis-style membrane material.14

          It's kind of whitish in material due to the15

air entrapped within the membrane structure.  There is16

a short titanium connector here connecting to a glue17

plug that seals the membrane and then a silicon tether18

about 20 centimeters in length.19

          So the portion of the device that will be20

implanted in the patient is from here to approximately21

there on a tether.22

          The implantation technique that we've23

developed -- being a surgeon I of course looked at a24

possibility of doing laminectomies and so forth for25

this but was quickly persuaded that that was probably26

not going to work out very well in an end-stage cancer27



population -- so we developed a minimally-invasive1

technique based on 2A needle, guide wire -- sort of a2

Selldinger-style approach -- and results in a3

procedure that can be completed in about 15 minutes by4

experienced personnel under local anesthesia.5

          So after the development of this using6

largely a sheep -- large animal model for safety7

study, a number of preliminary studies were done with8

my collaborator in developing this, Dr. Patrick9

Ibisher of the University of Lausanne, Lausanne,10

Switzerland.11

          A small number of patients were done in12

Switzerland and then we planned a Phase I U.S.13

clinical study under a commercial IND.  What was14

ultimately done in the United States was 19 patients15

that consisted of 14 patients in the original study16

and then four extension patients.  It was an open-17

label design, of course just designed to demonstrate18

or get some indication of the safety of this approach.19

          All the patients were patients with pain20

related to end-stage cancer and in fact, most of them21

had failed multiple other modalities including22

interthecal opiates and other surgical procedures, and23

several of them were in desperate state where they24

were basically inconsolable by any level of narcotic25

that didn't give them essentially, general anesthesia.26

          The patients were evaluated by adverse27



events of course.  Standard pain scores including the1

VAS, or Visual Analog Scale, which is a score from one2

to ten -- ten being the worst imaginable pain and zero3

being no pain at all -- as well as a McGill Pain4

Questionnaire.  They're admittedly subjective tests5

but that's the nature of pain assessment.6

          Analgesic use was also recorded for the7

patients and the patient's CSF was tested for changes8

in the level of catecholamines, specifically9

norepinephrine and epinephrine, as well as opiod10

peptides, including met-enkephalin.11

          Devices were also explanted; not from all12

patients from all those that we were able to obtain13

them from.  And they could be tested in vitro to14

assess the ability of the cells to continue to produce15

the putative therapeutic products, and in addition16

they could be evaluated histologically.17

          The trial continued until the deaths of the18

patients and devices were explanted post-mortem which19

is part of the difficulty we had in retrieving20

devices.21

          First of all, let me go through just a22

couple of slides showing adverse events sorts of23

things.  This is a compilation of all the device-24

related adverse events for all the patients who were25

implanted in this trial -- all 19 of them including26

the larger cell dose, 4.0 version here.27



          And what it shows is what we believe is a1

relatively small number of predictable sorts of2

device-related things such as are expected with any3

sort of intrathecal therapy.4

          The most common thing was headaches; that's5

something that commonly occurs as I'm sure most of you6

know, with dural puncture.  It occurs in about 157

percent of patients with other standard intrathecal8

therapies and we're in that range here.  This I think,9

is just a statistical artifact.10

          There are a couple of other minor things11

which relate to implantation technique.  This patient12

who experienced hypesthesia was the only patient that13

was implanted under general anesthesia.  We do not14

recommend general anesthesia because there's a15

possibility of causing some neuropraxia related to16

rough treatment of a nerve root that can be avoided if17

the procedure is done under local anesthesia.18

           Another thing I'm sure of interest in this19

audience is what sort of immune response was20

encountered with these cells.  And the number of21

patients for whom we have complete or valuable22

immunology data is 14 out of this study.  Some of the23

patients were on study a very short period of time and24

we really don't think there's anything relevant from25

them.26

          The number of patients who had pre-existing27



titers against bovine adrenal chromaffin cells was 14.1

All of the patients had some level of pre-existing2

titer.  I think that's predictable from Dr. Sachs'3

presentation.  Maximum tier pre-existing was 1:256.4

And 21 percent or three of the patients showed some5

elevation of titer, and the maximum elevation was 32-6

fold.7

          Two of those patients I really can't tell8

you what was going on except that when they were re-9

evaluated for complement-dependent cytotoxicity they10

didn't show any change in CDC, just in a flow11

cytometry-based assessment of antibodies adherent to12

bovine chromaffin cells.13

          One of the patients -- and in fact, the one14

that showed the highest change in titer -- was a15

patient that had their device implanted in not the16

perfect location.  It was implanted so it was17

partially in the muscle.18

          The device was really not built to tolerate19

implantation in a moving structure like muscle.  It20

was fractured and the membrane was opened so the cells21

were exposed directly to the host, and I think an22

immune response is predictable in that setting.23

          Now I'm going to show you some pain score24

results.  I apologize for the lightness of the slide25

but I hope you can see it.  You know, whenever I26

present this data I think that it's hard to present it27



with real balance, so I'll just confess to you what1

this represents.2

          We have patients that did relatively well,3

whose pain scores and analgesic use went down.  We4

have patients who did not do any better at all, and we5

have patients who are just plain confusing.  And I'm6

going to show you an example of each of those things7

and then the mean pain score results for the entire8

group.9

          So this is representative of a patient who10

we believe has done relatively well -- if you can say11

that on the basis of Phase I data.  Here is a patient12

who came into the study with pain scores VAS at nine13

out of ten, or roughly.14

          And within a week -- see, it usually takes15

a couple of weeks for there to be a response; that's16

something we've consistently seen -- but within weeks17

of implantation this individual's pain scores had18

dropped to zero, both the VAS as well as the McGill.19

          They then rose somewhat and stabilized in20

this kind of three range here.  At the same time the21

patient's morphine consumption went down dramatically22

over essentially the same time period, and the patient23

went on essentially, on an extremely low dose of24

opiods for an end-stage cancer patient and remained in25

this stage until the end of his life.26

          So that's a good result.  There's several27



patients like that.  Now here's a bad result.  This is1

the very worst patient we had, and a patient in whom2

we saw I don't believe any -- almost no positive3

response at all; maybe any response is a dream.4

          This is a patient with colorectal carcinoma,5

an invasion of the lumbar-sacral plexus, a horrible6

pain in his leg which had been unrelieved by any7

therapy that he had been given.8

          And his only comment was -- and perhaps it9

was only placebo -- for the first time in his pain10

experience after the device was implanted he had11

intervals of no pain, but in general his pain scores12

didn't improve much and then very rapidly they went13

right back to his baseline which was horrible.14

Morphine use also increased over that period of time15

and until his death.16

          And here's a confusing patient.  This is an17

individual whose pain scores improved significantly,18

but in this study we were very reliant on hospice-19

based patients where you don't really have very good20

control over how much opiates they receive or what21

they're receiving them for.22

          And this explanation for the increase in23

opiates was the patient had pulmonary meds in her24

anxiety of hypoxia, was being given opiates which I25

know sounds a little paradoxical but actually is26

widely practiced in the hospice environment.27



          I tell you how the situation here arising.1

Use of opiates and falling pain scores and you could2

perfectly simply attribute the pain scores to the3

rising opiates.  We don't think that's the case but4

that's a reasonable suspicion.5

          And here perhaps is a better way to look at6

it.  This is the mean VAS for all patients in the7

Phase I study taken over ten weeks; all the data8

that's available.  And what it shows is, patients9

coming into the study with a mean VAS of six -- a10

little bit more than six -- and after a 10-week period11

they've fallen down into the range of four to three.12

          So it's a 30 to 40 percent improvement,13

which is representative of what you see with any kind14

of pain therapy, including even things like the15

fentanyl patch.16

          Other results in the study that may interest17

this audience -- this is the appearance after several18

months of implantation in the intrathecal space of19

clusters of bovine chromaffin cell imbedded in this20

alginate gel matrix.  A certain amount of desiccation21

artifact leaves these voids here.22

          But if you -- I didn't have enough time to23

show enough slides here -- but you can also do a TH24

stain on this and demonstrate that these cells are25

catecholinergic in type and appear to represent the26

original population of medually chromaffin cells that27



were implanted.1

          I think very important in the assessment of2

this trial is histologic data of the intrathecal3

space.  This is a cross section actually taken from4

one of our Swiss patients.  It's not as easy to get5

autopsy data in the United States.6

          The is the second patient that was implanted7

in Switzerland showing a normal appearance of the8

intrathecal sac at a lumbar level; exactly where the9

device was implanted with no evidence of significant10

intrathecal fibrosis or arachnoiditis or any other11

untoward process.  A little bit of epidural fibrosis12

but that's it.13

          So just very briefly, the conclusions of the14

clinical investigator, Dr. Fred Burgess in this trial,15

were that the cell therapy devices were well tolerated16

in this trial; complications were as expected with17

intrathecal delivery systems; can't really make any18

conclusions on efficacy but improvement appeared to be19

there in several patients; and there may have been a20

better response for patients suffering with pain at a21

lumbar and sacral level.22

          And I know there's interest in where we plan23

to go with these studies.  We've just concluded a24

Phase II-A clinical study now in the U.S. and Europe25

involving -- was to be up to 25 patients -- we've26

concluded it at 17 patients.27



          And this is neuropathic pain subjects, non-1

terminal patients.  And the study which was actually2

designed to evaluate the safety of a new device design3

which was a higher dose and more durable and easier to4

treat design, intended to establish the safety of that5

before going into a larger study, ultimately of ten6

week's duration.7

          And the real Phase II study that we're8

looking forward to starting shortly, or Phase II-B,9

will be:  placebo-controlled; double blind; using10

empty devices; 100 to 150 patients; one in Europe, one11

in the U.S.; pain related to cancer; ten weeks of12

therapy followed by device retrieval.13

          And we'll add a few things to the14

evaluation:  adverse events, standard pain scores, of15

course pain mapping will be done, analgesic use as16

before, quality of life questionnaires -- I think we17

missed some data previously because we didn't do that18

-- and of course testing of patient's CSF and testing19

of the devices for catecholamine output will be20

performed.21

          And just lastly, in the few seconds that I22

don't have, I'd like to express my sincerest gratitude23

to the clinical investigators and to the patients who24

have had sufficiently open minds and sufficient25

curiosity to allow us to go on with the study.  Thank26

you very much.27



          DR. ROSE:  We're going to move on and the1

first, it looks like of two speakers, will be Dr.2

Michael Egan.  he is senior vice president for3

Corporate Development at Diacrin, Incorporated, and4

has been there since 1993.  And before that he was at5

the Dana Farber Cancer Institute.6

          DR. EGAN:  I want to thank the organizers7

clearly, for giving us this opportunity to present.8

Our objective this morning is to introduce you to our9

work in the use of porcine fetal tissue for the10

treatment of neuro-degenerative diseases.11

          My objective in the first few minutes is to12

give you some background and obviously emphasize some13

of the safety issues which are clearly of concern, and14

then Dr. Fink will take you to our Phase I clinical15

results of Parkinson's Disease.16

          But to begin, our focus here as I said, is17

neuro-degenerative diseases, focusing on Parkinson's18

disease and Huntington's disease, apparently because19

those specific cells types are well-known and20

characterized.21

          Also, in the case of Parkinson's disease22

there is therapy using L-dopa but that is a temporary23

measure which over time, can lose its efficacy.  As24

was mentioned earlier today, in the case of25

Huntington's disease there is no effective therapy.26

          The basis for this program is the fact that27



human fetal cells have been used in a number of trials1

and a number of locations and shown to be effective in2

giving substantial and sustained relief to patients3

with these conditions.4

          In addition, with ourselves and other5

collaborators and other independent investigators it6

is shown that porcine fetal tissue can also result in7

a similar effect in models of both these diseases.8

          Now, in the case of human tissue, clearly9

there are issues with using human cells in a very10

broad way, not the least of which are the ethical11

issues.  But we have now shown that the porcine fetal12

tissue can physiologically have similar results if not13

identical to the human fetal tissue.14

          One of the key aspects -- and I'll spend a15

few minutes on it -- is the ability to manufacture16

under what is known as good manufacturing practice.17

This is a whole series of guidelines that have been in18

place in the pharmaceutical industry for a number of19

years to manufacture such tissue.20

          And then again in our hand, both in21

Parkinson's disease and Huntington's disease models we22

have seen where within these models you can reverse23

the disease symptoms.  And very importantly, these24

cells are not encapsulated, we allow them to mature in25

the environment, and therefore re-establish the26

connections that would normally be there prior to the27



disease taking over.1

          I want to just take a minute to highlight a2

few of the historical events so people get a3

perspective of the timeframes involved.  Our first4

Parkinson's disease patient was treated in April of5

'95.  The first Huntington's patient was treated in6

May of the following year.7

          And then the recruitment for those trials8

was completed -- in the case of Parkinson's disease in9

October of '96 and in Huntington's in March of '97.10

          We now are in discussion with the FDA on the11

Phase II program focusing on a Parkinson's disease12

program.  And then something that will be discussed in13

much more detail this afternoon and that's with recent14

data in the past nine months that has come to light15

with the porcine endogenous retrovirus which we have16

been working with the FDA on -- and as I said, we'll17

discuss in more detail this afternoon.18

          I do want to take a minute, again,19

emphasizing the safety aspects and the way this has20

been approached from a control and a quality21

perspective.  There are four main components to the22

program and I would just spend a moment on each one.23

          The first is obviously the qualification of24

the animals.  This gives you an outline -- and it's25

actually a bit dated; we've added things to this --26

but this gives you an outline of the screening program27



we have for every individual animal prior to entering1

the program.  And that is done both serologically and2

in vitro screening; these being done by co-cultivation3

assays.4

          Once the animals are qualified we then have5

the issue of maintaining that quality and that health6

status.  That's done by way of something known as a7

biomedical animal facility.  Here it's under very8

controlled situations, both from an air perspective as9

well as an access.10

          We have extensive veterinary involvement in11

terms of overall health maintenance of the animals.12

And very importantly, at the appropriate time, the13

uteruses are removed under aseptic conditions in the14

BAF.  This is basically a GMP operating suite, if you15

will.16

          Once the organ is removed it is then taken17

to again, a good manufacturing base cell isolation18

facility where it is dedicated and we can put into19

place all the quality control and quality assurance20

that one would expect in a pharmaceutical product.21

          Once isolated we then have release criteria22

as you would have with any product, focusing not only23

on the viability which clearly relates in our data to24

the success of grafting, but also all of the screening25

that you would expect -- again, focusing on a26

potential untoward infection or materials that27



shouldn't belong in the tissue.1

          As far as a summary, basically we have2

emphasized quite a bit the quality of production as3

focused on the fetal porcine cells.  We have done 124

patients in our Phase I program, another 12 in our5

Huntington's disease program.6

          We have not seen any untoward effects7

associated with the tissue -- and Dr. Fink will8

discuss that in more detail -- and then we have been9

working quite closely with the FDA on this newly10

emerged, porcine endogenous retrovirus issue.11

          And I must echo some of Dr. Noguchi's12

comments that with the staff that have been involved,13

the scientific effort that's been brought to bear by14

the FDA has been extraordinarily helpful.15

          So with that I will turn it over to Dr. Fink16

who will take you through the details of our Phase I17

program.18

          DR. FINK:  I'd like to thank the organizers19

for the opportunity to share with you the results of20

our ongoing Phase I safety trial in Parkinson's21

disease; that is, the clinical data and the safety22

data.23

          The outline of this trial is shown here.24

This trial enrolled patients with medically refractory25

Parkinson's disease.  They had a mean duration of26

illness of 14 years and they were nearly 61 years in27



age as a group.  By medically refractory I mean that1

they were not having a sufficient response to2

conventional medication, regardless of dose or the3

manner that it was administered.4

          This led to periods throughout the day where5

medications would not work at all, and patients had6

severe immobility, or periods of the day when they7

would experience side effects from anti-Parkinsonian8

medications.  Those side effects most commonly are9

involuntary movements or hallucinations.10

          This group of 12 patients received a11

surgical procedure in which 12 million fetal,12

ventromezin cephalic cells -- that is, the field brain13

area that has the dopaminergic precursors -- they had14

an implantation procedure which placed these cells15

into three sites on one side of the striatum; one site16

on the caudate and two sites on the containment.17

          Six of the patients received18

immunosuppression with cyclosporin in a relatively low19

dose.  The other six patients received cells that had20

been treated with an antibody directed against one of21

the transplantation antigens.  Patients were followed22

for safety and efficacy measures every three months.23

          The general safety profile of the patients24

has been quite favorable.  There were no clinical,25

adverse events that were judged by the investigator to26

be definitely or probably related to the therapy.27



          The list of serious adverse events -- the1

ratings of serious adverse events are listed in this2

slide.  They occurred in four patients, and with the3

exception of one event -- a pulmonary embolism leading4

to death in one patient; an event that was unrelated5

to the study treatments -- all of these serious6

adverse events resolved without sequelae.7

          A summary of the clinical data for this8

group of patients at the 12-month period is shown on9

this slide.  The clinical data was measured using a10

standard clinical rating scale -- the Unified11

Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale, or UPDRS.12

          This is a standard, well-established, and13

validated clinical measure that provides a numerical14

sum of both objective and subjective measures of15

disability.16

          I'd like you to focus on the bars on the far17

left of the graph.  This shows the scores -- pre-18

operatively the open bars, and post-operatively the19

shaded bars -- for this group of ten of the patients20

for which we obtained evaluable data.21

          Prior to transplantation this group of ten22

patients had a score of nearly 84.  Now, this is quite23

severe disability.  Twelve months after24

transplantation there was a 20 percent improvement in25

score and this improvement reached statistical26

significance for this group.27



          For the sub-group of patients, those that1

had received cyclosporin or antibody-treated cells, a2

similar magnitude of improvement was seen.  As I3

mentioned, one patient died at seven-and-a-half months4

after transplantation, of a pulmonary embolism.5

          Our academic collaborators at McLean6

Hospital and Harvard Medical School were able to7

analyze this tissue, and I'd like to share with you8

some of the results.9

          This slide shows a section through this10

patient's putamen, stained with a marker for porcine11

cells.  This is a genomic repeat element unique to the12

porcine genome, so where you see a dark stain -- black13

in the center or this more purple halo -- this is14

unequivocally a porcine cell.15

          One other thing you can appreciate is that16

outside the area of graft there is, at this low power,17

a normal-appearing architecture.18

          This slide shows some additional stains.19

The top panel is one graft site and the bottom panel20

is another graft site processed for four stains.21

Moving left to right, this is a general cell stain, a22

nasal stain, which shows the graft site; although it23

is at some areas, indistinguishable from the normal24

host.  There's a slight infiltration or increase in25

small number of dark cells at the perimeter of the26

graph.27



          The next panel shows cells that have been1

stained with a porcine antibody directed at an antigen2

which will essentially show porcine glia.  And you can3

see that this is densely present.4

          The next panel is a stain for5

tyrogenhydroxylase which will reveal dopaminergic6

neurons.  And in both of these graft sites one can7

appreciate the soma of these dopaminergic neurons and8

their processes.9

          And then the last panel is stained with an10

antibody to neurofilament, which in this case is11

porcine-specific, and actually shows a more luxurious12

plexus of neuronal fibers, all porcine, and some13

intercalating into the host, neuropil.14

          This is a higher power of the dopaminergic15

cells within one of the porcine graft sites.  To get16

some sense of the degree of inflammatory response, one17

of the graft sites was stained with markers to18

lymphocytes, shown here, and a marker to MHC Class 1.19

          The stain on the left is a general cell20

stain; again shows generally, normal architecture21

surrounding the graft site, with only some small cell22

infiltration.  The small cells are most likely23

infiltrates -- lymphocytes infiltrating the perimeter24

of the graft -- and there's a mild upregulation of MHC25

Class 1.26

          Taken together, this would be a mild,27



inflammatory response, certainly not consistent with1

active rejection, and relatively no normal host2

neuropil surrounding it.3

          At this point I'd like to show a video,4

please.  As Parkinson's disease is a movement5

disorder, I think it's often useful to see the6

clinical benefits in real time.  So what I will show7

you is the results of a patient -- the 11th patient8

that was transplanted.9

          He was a 49-year-old man at the time of10

transplantation.  He had had Parkinson's disease for11

18 years.  Despite creative use of all available,12

anti-Parkinsonian medications he still was left with13

severe disability.  This ability consisted of periods14

throughout the day where medicines did not work, which15

did involve him four to eight hours a day.16

          So this is a presurgical tape.  This man as17

I mentioned, was 49 years old.  He had had Parkinson's18

for 18 years.  He demonstrates many of the clinical19

sequelae -- if people are not familiar of Parkinson's20

disease.21

          He had slowness; there's a general slowness22

to his movements as well as in this particular task,23

a specific slowness.  If you were to feel the24

resistance to passive movement of one limb you would25

find rigidity.26

          He had, as you can see here, great27



difficulty getting up out of the chair, and1

considerable balance difficulties.  Falling was a2

major part of his disability and he would fall3

numerous times throughout the day.4

          He would also have times during the day5

where his gait would suddenly halt -- so-called6

"freezing".  And as I mentioned, despite creative use7

of all available medications over his 18 years, he was8

left with four to eight hours each day where9

medications were not working.10

          His UPDRS -- you can see the balance11

difficultly -- his UPDRS score pre-operatively was 89.12

Now that score is taken in this state; that is, when13

medications are not working.  The subscores of his14

UPDRS as well, the activities of daily living and his15

motor score, were also quite severe.16

          Now, this particular patient was in the17

group of patients that had received cells treated with18

the FAB fragment of an antibody to MCH Class 1.  So he19

did not receive immunosuppression systemically.20

          This post-surgical clip is from the patient21

now six months after treatment.  He's shaved his22

mustache, and I think as you can appreciate, the23

individual hand movements are remarkably faster.24

          He has also had dramatic reduction in his25

off-time; that is, the amount of time during the day26

in which medications aren't working.  Now it's less27



than two hours per day.  And he's had almost a1

complete abolition of his falling.2

          His UPDRS score at six months was about 49,3

so over a 50 percent improvement in his score.  And4

this degree of clinical improvement has persisted now5

to 12 months.  And I think we can turn off the tape6

now.7

          So to summarize, this ongoing, Phase I8

safety trial, we've seen a very favorable safety9

profile for porcine fetal cells.  As a group there has10

been in general, mild to modest improvement in11

clinical disability, and in several patients, quite12

dramatic clinical improvement.13

          I think I'll stop a little bit early at that14

point.15

          DR. NOGUCHI:  Our next two talks are16

actually combined.  I'll announce at this time that17

there will be a coffee break after Dr. Scharp's18

introductory comments on diabetes and the treatment of19

that by encapsulated islet cells.20

          Dr. David Scharp is currently the chief21

scientific officer and executive vice president at the22

Neocrin Company, but we've had a long association with23

him throughout many years when he was back in St.24

Louis in an academic position.25

          I think that both the agency and Dr. Scharp26

have enjoyed a continuing and growing interaction27



where we both learned a lot about each other;1

specifically for FDA.  It was very good for us to2

begin to understand the differences between3

traditional uses of pharmaceuticals and the area of4

surgery, particularly in transplantation.5

          As you move from allo human organ6

transplantation into the transplantation of cells,7

there's been an interaction of FDA that's also ongoing8

and I'd like to just thank David and have him come up9

and tell us about how he plans to use encapsulated10

islet cells for diabetes.11

          DR. SCHARP:  Thank you, Phil, for those12

comments.  I have also enjoyed the cooperative effort13

and that's really what it's going to take and continue14

to take with all of us interested in accomplishing15

these things for our patients; is the ability to16

combine all the different disciplines and interests17

together to move this forward.18

          If I could have the lights down please, I'll19

try to have this computer cooperate today to try to20

take you through what we're trying to do with diabetes21

in terms of encapsulated cell therapy.22

          Talking about the disease itself, diabetes,23

there are two major types and the numbers here are24

quite different when one thinks about transplanting25

effectively large numbers of patients.  And the26

approach to regulation is quite different that we have27



to consider and I'll present those comments today.1

          But basically we have over .6 million people2

with Type 1 requiring insulin for life in the U.S. --3

an equal number in Europe -- and Type 2, a large4

number of patients, 14 million total, in which 205

percent require insulin therapy.  And we believe6

encapsulated cell therapy could approach those numbers7

of patients.8

          If we look at the problem of Type 19

diabetes, or severe, insulin-requiring diabetes, the10

acute complications really relate to insulin therapy,11

and today patients are hospitalized -- and certainly12

even die -- of complications related to too low blood13

sugar with too much insulin, or hyperglycemia with too14

little insulin.15

          And those of us who are not affected by the16

disease take for granted the narrow glucose control17

our normal islet cells provide, and unless you spend18

a day with a diabetic patient who's aggressively19

taking care of their insulin therapy you can't imagine20

really, the degree of alteration in their life that21

they face every day.22

          But the major problem from a health status23

and a medically economic status, are the chronic24

complications of this disease.  Diabetes is the25

leading cause of new blindness in this country.  A26

third of all kidney failure and kidney transplants are27



from diabetes.1

          It gives a 4-time increase in heart attack2

and strokes, a general decrease in neuropathy and3

neuropathy-related diseases, and basically provides an4

accelerated aging process of our vascular system,5

especially the microvascular system which leads6

specifically to gangrene and impotence.  Most males7

over 20 years of duration are impotent from this8

disease.9

          So these are the chronic complications that10

aggressively affect these young people's lives,11

terminating many of them that have these severe12

complications, and this is the focus of the patients.13

Fortunately, not all patients get this severity of the14

disease, but a significant percentage.15

          Because of this magnitude of this disease,16

the Diabetes Control and Complication Trial and NIH17

sponsored a study of 1400 patients that was completed18

a few years ago and it looked at the ability to look19

at normal glucose profiles in the 24-hour profile20

system here on the X-axis.21

          And if we plot what conventional insulin22

therapy achieved, it was these blood sugars over the23

nine years of studies, with one or two shots a day24

without attention to Type 2 glucose monitoring.25

          By aggressively doing multiple injections a26

day and multiple glucose monitoring, one can make a27



significant difference in the degree of control which1

was related to significantly reduced incidents of2

complications in multiple different organ systems.3

But there was a price to pay for this with a threefold4

increase in hypoglycemic episodes.5

          If we look at piggybacking islet transplants6

on kidney transplant immunosuppressed patients,7

compare them with the DCCT, those patients that8

achieve insulin independence with full9

immunosuppression using human islet allografts will10

achieve the normal glycemic range without the problems11

of hypoglycemia and look promising.12

          If one looks at glycated hemoglobin values,13

the DCCT value over 12 months average from onset was14

around eight-and-a-half to nine; intensive insulin15

therapy markedly improved, but less than five percent16

achieved normal range.  Those with islet17

transplantation can clearly achieve normal glycated18

hemoglobin.19

          But the problem is, human allograft, full20

immunosuppression, islet transplantation is not a21

feasible alternative for these patients from a cost-22

effective standpoint as well as the degree of success23

-- which is a small percentage of patients24

transplanted.25

          So are there other ways to do this?  And26

encapsulated cell therapy we believe is a practical27



way.  So the product concept really is fairly1

straightforward.  It's not a new concept but what we2

believe is new is this coating, the PEG coating.3

          So if one has the porcine islet, this4

coating is designed to keep out the immune cells, to5

be perm-selective so antibodies cannot cross it, but6

at the same time permit nutrients to go in to permit7

these cells to function, and glucose then can come in8

and provide for physiologic insulin release to these9

patients.  So it's a biodegradable, injectable kind of10

product concept.11

          To do this appropriately, commercially --12

which is the only way it's going to be accomplished13

large scale for these large numbers of patients -- is,14

three components have to be developed.15

          First, there has to be a commercially viable16

cell source.  We're using adult porcine islets at this17

moment.  We'll go into that more in a second.18

          Secondly, there has to be a chemically19

definable, very regulatable coating, and we believe20

the polyethylene glycol which is already in clinical21

approval as the drug coating scenario by itself --22

we've altered this compound by replacing the two23

hydrogens here with acryl groups so you have a PEG24

center and acrylate compounds on each end.  And these25

will become the units that respond to the laser26

stimulation to form a polymer.27



          Then one has to be able to combine these two1

-- the islets and the polymer together -- in a fashion2

that gives you uniform coating that can be complete3

and protective.4

          And one has to then have this in an5

injectable product that goes safely into patients.6

          The cell source here really is several.7

Opportunities -- we're focused on primary cells with8

porcine islets.  These cells can be expanded; they9

could be immortalized; they could be genetically10

engineered.11

          The sources though, are rather limited,12

frankly.  Human allografts with 4,000 to 5,000 donors13

a year certainly cannot lead to primary cell14

transplantation except as a demonstration basis.15

          We are focused on porcine cells because they16

have these three capabilities.  Human allografts could17

also be done and have a different encapsulation18

requirement that's probably easier than the xenograft19

cell source.  But right now to be commercially viable,20

the ability to expand at the large qualities21

immortalizations data have really -- are not in place22

and need a great deal of discovery.23

          There are cell source expansion24

opportunities in the pig and other kinds of animals.25

With all the interest of cloning, clearly one could26

develop and reproduce per a potential embryonic stem27



cell. The problem is, there's several black boxes to1

take those embryonic cells completely to islet cells.2

          But we do know those potentially pancreas3

progenitor cells are hard to identify in the pancreas.4

One can focus here -- and certainly agents have been5

developed that can expand these cells -- and one can6

also expand the differentiated islet cells as well.7

          There are other opportunities though,8

looking at a porcine source, and I'll just show you a9

brief example.  One could start with neonatal pigs for10

example, and this shows insulin dating in a 10-day-old11

piglet neonatal pancreas with a very small percentage.12

          But by doing manipulation in vivo with drugs13

and other conditions, one over ten days, can markedly14

expand the cell source, and now retrieve these and15

have even a better opportunity for cellular16

expansion.  So there's a great deal of opportunity in17

expending and exploring these cells in terms of18

expansion capability.19

          Well, you have to have a GMP-rated20

processing as we've heard from the other talks, and21

this is the general talk about it, but let me give you22

some more specifics.  In our particular circumstance23

we have to have an SPF+ herd -- SPF, this is for the24

Specific Pathogen-Free; is related to the pig not the25

human need, so that's what the plus stand for.26

          So we start with this stock herd which is27



closed, and this goes then to a different site where1

a breeding herd takes place.  The piglets are removed2

to a second physical site several miles distant which3

has three components.4

          They go through nursery, growing, and5

finishing.  These pigs then are transported to where6

we're located in California where they go through a7

third site quarantine activity and testing program.8

Then they are taken to an approved abattoir where9

their pancreas is removed for pilot processing.10

          So an extensive amount of work -- this also11

incorporates a vaccination program for those viruses12

that can't be controlled otherwise.13

          So you have a closed SBF+ herd, multiple14

site production, husbandry program that's under SOP15

relating to surveillance, serotesting, vaccination,16

quarantine programs all in and all out.  There's all17

kinds of things that are being defined by the18

regulations.19

          And now then the most recent thing for the20

porcine is the viral bioburden identification program21

where processing also requires -- and this shows you22

what's going on with our 2400 pancreases we processed23

from this herd.24

          Looking at the donor slaughter activity, the25

QC and the organ preparation, transport to the26

facility, its ability to be processible, bioburden27



testing at that point, the digestion of the skin to1

cells, purification then, giving highly purified,2

viable cells with a minimal amount of bioburden at3

this point.4

          These then go into islet culture and they go5

on quarantine.  The nice thing about islet cells is6

they can be quarantined until all the testings are7

done.  And as I'll show you, they can even by8

cryopreserved.9

          These would allow us to identify by date of10

release specification, which allow these cells by lot11

to be multiple donor lots to be released or rejected;12

depending upon those specifications.  Certainly some13

of these specifications, ability to release insulin --14

fortunately porcine do release insulin in response to15

glucose in a very similar pattern to humans.16

          So there are a number of release17

specifications to be identified, and these are based18

on collected data.  some of this has already been19

presented in an iterative process to Dr. Noguchi's20

team and the FDA to continuing review.21

          Preservation is also required so we start22

with the islets, put them in culture, combine the23

lots, encapsulate them, they go back in culture, and24

then they can be transplanted, process development25

from commercial areas looking at media development in26

mass large scale culture, as well as the ability to27



cryopreserve these.1

          Remember some of these tests require four2

weeks before transplantation.  Cryopreservation gives3

you that opportunity.  And so one can in fact,4

cryopreserve -- this is an insulin stain of pig islets5

inside a PEG capsule post-freeze thaw and liquid6

nitrogen -- so this can be a cryopreservable product.7

          There are other encapsulation alternatives8

out there and we are going to hear in the next talk,9

about alginate-based microcapsule, the work that Soon-10

Shiong -- and there are several other corporate11

activities not presenting today doing, working with12

him.13

          Dr. Goddard presented the cytotherapeutic14

effect of hollow fibers.  We've also had the15

opportunity to work with some flat sheet membrane16

approaches.  And just in terms of the hollow fiber17

approach, we were with the FDA's assistance,18

obviously, able to define an investigator IND looking19

at human islet allografts.20

          And basically this was using the21

CytoTherapeutics' technology, and allowed us to design22

a study into non-diabetic Type 1 and Type 2 patients23

without immunosuppression using cryopreserved human24

islets and these fibers.  And they were simply located25

here, put in subcutaneously into local, and removed26

two weeks later.27



          This data has all been published but1

basically shows function -- it compared with in vitro2

into three different types of patients -- and also3

shows the ability to recover these cells4

histologically from the patients.5

          So the concept of immuno-isolation or6

barrier isolation for allografts I think is there;7

it's a matter then, of developing it.  We made the8

decision at this time that the diabetes product9

requiring large numbers of cells is difficult to apply10

in the hollow fiber approach; that the neurocells11

don't require near so many for effect.12

          And this has driven us then to develop these13

other changes, and CytoTherapeutics sold their14

diabetes program basically, to Neocrin to develop15

other approaches.16

          The encapsulation for any wanting money to17

commercialize this are significant in terms of18

biocompatibility of materials, permselectively,19

balancing nutrition and immune protection, having a20

product that's safe and stable, and one that addresses21

the problem of replenishment and replacement.  In this22

situation we're looking at a biodegradable product.23

          The process itself starts with a polymer24

where we simply chemically define this PEG diacrylate25

material.  Again, release criteria are identified in26

terms of the important factors that are necessary to27



understand this material before going into humans;1

again, based on data.2

          And the encapsulation process itself is very3

straightforward.  First one puts an eosin Y staining4

on each individual islet and then puts that in a dish5

with the other reactants, and underneath a laser a6

conformal coat of interfacial polymerization is made.7

Because the only place the reaction can take place is8

where the eosin is located, so there's a definable9

coat that takes place around each islet tissue.10

          To give you a little better idea of the11

schematic diagram of how this works if one places12

eosin around the islets, in an aqueous solution the13

polymer preassembles itself because the acrylates are14

hydrophobic and the PEG is hydrophilic.15

          So you pre-assemble this 3-dimensional16

matrix so when one turns on the laser the energy from17

the eosin is transferred through so you covalently18

weld or bond the acrylic nodules together and that19

forms a 3-dimensional process polymer.20

          These coatings can be controlled by size of21

material concentration from other factors so one can22

actually control the permselectivity by the coating23

itself.  And this can be measured by PAGE24

electrophoresis looking at some molecular weight25

markers, unencapsulated islets.  One configuration is26

open and another configuration is more closed; which27



is going to be required for xenotransplantation.1

          Looking at these then, one has to be able to2

do this in large scale and islets are not BBs; they're3

all kinds of shapes and sizes and that's another4

advantage this gives you.  And again, release criteria5

have to be developed here for the cryopreserved6

product before going into patients.  And these again7

are in process.8

          Well, there's a whole series of required9

implant studies before approaching humans, and we10

basically are in the safety/efficacy layer of that11

level in our pre-clinical studies and I'd like to12

share briefly those results with you.13

          In terms of biocompatibility you have to14

develop a non-cellular model.  This has been done15

using cytodex beads.  This is underneath the kidney16

capsule of normal rats, and you see uncoated beads,17

amount of significant, inflammatory reaction.18

          When one coats these beads with a polymer19

you eliminate the vast majority of this reaction and20

you see a simple macrophage, unactivated macrophage21

lining these cells in a variety of different tissues.22

So the biocompatibility feature is there.23

          What happens if you go into a diabetic24

model?  Well, this looks at free, interperitoneal,25

PEG-coated islets into pig islets in the diabetic SD26

rats without any treatment.  The green is normal27



glucose out to 100 days.1

          And at this given dose you see a response2

that is better than diabetic but not completely3

normal, yet these animals can return to a normal4

weight curve up here.  You see in spite of doubling5

their size after 100 days, the glucose control holds6

about the same.7

          But at this point we wanted to look at -- we8

still had some small percentage of cells that were not9

100 percent completely coated in the process of this10

development, so we added a short course of low-dose11

cyclosporin -- 50 percent dose for 30 days eliminated12

by 50 days.  And now the same dose of islets gives13

long-term success out to 100 days of normal glycemia;14

again the same weight curve.15

          More definitively, looking at glucose16

tolerance testing of oral glucose tolerance testing of17

these rats, they go 150 for normal -- obviously18

diabetics can't clear.  Those who had no treatment are19

intermediate.  Those who achieved the short course of20

cyclosporin and then had it eliminated to obviate the21

acute, inflammatory reaction, maintained normal22

glucose tolerance tests for the duration of the study.23

          Histologically, they have the ability to24

show freely flushing from the peritoneal cavity,25

coatings of viable cells at this 100-day time period26

-- I'm sorry, went off there too fast -- but basically27



what we can say is that we can prevent rejection of1

these coatings but the use of short-term cyclosporin2

improves the acute survival so the glycemic controls3

improved.4

          Well, rats are rats; we're not those.  What5

about larger studies in primates?  These are in6

progress.  Basically we've had to develop a low-dose7

streptozotocin Alloxan model.  This model is a very8

good model.  You can't read the numbers but you're at9

the 300 to 400 grains of glucose.  These are ketotic10

animals who will die without insulin therapy.11

          The same 30 days you're between two and four12

units per kilogram body weight and the body weight13

curve is flat.  Looking at glucose tolerance tests of14

this model we can see the normal range here.  And15

these rally gives you a degree of diabetes with this16

amount of insulin therapy that's very analogous to the17

conventional insulin therapy.18

          Histology of a normal monkey, and almost19

complete elimination of the beta cells with this drug20

combination.  So it looks like a very stable model.21

          Let's put the polymers now in, starting with22

the biocompatibility areas.  Looking at multiple,23

different sites in the primate one see again, very24

similar -- little reaction, similar to the rat.  And25

I must say that there are marked rat and primate26

differences and this has had to be developed to find27



some that are compatible completely in the primate.1

          The next slide then, looks at sub-2

therapeutic doses of PEG-coated islets in primates and3

in the rat controls.  And this is a different site.4

Now this is in the omental site at 47 days.  Primate5

receives cyclosporin for 30 days and was tapered --6

had a tiny amount left at 47 days and went through7

three taperings by that point.8

          And you see in this site surviving islets in9

the coatings.  And you also see over here in the rat's10

side, you see some lymphocyte aggregation on the11

outside but in spite of that these cells are12

surviving.13

          To help control this -- these are a normal14

pig islet insulin stain in the pig pancreas.  These15

are now at the same slides that 47 days in the primate16

are in the rat.  So histologically, scientifically, it17

looks like this can be protected with this material;18

the question is now, can we achieve large-scale19

curative doses?  And that's work that we're currently20

in progress.21

          So basically our model's been established,22

it's much better I think, than pancreatectomized23

models, biocompatibility seems to be in place,24

xenoprotection seems to be in place; it's now a matter25

of scaling this up for efficacy studies before we can26

approach our clinical trials.27



          We also can apply this technology to a lot1

of different cells.  I'm not going to go through2

those.  I'll just say human islets can also be3

encapsulated well and they can also be shown to4

reverse diabetes in the animal models.5

          Looking at clinical trials, the kind of6

clinical plan we briefly discussed encompasses small7

numbers of patients for a Phase 1/2.  You're not8

defining a new drug, you're just using a different9

method to encapsulate and is that safe at efficacious10

doses?11

          And probably on Phase 3 again, smaller12

number of patients, 300 Type 1 -- 310.  So these have13

just been discussions with the FDA.  There have been14

no formalized meetings that have taken place with this15

product concept to-date.  But this is the level of16

activity that's required, I think, to do this kind of17

work.18

          But what are the risks?  We're going to be19

addressing most of the rest of our time with this.20

There's clearly known diseases that cause human21

disease in pigs that can be controlled by a variety of22

different area.  But our focus here now is, what about23

the endogenous retrovirus?24

          They are identifiable but the question is,25

do they really cause any disease?  If it's not a zero-26

risk situation it has to be defined and controlled, as27



I believe the guidelines are doing.1

          So that documenting the risks we have a lot2

of sampling choices:  closed herd monitoring,3

individual donor monitoring -- which we've heard --4

and I'm suggesting on large-scale lot tissues you5

probably should be looking at lot monitoring and at6

different levels of lot monitoring to see the activity7

of this material.  Also archiving donor tissue.8

          The problem is the cost to-date are9

enormous.  If you want to do a full screen per donor10

it's around $100,000 a donor.  Trying to treat a large11

number of patients is difficult.  It doesn't obviate12

the risk.  We just have to work out ways that are13

mutually acceptable to do that.14

          I would suggest that whole organ probably15

can continue for the time being on this kind of16

effort, but that cells could be handled as safe as17

individual donor monitoring at much less cost, in18

individual islet lots or other kinds of cells that19

require large number of cell tissues.20

          So these guidelines are in progress and I21

would suggest that in terms of the monitoring we look22

at these and these are the areas exactly that are23

being defined by the definition.24

          But one final slide of the magnitude of this25

problem.  In two years one can set up two farms that26

are producing 20,000 pigs per year for27



transplantation.  And if this technique is successful1

the demand for this treatment will be quite large and2

will have to grapple with how we can handle these3

kinds of large number of donors in a cost-effective4

basis to provide this therapy.5

          But the onus is on us to prove that it's a6

therapy, and that's what we're about at this point.7

So organs have one classification, I'm suggesting;8

cells may have a different.  And that's the bottom9

line of my message.10

          So we thank you for the opportunity to share11

with you what Neocrin is trying to do for diabetes12

therapy, and appreciate the opportunity to be here and13

have this discussion.14

          DR. ROSE:  At this moment we're going to15

change the schedule a little to allow computer changes16

and we're going to have the coffee break for 2017

minutes now before the next talk.18

           (Whereupon, the foregoing matter went off19

           the record at 10:30 a.m. and went back on20

           the record at 10:55 a.m.)21

          DR. ROSE:  While we're taking our seats I'll22

make a quick announcement. At the end of each day we23

will have a Press availability session in the Press24

Room which is located at the end of the hallway to the25

left outside of the auditorium.  Agency spokespersons26

will be available then to answer questions.  Please27



hold your questions till then or see Lenore Gelb or1

Monica Ravelle who are sitting in the back rows of the2

auditorium.  Thank you very much.3

          It gives me pleasure to introduce Dr. Soon-4

Shiong from VivoRx.  He is the chairman and CEO of the5

company and is going to be speaking to us also about6

islet transplantation.7

          DR. SOON-SHIONG:  Thank you, Dr. Rose.  I8

have to thank the FDA for inviting me.  It's a9

privilege to speak at this conference.10

          My charge has been to present our clinical11

experience in the field of encapsulated islet cell12

therapy, and David in the previous talk has covered13

the whole issue of the concerns of diabetes -- which14

I think we all recognize is a national health15

challenge -- and that unfortunately, conventional16

insulin therapy has not prevented these terrible,17

long-term complications of the disease.18

          We really have been encouraged by the19

diabetes complication control trial which indeed has20

shown that with tight glycemic control you can indeed,21

overcome these long-term complications.  Unfortunately22

as David presented, the risk of hypoglycemia is23

increased threefold.24

          So clearly, the challenge that we now face25

as scientists  and researchers in the field is how can26

we accomplish the results of the diabetes complication27



control trial, i.e., tight glycemic control but1

without hypoglycemia.  And indeed, this is the2

potential then, of encapsulated islet cell therapy.3

          So then this leads us really, to the4

paradigm of, if indeed we want to address this5

national health challenge, encapsulated islet cell6

therapy is indeed, the opportunity to do that.7

          Over the past decade we've embarked upon the8

strategy of in fact, exploring this and what I'd like9

to present today is, in broad strokes, the strategy10

we've taken to explore the opportunity of this therapy11

for widespread use.12

          Clearly, the first thing one needed to do13

was to demonstrate in man, whether encapsulated islet14

cell therapy free-floating in the peritoneal cavity,15

can indeed achieve long-term glycemic control.  In so16

doing one often needs to then explore whether one can17

transplant these cells without immunosuppression.18

          If the answer to number 1 and 2 is yes, then19

clearly the opportunity for widespread use must be20

examined, and this then leads us directly head-on to21

today's discussion; i.e., the issue of unlimited cell22

supply.23

          In the course of ten minutes I'm going to24

try and take us through this paradigm and really,25

maybe spending some time on the clinical results26

exploring whether this indeed, can occur; showing our27



preliminary results in man; showing what results we1

have without immunosuppression; and then obviously,2

the rest of this program is to address this whole3

issue of xenografts and the issues relating to that.4

          With regard to the demonstration of long-5

term glycemic control in man, conceptually we have6

taken insulin-secreting cells and placed them within7

our novel microencapsulation system -- and time8

obviously does not permit me to go into the9

significant amount of pre-clinical work that's gone10

into the development of this system.11

          But nonetheless, with these cells we then12

enter into very minimally-invasive procedure whereby13

these cells are truly just poured or injected into the14

peritoneal cavity through a minor incision in the15

midline of the abdominal wall.16

          And as I said, the goal is to achieve the17

DCCT trial endpoints, and I think I want you to focus18

throughout the talk on these endpoints of mean blood19

glucose of 155 and the hemoglobin A1c of 7.2.20

          The American Diabetes Association consensus21

in terms of the practice of medicine for 1998 says22

indeed, if we can achieve these results we'll have23

achieved the best result of the DCCT trial, which as24

you said, resulted then in prevention of complications25

-- unfortunately also with a threefold risk in26

hypoglycemia.27



          So if we can focus on these endpoints, and1

can we achieve these endpoints -- but not with2

intensive insulin therapy but with this procedure, is3

the question.4

          Briefly, the procedure involves taking a5

human pancreas, a donor human pancreas -- remember6

this is allograft trials -- and isolating the islets,7

and encapsulating these islets within this8

immunoprotective membrane.  And as I described,9

transplanting them into man free-floating in this10

abdominal activity.11

          And as you see, this is a laparoscopic view12

of the abdomen with encapsulated cells free-floating13

within the abdomen, while a minimally invasive, even14

under local anesthetic procedure with the hope and15

goal of achieving tight glycemic control.16

          So this is the hypothesis which we needed to17

examine prior to really embarking upon a major program18

to examine the widespread availability of this19

opportunity.20

          I'd like to take you through then, together21

with the FDA, we embarked upon a clinical trial using22

human islets, and we transplanted three patients.  The23

first patient of which we followed for 55 months; the24

second and third patients we followed for three to six25

months.26

          And obviously, the first patient is the27



patient which we've embarked upon these multiple1

questions:  i.e., what's the effect of an initial2

dose; what's the effect of increasing the dose; and in3

fact, can we with an increased dose, obtain insulin-4

independence, albeit just to prove the issue whether5

these cells can act independently of insulin; and then6

what's the effect of long-term function of all the7

parameters of the DCCT trial?8

          So I'd like to take you through now, the 55-9

month follow-up data in this first patient and show10

you the outcome.  Firstly, the patient's pre-11

transplant insulin requirements was obviously in the12

40s to 60s units a day, and then the patient had the13

first transplant -- this was in May 1993.14

          And the line above is his amine blood15

glucose; about six to seven blood glucoses per day.16

And one could see very encouragingly, immediately17

post-transplant, the first day, a drop of his insulin18

from 40 to 15 with six very tight glucose control.19

And as one can see, immediate islet cell activity20

where the insulin drops almost to nothing, even though21

with a suboptimal dose of islets.22

          So we were very encouraged, this being our23

very first attempt in man, to see this.  And clearly24

we then monitored this patient very carefully.  He25

became a patient who was very valuable in terms of26

data.27



          We then proceeded to monitor this patient1

very closely for six months -- literally took2

approximately 100 observations per month of blood3

sugars.  So what you see here is a mean and standard4

error of about 100 observations per month.5

          And one can clearly see the tightness of his6

glycemic control, to the extent that the computer7

could not even insert the error bars.  It was that8

close in terms of the tightness of his glycemic9

control over the period of six months, with a10

significant reduction of his insulin; going from .6911

units per kilogram -- I've reduced it to kilograms per12

day -- to a significant reduction, almost 80 percent13

as you can see and then gradually going along here.14

     So this was clearly evidence that indeed, these15

islet cells had activity achieving tight glycemic16

control.  Then again, with collaboration with the FDA17

we got permission to then give the patient a booster18

dose.  This is obviously at time -- for the graph's19

sake -- this is now at eight months.  You saw the20

first six months.  We gave 10,000 then gave him a21

booster dose.22

          And one can clearly see that with the23

booster dose we had then the opportunity to examine24

whether we could take this patient off insulin for 3025

days to see if the patient could survive indeed,26

without any insulin.27



          So we then demonstrated and proved that one1

can have independence of any insulin islet cell2

activity at nine months, and then obviously put the3

patient back on insulin to protect these cells from4

being stressed.5

          We then obviously, followed this patient and6

continued to follow this patient on a month-to-month7

basis -- and I now show you at 34 months.  Remember at8

33 months the patient had yet another retransplant.9

And his glycemic parameters:  122, normal pro-insulin,10

normal C-peptide, normal hemoglobin A1c, normal11

glycosylated albumin.  And clearly now we're showing12

that there's long-term function.13

          We then examined over the entire course of14

the 55-month period, and remembering that our goal was15

to try and achieve the DCCT endpoint of 7.2.  The16

patient's pre-transplant hemoglobin A1c was 9.3 and17

after the first initial dose of 5,000 islets there was18

a significant drop.19

          And for the rest of the audience who aren't20

familiar with hemoglobin A1c and diabetes, what the21

hemoglobin A1c is, is a reflection of the blood sugar22

in that patient over the past three months -- the23

highs or the lows.24

          And a reduction of hemoglobin A1c indicates25

that over the past three months that there was a26

significant normalization or stabilization of the27



blood sugar.  And here we can clearly see that; three1

months, six months.2

          After the booster dose a consistent,3

continued diminution and stabilization of the4

hemoglobin A1c, and after the booster dose a continued5

event.  So clearly from this single one patient, one6

can at least conclude from this patient that7

encapsulated islet cell therapy can achieve long-term8

glycemic control with significant improvements in9

hemoglobin A1c's.10

          If we then took another parameter which was11

not part of the DCCT trial, the glycosylated albumin12

which has a similar concept:  i.e., if you have high13

blood sugars running around the blood it would bind14

the albumin; and high glycosylated albumin is a15

reflection of very poor blood glucose control.16

          And normalized appearance in the labs is17

anywhere between two and three.  And again, it18

corroborated a significant drop of glycosylated19

albumin with each of these procedures, getting close20

to normalization of the glycosylated albumin.21

          So one can clearly see that encapsulated22

islet cell therapy again, using a different parameter,23

shows significant improvement in glycosylated albumin.24

          If you look then, at the endpoint of the25

DCCT trial of less than 155 milligrams/deciliter,26

again we see -- and again look at these very tight27



controls of in excess of 100 observations per month of1

mean blood glucose -- meaning both pre- and post-2

prandials, a combination of both -- with and after3

meals -- very tight controls.4

          And when we look in the latter months at5

these fasting levels -- these are fasting levels:  84,6

74, 77, 101 -- again we can conclude on the mean blood7

glucose parameter that we can achieve tight glycemic8

control.9

          Interestingly enough, remember the downside10

of intensive insulin therapy is a threefold increased11

risk in hypoglycemic events.  We then chose an12

arbitrary number of less than 50 milligrams/deciliter13

and observed this patient with again, large numbers of14

blood glucose observations.  There were 15415

observations in month-3; 117 in month-6; etc.  Zero16

observations of blood glucose.17

          Similarly large numbers of observations, and18

really minimal numbers of observations of hypoglycemic19

events.  So again, we can conclude there's significant20

reduction in hypoglycemic events.21

          So I think the question was asked, is there22

proof at least, of concept, that can we achieve the23

results of the DCCT trial without intense incidences24

of therapy and without the risk of hypoglycemic25

events?  I think on the basis of this -- clearly it's26

only one patient with 55 months -- we could say that27



yes, indeed, it is achievable.1

          Interestingly enough, with the DCCT trial2

they showed that with this improved tightness of3

glycemic control there was an improvement in4

neuropathy, nephropathy -- and indeed in this patient,5

we did nerve conduction analyses because the patient6

subjectively reported improvement of his neuropathy.7

And we clearly saw increase in microvoltage on nerve8

conduction.9

          Over time -- this is at zero, three, and six10

months -- interestingly enough, as these cells11

deteriorated, the nerve conduction deteriorated as12

well, and the next graph is a different scale, 160,13

and clearly saw deterioration -- and now it's at 3214

months -- gave him another transplant and then went15

back up again.  So clearly there's a cause and effect16

relationship with regard to glycemic control and17

neuropathy.18

          So with regard to this issue -- we embarked19

upon this issue -- the next question then is indeed,20

can we demonstrate the ability to transplant without21

immunosuppression?  This then, obviously leads to the22

idea of the novel immunoprotective capsule, and time23

obviously, doesn't permit me to go into the24

significant work that's going into development of this25

capsule.26

          Suffice it to say -- let me present just two27



quick pieces on this:  our pre-clinical work, pig to1

mice; and now our clinical work, pig to men.  And the2

pre-clinical work, we took pig islets, encapsulated3

them into diabetic mice.  Our controls are empty4

capsules with and without cyclosporin.  Obviously the5

blood sugar at 600 in these mice, as expected, died.6

          When we placed encapsulated porcine islets7

into these animals we are able to normalize their8

blood sugar -- 8 out of 8, 6 out of 7 -- with or9

without cyclosporin did not make much of a difference.10

          So I think we were able to then demonstrate11

-- and we also have data showing this going on 10012

days, we have data showing that after 100 days we were13

able to retrieve these porcine islets, showed these14

porcine islets post-retrieval function in vitro as15

well as histological evidence.  We even have ongoing16

dog data but time doesn't permit me to go into that.17

          With that, we then embarked upon pig to men.18

And I note there will be a speaker tomorrow from New19

Zealand, but this is in collaboration with the20

scientists at University of Aukland, and IRB was21

approved.  This scientist had a great interest in22

developing porcine islets, and together with these23

islets and our capsules we embarked upon a procedure24

to encapsulate pig islets into men through a minor25

surgical incision.26

          And at New Zealand I had the wonderful27



opportunity to embark upon a laparoscopic procedure1

whereby we placed a laparoscope into the abdominal2

cavity and with a camera, viewed the empty cavity of3

the abdominal cavity which you will see, and then4

poured the cells in -- and you'll see how the cells5

actually enter the abdominal cavity.6

          Here we are into the abdominal cavity with7

the trocar, with the catheter, and we're now pouring8

these cells into the abdominal cavity -- and just in9

case you missed that I'll run it again -- with a10

literary of very simple, single, straightforward11

procedure.12

          And I think this is very exciting in the13

sense that it's a minimally invasive procedure.  The14

preliminary data -- one patient was without15

cyclosporin; the second patient was with cyclosporin.16

This is the patient -- percentage of pre-transplant17

insulin dose following the procedures -- now 14 months18

-- as one can see a significant reduction in the19

patient's insulin requirements following the20

procedure.21

          So I think then, if we now summarize, the22

strategy is to look at this issue, encapsulated islet23

cell therapy for widespread use.  Again as I said,24

I've taken a global approach to show you our clinical25

experience, and the question we tried to ask globally26

was, could we actually achieve long-term glycemic27



control in man?1

          And I think the answer to that, yes indeed,2

proof of concept is shown in the allograft that indeed3

that is achievable.  Can we do this procedure without4

immunosuppression?  Both our pre-clinical studies as5

well as now, our very preliminary xenograft clinical6

studies, show that indeed yes, this is possible.7

          Can we make this widespread available?  And8

clearly, this is where we're now facing.  This is the,9

I believe, the bottleneck to making this opportunity10

available to the country-at-large, and the issue we're11

addressing is either proliferating human islets as an12

allograft, or taking porcine islets as a xenograft.13

          Thank you for your attention.14

          DR. NOGUCHI:  Talk about fancy.  Our next15

presentation will start to get into the area of use of16

porcine tissues.  It will be a 2-part presentation.17

Dr. Mullon is one of enumerable people who got his18

degree and training at MIT, and I think you'll see19

that throughout tissue engineering and artificial20

organ transplantation they're obviously a world21

leader.22

          And this will be followed by Ms. Zorina23

Pitkin who got her master's in Russia, but has also24

been heavily involved in the pharmaceutical industry25

in one of the companies that pioneered the use of26

cells, human cells that are expended in vitro for27



human types of therapies.1

          DR. MULLON:  Thank you very much, Dr.2

Noguchi for a nice introduction and I wish to thank3

the organizers for inviting us -- that is, our company4

-- to present some of our work.5

          The pattern of our presentation today is6

concerned with the use of porcine liver cells for the7

treatment of patients with acute liver failure.  First8

we'll provide an overview of our clinical results, and9

Zorina and I will focus on these cells.10

          So first, clinical experience with the11

HepatAssistTM Liver Support System containing porcine12

hepatocytes.  The HepatAssistTM System is13

extracorporeal circuit.  It consists of a pump, a14

charcoal unit, an oxygenator, and a hollow fiber15

bioreactor.  The bioreactor in a way looks like a16

hemodialyser with hollow fibers.  Surrounding the17

hollow fibers are post-hepatocytes produced to be18

cryopreserved.19

          As you can see, the blood coming from the20

patient is treated through this unit.  The plasma21

separated from the blood is then perfused through the22

circuit and returned to the patient.23

          This shows a brief schematic representation24

of the fibers and the cells surrounding the fibers.25

And this is a picture of the unit with here, the26

charcoal unit, the oxygenator, and the hollow fiber27



bioreactor.1

          In 1994, August 1994, a Phase 1 clinical2

study was initiated under an IND.  Our first patient3

actually was treated in September of '94.  Patients4

with acute liver failure in stage 3 or 4 hepatic5

encephalopathy were included in the study.6

          Forty-two patients were treated, of which 287

were permanent hepatic failure patients; three were8

primary non-function patients following a graft; nine9

were acute-on-chronic patients; and two were cancer10

patients.11

          These studies were conducted at three12

clinical centers:  Cedars Sinai Medical Center in Los13

Angeles under the direction of Dr. Demetrious where 2514

patients were treated; six patients were treated at15

UCLA under the supervision of Dr. Brouse; and 1116

patients were treated in Paris under the supervision17

of Professor Bismuth.18

          The focus of our protocol was FHF and PNF19

patients.  Typically these patients require emergency20

transplantation.  So we had 20 patients in this group21

and three in the other group.  And what I wish to show22

to you is that for the FHF patients, typically they23

have a very rapid progression of their disease leading24

to encephalopathy and coma.25

          The liver can regenerate in some patients;26

mortality without transplantation is over 80 percent.27



So the goal of the liver support system is this case1

is to provide time for liver regeneration or to2

transplantation.3

          For PNF patients typically, it's non-4

function of the graft following transplantation, and5

the goal in this case is of course, to bridge the6

patient to reach transplantation.7

          Treatments in the study were of six hours8

each and administered at a rate of approximately one9

treatment per day.  On average, 2.3 treatments were10

administered per patient, so patients were supported11

an average of 2.3 days.12

          In addition to the 42 patients treated under13

the IND since '94, 12 patients were treated prior to14

the IND under a compassionate protocol by Dr.15

Demetrious.  It included seven FHF, one PNF, and four16

acute-on-chronic, and the first patient in this group17

was treated in 1992.18

          This is just an illustration of 12 patients19

in the Phase 1 study -- consecutive patients -- just20

to show a group of patients.  And what you see here is21

the patient number, the age and sex of the patient,22

the etiology of the disease, number of treatments, and23

the outcome.24

          And as you can see there were a number of25

FHF patients, one PNF, and one chronic.  And26

etiologies for the FHF varied from acetaminophen, some27



drugs, and terminated in some viral hepatitis.1

          Number of treatments varied from one to five2

treatments in this group, and outcomes consisted of3

either transplantation and the patient then recovered4

-- recovery without a graft -- there were three of5

them in this group; that is, patients that improved6

following treatment.  And we had one patient in this7

group that died following transplantation.8

          This is the summary with regard to survival9

rates of the patients for the 42 patients in the Phase10

1 plus the 12 patients prior to the IND.  There were11

15 patients in the acute-on-chronic group and liver12

cancer, and 39 in the FHF/PNF.  Two patients in this13

group recovered without the need for a graft; six in14

this group recovered without the need for a graft.15

          All patients that were transplant candidates16

and we made transplant candidates, were bridged to17

transplantation; five in this case, three in this18

case.  Survival beyond one month was seven patients in19

this group and 35 patients in this group, or 9020

percent.21

          This is again, the focus of our study, so on22

the next slide, since we did another cultural group,23

I present here results from one of the clinical sites24

-- Paul Brouse's hospital in Paris which has published25

the most extensive study on these patients --26

candidates for emergency transplantation.27



          They reported in the literature the1

treatment, or transplantation of 175 patients that2

were admitted for transplantation.  And again, this3

was without the use of the system, the HepatAssistTM4

System.5

          One percent of the patients recovered6

without the need for a liver or for a graft; 147

percent of the patients died while waiting for8

transplantation; 85 percent of the patients were9

transplanted; and 19 percent of the patients died10

following transplantation.  And a large number of11

these patients died of discerebration as they were12

transplanted too late.  Overall survival rate for this13

experience was 67 percent.14

          Our group of course, has only 39 patients so15

far, and 90 percent survival rate.  But what this16

slide illustrates is three areas where a liver support17

system may be of benefit to the patient.  One is to18

increase recovery without the need for a graft; two is19

bridging patients to transplantations; and following,20

by stabilizing the patient prior to transplantation,21

it's also reducing the rate of death post-22

transplantation.23

          The following three slides are going to24

focus on some results with regard to FHF patients25

only, and these results were published by Dr.26

Demetrious this year in Annals of Surgery, and shows27



here some results on liver enzymes and serum bilirubin1

pre- and post-treatment.2

          And what you can see is typically an3

improvement in transaminases and a decrease in4

bilirubin.  The star shows that there was a5

statistically significant difference.6

          Here, same for metabolic parameters.  There7

was an increment in different glucose, ammonia,8

metabolism, uric acid, etc.  And here it shows some9

results with regard to neurologic assessment.  This is10

important because typically patients with FHF and11

hepatic encephalopathy may die of increased12

intracranial pressure.13

          In this study the ICP decreased before pre-14

treatment and post-treatment.  CPP of course,15

increased as the ICP decreased and patients post-16

treatment improved in two areas, with regard to two17

scores -- coma score and consciousness level score --18

where there was a moderate to significant improvement.19

          So in summary, the Phase 1 data that we20

collected so far showed that the HepatAssistTM System21

is safe -- and what I didn't show you is any data with22

regard to the safety profile of the system, but it23

showed a good safety profile.24

          And it might be effective as a bridge to25

transplantation or regeneration for FHF or PNF26

patients.  And in order to prove that our next phase27



would be a multi-center, randomized, controlled pilot1

group study of the HepatAssistTM System compared to2

standard of care in patients with acute liver failure3

and focusing on FHF and PNF.4

          Next, is just a slide showing our5

collaborators.  And now Zorina Pitkin will talk to you6

about the cells.7

          DR. PITKIN:  Thank you, Claudy.  Good8

morning everyone.  A portion of my presentation is9

going to focus on the quality control of porcine10

hepatocytes.  The HepatAssistTM System as it was just11

shown by Dr. Claudy Mullon, consists of three major12

components:  porcine hepatocytes, hardware component,13

and disposables -- including hollow fiber cartridge.14

          There are certain specifics of the15

HepatAssistTM System, and they are the following.  The16

cells are the following.  The cells are cryopreserved17

after isolation to allow for extensive quality control18

evaluation prior to human exposure.  The cells are not19

in direct contact with human tissue during or after20

treatment.21

          The cells exposed for a short period of time22

via an extracorporeal, plasma perfused, membrane23

bioreactor.  Each bioreactor is 100 percent integrity24

tested before it is released to the clinical25

operation.26

          We begin our quality control program with27



testing the most critical raw material of the liver1

that is obtained from the pigs.  The pigs that are2

used in our program are domestically bred in the3

United States.  They are raised in a controlled4

environment, and pigs are purchased from the farms5

that meet at least the SBF, a specific pathogen-free6

requirements.7

          We go through very rigorous qualification of8

our vendor.  The vendor that qualifies is based on9

results of serological screening of the animals.  We10

perform an on-site farm inspection to determine the11

biosecurity of the farm, presence or absence of the12

disease of the animals.13

          We continue screening of purchased animals14

at our animal facility.  The facility is part of Circe15

Biomedical Manufacturing Facility, the GMP facility,16

where animals undergo pre-procurement quarantine for17

specific number of days.18

          We perform daily observation of clinical19

disease, we have certain weight specifications, we use20

the young animals in our program, and at the time of21

organ procurement we perform the following testing:22

the testing of the blood, serum chemistry, fecal23

analysis, bacteriology, the lymph nodes,24

histopathology on different organs, and we also25

perform mycoplasma and viral testing on the sentinel26

animal of the group.  The viral testing is performed27



using co-cultivation analysis.1

          This is the schematic of our process of2

preparation of cryopreserved cells for the clinical3

operation.  At the bottom of this slide you can see4

the timeline that shows how long does it take to5

perform the operations, and most importantly, how long6

does it take to perform the quality control testing?7

          In this block that is colored in blue you8

can see the major, technological steps to perform in9

order to get the cryopreserved cells for clinical10

operation.  So we go through organ excision,11

hepatocyte isolation, cryopreservation of the cells.12

And it's all done in one day and about ten days later13

we perform the release testing of the final product.14

          The purple bars represent the quality15

control testing in process and final release testing.16

All technological steps take place in the control GMP17

environment in the clean room, and all supported by18

standard operating procedures.19

          For the organ excision I can see that, as20

was mentioned before, we perform the cryological and21

viral and microplasma testing.  We do in-process22

testing that includes sterility, bioburden, and23

endotoxin analysis.  Also the analytical testing of24

the cells such as viability and functionality of the25

cells.26

          At the time of the release testing we27



perform a number of analysis.  Each lot of the cells1

is tested for a number of viruses in microplasma, and2

it takes about 30 days to perform the test because we,3

as I mentioned before, employ the co-cultivation4

method including four cell lines.5

          We do analytical testing and sterility6

testing.  The cells are not released before all in-7

process testing and final release testing are8

completed and meet our final release requirements.9

Once it's done the lot is released, approximately as10

you can see on this timeline, at least 45 days after11

the cells are prepared for the clinical use.12

          The cells are then released to the clinical13

use where the clinical thaw procedure is performed14

again according to the established standard operating15

procedures by the trained personnel and the cells are16

seeded into the bioartificial liver cartridge.17

          The quality control program continues at18

this stage where the cells are tested for viability19

and also for the sterility of the preparation.20

          This picture represents one aliquot of the21

cryopreserved cells that are released for the clinical22

operation and the cells maintain this functionality23

and viability for greater than two-and-a-half years.24

          Our quality assurance program that supports25

our quality control program includes over 500 SOPs26

that were established and implemented, and this27



program includes but is not limited to, a description1

of herd qualification, animal husbandry procedures,2

organ procurement, cell cryopreservation, raw3

materials, in-process final release testing, and4

additionally, a detailed description of clinical5

operation.6

          As part of our quality assurance program we7

have very distinct lot and product traceability8

capabilities, so we can trace each individual animal9

or source of the critical raw materials delivered to10

the patient as he receives the treatment.11

          So by identifying the group of animals first12

and then pigs that are the sources of the cells that13

are cryopreserved, each lot is given a unique number14

and then it's presented to -- another lot number is15

assigned to LiverAssistTM System treatment, after16

which the patient ID number is also identified.  So we17

have capabilities to track a patient to the18

individual, not only pig but the herd where the pig is19

coming from.20

          We are working with the agency on21

development of the strategy for the PERV analysis, and22

that strategy includes the patient analysis as well as23

the product analysis for the PERV testing.  The24

patient's analysis includes retrospective analysis of25

the patients that have been treated with the26

HepatAssistTM System, and prospective testing of the27



patients for the Phase 2/3 study.1

          As to the product, we're performing the2

testing of the cryopreserved cells for the evidence of3

infectious PERV by co-cultivation methods and RT4

methods.5

          Additionally, we're performing -- in the6

process of performing the testing of the bioreactor --7

or the bioreactor studies HepatAssistTM System where8

we're going to perform analysis of the HepatAssistTM9

Perfusion System for evidence of PERV transmission10

from the bioreactor using hepatocytes.11

          The results on the PERV up-to-date is such12

that we have tested five patients that underwent the13

HepatAssistTM System therapy, and five were tested14

negative by the DNA PCR method.  The patients have15

been treated from one to three times with the16

HepatAssistTM therapy.  And the patients that were17

treated that goes back to March of '94 and the latest18

patient was treated in November of '97.19

          As to the product testing, we have tested20

ten lots of retained archived samples of cryopreserved21

cells for RT activity, and results up-to-date are22

negative.  And as I mentioned before, we're in the23

process of co-cultivation studies and bioreactor24

studies.25

          In conclusion, we have used 73 lots of26

cryopreserved porcine hepatocyte cells in treated 3927



patients.  The 73 lots came from over 100 pigs.  All1

these lots were tested negative for bacteria, known2

adventitious agents, and microplasma.3

          And finally, cryopreserved variation of4

cells derived from animal organs allows for in-process5

and final release testing again prior to the use of6

xeno products in the clinical setting, unlike the use7

of the freshly isolated cells or tissues.8

          Thank you very much for your attention.9

          DR. ROSE:  Our next speaker is Dr. Jonathan10

Logan who is managing Nextran's R&D efforts in their11

xenotransplant work, and his talk is "The Potential12

Use of Genetically Modified Swine as Organ Donors".13

          DR. LOGAN:  Thank you to FDA, for inviting14

me to speak at this meeting and give a presentation on15

Nextran's program on xenotransplantation.  As I looked16

down here to the slide console I suddenly realized17

what David Sachs meant when he saw the new technology18

moving forward.19

          Allotransplantation as is practiced today is20

a very successful solution to end-stage organ failure.21

Indeed, in many cases it's the preferred solution to22

end-stage organ failure; not only in terms of the23

quality of life of the patient -- the quality of life24

of the patient in all major organs transplanted25

improves dramatically post-transplant -- but in26

today's cost-conscious environment it can also be27



shown where alternatives exist such as renal dialysis,1

that renal transplantation over time can be much more2

cost-effective therapy.3

          So not only is it likely to be the best4

solution for end-stage organ failure, but it can also5

be proven to be much more cost-effective.6

          However, there are a number of limitations7

to allotransplantation as it's practiced today and8

three of these are really illustrated on this slide.9

          The first one that I'll talk in more detail10

about in subsequent slides really is a dramatic11

shortage in the supply of organs.  The success of12

allotransplantation has really revealed the number of13

patients that could truly benefit from an organ14

transplant is vastly different than the number of15

patients that actually receive one.16

          However, allotransplantation as we all know,17

is not a perfect therapy for end-stage organ failure,18

and a number of issues remain to be resolve.  Those19

issues include those of chronic rejection.  Over time20

we see a process of rejection -- which organs are lost21

-- presumably due to an immunological mechanism that22

is as yet poorly understood.  And clearly a solution23

to this problem would have a major impact on the long-24

term survival of organs.25

          Also the chronic use of immunosuppressive26

agents to maintain graft function have resulted in27



some side effects, and those side effects are mainly1

increased risk of infection and also a potential2

increased risk of lymphoma.3

          However, having said that, the major4

limitation -- and I think most people would agree --5

really is in the supply of organs.6

          If you try and quantitate that supply --7

I've taken this slide from work that's done over a8

number of years by Roger Evans at the Mayo Clinic --9

and what Roger Evans has tried to do in this slide is10

to try and compare the number of people that actually11

receive a transplant -- cadaveric transplants --12

together with the potential number of donors of all13

possible donors could be obtained, and also compare14

that to the number of people that are on the waiting15

list.16

          And what one can see immediately is the17

number of people on the waiting list as opposed to18

number of people that actually receive an organ;19

there's a very large difference.  And even if one20

could potentially harvest all the human donor organs21

available, there still will be a large difference.22

          If one expands this, not just by looking at23

demand but actually looks at need -- the number of24

people that could benefit from a transplant -- one can25

come up with a figure of the total number of people26

that could benefit from an organ transplant every year27



in the United States could be greater than 100,0001

people.2

          Now this depends clearly on how effective3

the organ transplant protocol is relative to4

allotransplantation today.  But what is clear and to5

be taken from this slide is, there's a very large6

difference between the number of people that actually7

receive a transplant and the number of people that can8

benefit.9

          And as we look at potential alternatives to10

that, I think animals provide a potential, unlimited11

supply.  And of all the animal species that one could12

think of in terms of transplantation into humans, I13

think the preferred candidate is very likely to be the14

pig for a number of reasons.15

          Firstly, the supply -- there's a lot of16

pigs.  There are about 120 million pigs used every17

year in the United States for food purposes.  The size18

of the pig can be appropriate to the size of an adult19

human.  Essentially the pig heart could likely support20

the circulation of a human and a pig kidney could21

likely function effectively for renal function in an22

adult human.23

          But what I think are the major reasons for24

looking at the pig as the potential organ donor is25

really the ability to genetically modify that animal.26

And if one could truly understand what the rejection27



process is, could one genetically modify the animal1

such that one could ameliorate that rejection process?2

          And really that's the whole hypothesis3

around Nextran's approach to xenotransplantation, is4

to try and genetically modify and change the donor5

organ such that one can ameliorate the immune6

response.  And really for the first time, focus our7

attentions on the modifications of the donor.8

          However, as David Sachs presented today,9

clearly there are some challenges that await the10

transplantation of pig organ into non-human primates.11

And these  challenges are initially immunological in12

nature and it's really illustrated on this slide13

histologically.14

          If you look at the typical form of allograft15

rejection it's an induced immune response that's16

primarily cellular.  If one looks at the rejection17

pattern that is seen in a pig to primate transplant,18

one sees a very different picture, and that very19

different picture is characterized by a vascular20

rejection process with thrombosis, there's actually21

hemorrhage and edema as well, and a relative lack of22

a cellular infiltrate.23

          And this process is very rapid and occurs in24

the few minutes or few hours post-transplant, and is25

due to a pre-existing immune response within the26

recipient of the graft.27



          Over the last few years the details of this1

process have been worked out.  This process is2

initiated by the binding of an antibody that exists in3

all of us, and it recognizes an antigen present on the4

endothelial cell, the binding of antibody to the5

endothelial surface results in the activation of6

complement, and this activation of the complement7

cascade that causes the damage that's seen in8

hyperacute rejection.9

          And that damage is endothelial damage.  It10

results in loss of endothelial barrier, and exposure11

of a pro-coagulant environment, which is the factors12

that we see in hyperacute rejection.13

          And indeed, as we look at mechanisms to try14

and overcome hyperacute rejection, those mechanisms15

that have been successful have all focused on the16

initiating event of hyperacute rejection which is a17

binding of antibody and the activation of complement.18

          The specificity of this antibody due to the19

work of many groups over the last few years has really20

been identified.  The vast majority of the antibody21

that's present in humans and non-human primate old22

world monkeys that recognize pig antigens, really is23

recognizing a single carbohydrate group, that is24

galactose alpha 1-3 galactose.25

          This sugar is synthesized in pigs and other26

mammals but is not able to be synthesized in humans27



and old world monkeys.  The lack of the ability to1

synthesize this galactose alpha 1-3 galactose residue2

results in the production of antibodies in humans and3

old world monkeys that recognize it.4

          And in many ways is very reminiscent of the5

ABO blood group system where the lack of, for example,6

blood group A, would result in the synthesis of7

antibodies against that blood group.  So this system8

is in many ways reminiscent of a blood group system.9

          However, this is not the only problem that's10

seen in xenotransplantation.  It's not just the11

presence of antibodies.  The pig tissue appears to be12

particularly successful to the actions of complements.13

          If we look at the next slide what we have14

here is a very diagrammatic representation of the15

complement cascade.  In the pig to primate model the16

complement cascade is activated almost exclusively17

through the classical pathway -- that's the binding of18

antibodies, the activation of the complement cascade19

resulting in the synthesis of an aflatoxin such as C3a20

and C5a, and also formation of the membrane attack21

complex.22

          On our endothelial cells we normally have a23

series of PERV teams which can regulate the action of24

complements.  And these are molecules such as the K25

accelerating factor, membrane cofactor protein, and26

CD59.27



          And as first proposed a number of years ago1

by John Atkinson's group, these proteins can really2

function as very primitive cells, non-cell,3

recognition systems.  Such a complement is4

inadvertently activated on one's own endothelial5

cells.  These proteins can prevent that activation and6

prevent damage to the endothelium.7

          While it's undoubtedly true that the pig has8

equivalence to these complement regulatory proteins,9

these complement regulatory proteins of the pig do not10

function well against human complement.  Such that11

what could in theory be a relatively benign lesion of12

the binding of antibody is amplified and becomes a13

very significant process of hyperacute rejection.14

          So it's not merely the presence of antibody15

that is problematic in the pig to primate xenograft;16

it's this incompatibility of the complement regulatory17

protein.18

          If one is thinking then, about trying to19

perform xenografts and look at long term survival,20

there are clearly a number of strategies that should21

be pursued and are being pursued.22

          I'll talk in some detail today about the23

production of transgeneic animals to control24

complement regulation, but clearly we have to also25

look at this antibody, and actually if one thinks of26

allografts and which antibody is present prior to27



transplant, antibody removal is clearly important to1

get long-term survival.2

          The use of appropriate immunosuppressive3

regimes for xenotransplantation are also required.4

And it's very likely then xenotransplantation as in5

allotransplantation, that with a combination of a6

number of different approaches will be required in7

order to get successful, long-term graft survival.8

          I want to talk about today about one other9

modification of the donor, which is the modification10

of the antigen itself.  This work was published last11

year in PNES and for the majority of my talk I'll just12

talk about one transgeneic application.13

          One looks at making transgeneic animals, the14

process of making transgeneic animals, is very similar15

between all species, and which transgeneics are being16

made.  We take a one cell fertilized egg and then we17

inject that one cell fertilized egg with a solution of18

DNA that contains our constructive interest.19

          We then take that microinjected fertilized20

egg and transfer it back to the foster mother.  Those21

eggs then develop into piglets and at a certain22

frequency these piglets are born from the23

microinjected eggs containing this DNA construct24

integrated into them.  And that frequency in the pig25

is relatively low and is somewhere around one percent26

of the microinjected transferred eggs actually contain27



the gene of interest.1

          However, at this stage if the gene of2

interest is present in the germ line of these animals,3

it can be bred to future generations.  So though4

there's a lot of hi-tech required in making the5

initial -- what we call the founder generation --6

subsequent generations I think can simply be processed7

by normal breeding practices.8

          Let me just give you one example of one of9

these protein expressed in transgeneics.  We've10

expressed all three of these transgenes:  memory11

cofactor protein, CD59, and DAF.  But let's just look12

at one of them.13

          This actually is human memory cofactor14

protein and this is actually present in the human15

liver.  So this is staining of a human liver with MCP16

and we see very widespread expression -- the17

sinusoidal capillaries and actually a little bit of18

expression of hepatocytes.19

          If we look at a transgeneic animal we see a20

very similar pattern of expression, and this21

particular animal is perhaps a little higher than we22

normally see in humans, but essentially a very similar23

pattern.  And we can see that for all three of the24

transgenes.25

          We are proceeding to test the hypothesis26

that these complement regulatory proteins were really27



porcine in the process of hyperacute rejection.  And1

we tested that initially by transplantation of these2

genetically modified organs into primates.  And the3

primate that we've chosen for these studies is the4

adult baboon.5

          And a summary of some of that data really is6

shown in this slide, and this is the transplantation7

of animals that contain CD59 and DAF CD55, and some of8

them contained a memory cofactor protein of CD46.9

          If you look in the case of non-transgeneic10

kidneys under this model system, what we see is a11

rejection process in these four animals that is very12

rapid and occurs within 30 to 60 minutes post-13

transplant.14

          However, in the case of the modified animals15

that express -- and these animals are CD59 and DAF --16

we see prolonged survival; anywhere up to17

approximately two weeks post-transplant.  When we're18

considering rejection in these kidneys is when they19

creatinine level doubles twice.20

          If you look in the case of the heart you21

have a very similar profile.  The non-transgeneic22

hearts are very rapidly rejected in our hands, and we23

can see survival of the transgeneic animals up to24

approximately three weeks post-transplant.25

          The process of rejection that we see in the26

non-transgeneic animals is as expected.  A process of27



vascular rejection characterized in this case by1

extensive thrombosis.2

          If you look in the transgeneic animals soon3

after transplant, what we see is a very normal heart4

architecture in this case with really no signs of5

damage.6

          If you look immunopathologically and analyze7

for complement components, if you look first in the8

lower section here when we're looking at the9

deposition of complement components CD5B and MAC and10

also immunoglobulin -- in this case IgM -- what we see11

in the non-transgeneic animals as expected, deposition12

of IgM and deposition of complement components.13

          In the case of the transgeneic animals what14

we still seeis still deposition of Igm but the15

complement cascade is blocked.  So the complement16

cascade is blocked and hyperacute rejection is17

overcome.18

          And what we can see is that if we express19

these complement regulatory proteins in transgeneic20

pigs we protect the heart and the kidney from21

hyperacute rejection; and we do this reproducibly.22

          The transgeneic grafts in these cases under23

normal immunosuppressive strategies actually24

eventually succumb though, to vascular rejection25

process.  These rejected xenografts show no evidence26

of a cell or infiltrate.  So the rejection process27



that ensues a number of weeks post-transplant is a1

vascular process.2

          So if we look at the progress we've made,3

hyperacute rejection came be overcome by the use of4

these complete regulatory proteins but we succumb to5

a vascular rejection process.6

          This vascular rejection process we believe7

is actually mediated by an antibody in a set of8

relatively recent experiments done by Shoo-Lin and9

Jeff Platt's lab in collaboration with us, we can see10

the normal process of vascular rejection which we see11

in these transgeneic animals.12

          However, if we actively remove13

immunoglobulin over time, this acute vascular14

rejection process is prevented.  So we believe acute15

vascular rejection is mediated by antibody, and it's16

the control of this antibody synthesis that will be17

important as we look for long-term graft survival.18

          And as I said in the initial introduction,19

we think it's a combination of all of these therapies20

that are likely to prove essential in order to achieve21

long-term graft survival.22

          However, if one thinks of xenotrans-23

plantation clinically clearly there are two24

indications that one could look for in terms of a25

clinical arena for the use of these pig organs.  The26

ultimate goal of all our research in this area -- and27



I'm sure all the other investigators working in this1

area -- really is transplantation.  Our goal is to try2

and provide organs that can solve this major shortage3

of human organs.4

          However, we can also think about these5

organs really as temporary assist devices in which we6

can use these organs in a temporary fashion to try and7

bridge people to transplants and try and maintain them8

for short periods of time.  And it is this utilization9

of these organs and mode that we've initiated a Phase10

1 clinical trial.11

          This Phase 1 clinical trial involves12

patients who are in fulminant hepatic failure and are13

a grade 3 or grade 4 coma, but otherwise would be good14

candidates for human liver transplant but no15

transplant is available.16

          Then through an extracorporeal circuit in17

which we have a pump and an oxygenator, we use a18

genetically modified pig liver -- in this case it19

expresses CD59 and DAF -- and use this circuit to try20

and stabilize the patient and bridge them to21

transplant.22

          To-date we've treated four patients with23

this protocol and two of these patients we've been24

able to successfully bridge to transplant.  What we've25

seen in the graft is we've see evidence of less26

immunological damage, although this extracorporeal27



circuit does cause damage related to the circuit.1

          In addition to looking at these potential2

indicators of efficacy, we've also looked in these3

patients with regard to the presence of endogenous4

retrovirus sequences potentially activated from the5

pig.6

          In our retrovirus analysis we're monitoring7

the clinical patients in the clinical trial, but we8

also monitor our baboons post-transplant and we look9

for the presence of PERV sequences in the baboons10

post-transplant.11

          Let me first of all tell you what we look at12

initially which is, we look by Southern Blot at our13

lines of transgeneic animals for the presence of PERV,14

and in this case, this is just one Southern Blot15

looking I think in this case, at about nine animals.16

          Our animals for the clinical trial are a17

closed herd of animals; however, these animals are not18

genetically identical and what one can clearly see is19

there are differences between the animals in the20

Southern Blot pattern.21

          And that's also seen with different probes.22

This is a protease probe.  The same animals that show23

differences with this probe also show differences with24

the PERV-B probe.25

          We monitor the patient and the baboon26

samples using PCR; in this case it's a DNA PCR.  And27



I apologize, the labeling didn't come out on this1

slide, but the first sample on the extreme right-hand2

side is normal porcine tissue that's amplified with3

protease primers and then hybridized -- and we see a4

significant amplification, clearly.5

          The first two lanes here are actually human6

DNA and of course we don't see PERV in human DNA. The7

next two pairs of samples are two patient samples and8

in both of these patient samples we see no evidence of9

PERV.  The sensitivity in this assay was somewhere10

between .1 and one cell per 106 cells.11

          Also in terms of the baboon we've also12

looked at baboon samples and in two baboons we've13

looked at to-date, four weeks and eight weeks post-14

transplant, we need no evidence of PERV sequences.  So15

today we've not been able to show PERV sequences16

transmitting from the pig to either the human patients17

or the baboons.18

          What I'll be able to show you today is we19

can express these complement regulatory proteins in20

pigs.  We can overcome hyperacute rejection, but we21

need to also look at other strategies in order to look22

at long-term survival.23

          Our clinical trial in liver perfusion has24

been initiated and we've enrolled four patients to25

bridge to transplant, and we've also looked at the26

presence of PERV DNA and cannot find it in those27



patients.1

          In addition, as we look forward to2

performing more studies in baboons looking at long-3

term survival, we'll continue to monitor those baboons4

for the presence of PERV sequences.5

          And the last slide is a list of our6

collaborators:  Botha Nextra and Jerry Byrne; Lisa7

Diamond who made the constructs complementary8

regulatory proteins; Mike Martin who made the9

transgeneic pigs; long-time collaborator Jeff Platt at10

Duke University and his lab where the majority of the11

transplants were performed; Jeff Lawson who also12

performed some cardiac grafts; David Adams at Brigham13

and Women's.14

          In terms of our clinical studies I have to15

particularly thank Marvin Levy at Baylor, Volk Harland16

at Duke, and Jonathan Fryer at Northwestern, and Alan17

Kirk at Wisconsin.  Thank you very much.18

          DR. NOGUCHI:  Thank you very much, John.  In19

July of 1995 an historic FDA advisory committee was20

held.  One part of it was to discuss then the early21

drafts of the PHS guidelines, but the other was a22

rather unique protocol that was to transfer23

manipulated bone marrow from a baboon into a patient24

with end-stage AIDS.  And our next speaker will be25

describing her experience there.26

          Dr. Suzanne Ildstad is now director of the27



Institute for Cellular Therapeutics and professor of1

surgery at Allegheny.2

          DR. ILDSTAD:  Well, thank you very much and3

thank you for the opportunity to speak.  Although the4

printed title of my talk is "Baboon Bone Marrow for5

the Treatment of Advanced HIV-I Disease", I'm also6

going to cover the clinical promise of7

xenotransplantation since it really is the patients8

that have motivated the interest in research in9

xenotransplantation.10

          Those of us who are care providers -- and11

I'm a transplant surgeon -- have a unique privilege to12

possess the tools to save lives, and also the13

unfortunate experience of feeling the tragedy and14

despair of our patients and their loved ones when15

those tools are not available.16

          Unfortunately, we are now in a position with17

solid organ transplantation of deciding who should18

live and who should die because of the organ shortage.19

And I encourage the audience to keep that in mind when20

weighing the potential risks and benefits of21

xenotransplantation.  Sometimes I think we forget to22

touch on that.23

          At least 3,000 Americans die per year while24

awaiting a potentially life-saving transplant and it's25

difficult to estimate, but probably at least 100,00026

Americans die each year after being excluded as27



candidates for transplantation.1

          Many of these excluded candidates would have2

received a transplant if more donors were available.3

More and more frequently we as care providers are4

forced to decide who should live and who should die.5

And in fact, this painful decision is often made by6

hospital committees that involve a number of people7

because it's such a difficult decision to make.8

          The concept of replacing a failed organ with9

a functional one remained a dream until the early10

1900s when Alexis Correll developed a simple, yet11

elegant technique to perform vascular anastomoses.  As12

a result of that Nobel prize winning discovery the13

field of solid organ transplantation was ushered in.14

          And since that time, exponential progress15

has resulted.  Kidneys, hearts, lungs, livers, small16

intestines -- many organs -- are transplanted with17

ease, technically.  And in fact, if Mozart had been18

born in our generation he probably would not have died19

from his renal failure but could have been saved20

either through dialysis or better yet, a renal21

transplant.22

          But the progress in transplantation has23

resulted in a severe shortage of donor organs and it24

really is reaching crisis proportions.  Since 1988,25

you can see by the dotted line, the number of donors26

available has plateau'd while the number of candidates27



on the waiting list has continued to rise1

exponentially.  And as clinical outcomes improve the2

criteria for transplantation become more liberal.3

          When I began my career as a surgeon at the4

Mass General Hospital in Boston in 1978, only the very5

young were considered to be suitable candidates for a6

transplant.  Now, people survive longer and a physical7

condition is more of a factor than age.8

          As a result, the number of candidates9

waiting for a potentially life-saving organ far10

surpasses the number of donors available.  And because11

of this crisis in health care there's a desperation to12

find donors if a donor does not become available.13

          As a transplant surgeon I have comforted the14

families of those unfortunate candidates for whom a15

donor did not become available.  I've sat at the16

bedside and cried with parents who have lost their17

precious little ones to hepatic failure knowing full18

well that if a donor had become available their child19

would probably still have a chance at living a full20

life into adulthood.21

          And that's a painful process to encounter.22

That desperation and need for additional organs has23

really fueled the interest of many of us in24

xenotransplantation.  And as early as 1970 liver25

transplantation was considered highly experimental and26

very controversial.  Now it's considered to be an27



established therapy.1

          Similarly, the survival of xenografts in pig2

to primate models that you've heard some of the3

investigators present today approaches that for renal4

transplants when allotransplantation was first being5

developed.  research allows us to improve quality of6

life and also quantity of life, and we've made7

tremendous progress.8

          At the present time, xenotransplantation is9

an area of research that holds great potential for10

clinical applications, and to stifle that would11

potentially deny many of significant benefits.12

          And I won't go into detail on this, but it's13

difficult to obtain data on how many patients are14

actually dying while they wait for a potentially life-15

saving transplant but that is being tracked now.  And16

you can see that for livers, lungs, kidneys, hearts,17

the demand far outweighs the supply, without question.18

          And finally, to show the degree of19

desperation, the organ trade and selling of body20

parts, highlights the desperation of the patients and21

some care providers.  Selling of body parts in some22

parts of the world is occurring at an increasing rate.23

And this is an article that appeared in The New York24

Academy of Sciences on the organ trade.25

          I recently spoke at the Asian Society of26

Transplant Surgeons where the opening plenary session27



focused on the ethics of the organ trade.  I do not1

condone the sale of body parts from prisoners, but I2

believe that it is an important factor to mention3

because it really highlights the severity of the4

crisis and the desperation that patients and their5

loved ones and care providers face as a result of the6

donor organ shortage.7

          I personally believe that the potential8

benefits of xenotransplantation are huge and strongly9

encourage the FDA, as well as the public, to keep the10

benefits in mind when assessing risk/benefit ratios.11

I believe that we should proceed cautiously and12

responsibly, but that we should proceed.13

          And I'll now focus on the science behind the14

baboon bone marrow transplants.  Our interest in the15

bone marrow stem cell has originated from the fact16

that if bone marrow is accepted by a recipient it17

induces tolerance to a solid organ transplant.18

          And in addition to this, the bone marrow19

provides the entire immune system; at least 1120

different lineages including T-cells, B-cells, natural21

killer cells -- all the different components of the22

hematopoietic system.23

          And in a way one can look upon bone marrow24

transplantation as a natural form of gene therapy, and25

that was first actually pointed out by E. Donald26

Thomas about 30 years ago.  But the key would be to27



find a way to make bone marrow transplantation more1

safe, and that has been the focus of a number of2

investigators, including my own laboratory.3

          If we can find a way to make bone marrow4

transplantation less morbid, there are a number of5

diseases that are potentially treatable by mixed6

chimerism, and that includes to induce tolerance for7

solid organs, immunodeficiency states including AIDS8

and aplastic anemia, the hemoglobinopathies, enzyme9

deficiency states, and a newly emerging area --10

autoimmunity -- which appears to be curable by11

allogeneic bone marrow transplant.12

          The first observation that chimerism13

conferred tolerance to transplanted tissue was made by14

two simultaneous, or nearly simultaneous groups.  The15

first was Dr. Owens' observation that Freemartin16

cattle which are genetically different cattle -- twins17

that share a common placenta are actually red blood18

cell chimeras.19

          And Billingham, Grant, and Medawar20

demonstrated that those Freemartin cattle unexpectedly21

accepted reciprocal skin grafts from each other rather22

than rejecting them.23

          They were wise enough to take that24

observation back to the laboratory and they25

demonstrated that if they transferred hematopoietic26

tissue from a donor into a newborn mouse recipient,27



they could transfer actively acquired tolerance to a1

subsequent donor skin graft while third-party grafts2

were rejected.3

          When I was a Fellow in the laboratory at the4

NIH with David Sachs nearly 15 years ago, we developed5

the model for mixed chimerism, and we were interested6

in whether a hybrid immune system that involved both7

host and donor hematopoietic derived cells would8

confer the same tolerance.9

          And we found that as low as one percent10

donor chimerism was sufficient to confer very robust11

donor-specific transplantation tolerance.12

          We've extended that model to a prostheses13

situation and have been able to show in the same way,14

that by partially conditioning a recipient even, and15

transplanting rat bone marrow into mouse recipients,16

that mixed hematopoietic chimerism results.17

          And again, even for tissue as antigenic as18

pancreatic islets of the skin grafts, the grafts are19

permanently accepted.  All of this red staining tissue20

is rat islet xenografts under the kidney capsule of a21

mouse chimera.22

          And one of the, I think potentially very23

exciting new observations that Si Pham who directs the24

heart transplant program in Pittsburgh has made, is25

that mixed chimerism not only prevents acute26

rejection, but also chronic rejection -- which is one27



of the major limitations we face in solid organ1

transplantation.2

          David Sachs very elegantly reviewed this3

morning the number of species combinations in which4

engraftment of hematopoietic stem cells has occurred5

-- the human to mouse, the pig to primate, in our own6

human to baboon model, rat to mouse, and pig to mouse7

-- though even in highly disparate combinations.8

          And the application that unexpectedly arose9

actually as a concept about five years ago, was the10

fact that, not only did xenotransplantation hold11

promise to supply organs that are critically needed,12

but there's also the benefit of species-specific13

disease resistance.14

          And interestingly, a number of species are15

absolutely resistant to infection with hepatitis as16

well as HIV.  Now, the first application of that17

species-specific disease resistance was made by Tom18

Starzl in 1993 when he transplanted baboon livers into19

two humans who had hepatitis C infection.20

          And for those of you who aren't familiar21

with the liver transplant literature, hepatitis is22

becoming a relative, if not absolute contraindication23

of liver transplantation because the disease often24

recurs and when it recurs it recurs in a very25

fulminant form.26

          And because so many patients are on the27



waiting list right now for a liver again, because of1

that shortage, many patients with hepatitis do not2

receive a transplant; they're excluded from3

consideration.  Or if they lose their liver they are4

not considered a candidate for a retransplant because5

of the shortage of organs.6

          And Dr. Starzl -- Marian Michaels will be7

speaking tomorrow -- began to formulate a very8

comprehensive strategy for monitoring of the9

recipients.  And there was a great deal learned from10

those two patients.  In spite of the new availability11

of FK 506 and also the new drugs available, rejection12

was still a major limitation.13

          In our own work we can again look upon bone14

marrow transplantation as a natural form of gene15

therapy.  There have been aggressive efforts at16

attempting to modify human cells to be resistant to17

infection with HIV, and our rationale was to take18

naturally resistant cells and transplant them into a19

human with late-stage AIDS in an attempt to achieve20

immune reconstitution.21

          We learned a great deal, and actually we had22

the fortunate opportunity to have the input from23

experts throughout the world as a result of the24

hearings that occurred, but our inclusionary criteria25

were for HIV-I only, a CD4 count less than or equal to26

75.27



          And the patient had to be able to give1

informed consent, understand the potential risk of2

xenozoonosis, and agree to be monitored for his3

lifetime.  Exclusionary criteria included infection4

with HIV-2, HTLV, active opportunistic infections, CMV5

retinitis, etc.6

          And Dr. Michaels, with the help of the CDC7

and the FDA and many other investigators who are in8

this room, formulated a very comprehensive strategy9

for choosing the best donor available and also for10

monitoring.  And she'll talk more about that tomorrow.11

          It was interesting -- there were some very12

interesting observations that emerged from this.  The13

candidate was a 38-year-old man who had had active HIV14

infection for at least ten years.15

          He had been -- contrary to what you might16

have read in the newspaper -- he had been on triple17

drug therapy for more than three months with18

absolutely no response.  His viral load had not19

changed.  And he had had one previous episode of PCP20

that was treated one-and-a-half months prior to the21

bone marrow transplant.22

          Interestingly, he -- I apologize I don't23

have the slide on the conditioning -- he was24

conditioned with a single low dose of lymphoid25

irradiation and received cytoxin in very low dose as26

well, and had no other immunosuppression but was27



continued on his triple drug, anti-retroviral therapy.1

          His viral load really plummeted.  Somehow,2

either the conditioning, the transient engraftment --3

we don't know why yet -- had a significant impact on4

his viral load and also his quality of life and how he5

felt.6

     And contrary to what you might have read in the7

newspapers as well, he had engraftment -- or he had8

baboon cells detectable in his peripheral circulation,9

up through day-13 and then they disappeared after10

that.11

          And coincident with that, he had one12

positive baboon EV -- Marian will talk about this13

tomorrow; I'm not an infectious disease person -- but14

he had no evidence for baboon-derived infection at15

all, and he continues to be monitored.16

          He's actually -- I spoke with him yesterday17

because I thought he was coming to this meeting but he18

had a different commitment, apparently.  He's doing19

well.  He's still very active in the work that he does20

and he tolerated the procedure well.21

          We kept him in the hospital for 21 days; not22

because he really needed to be there but because we23

had agreed to do that and keep him in isolation.  And24

then he had continued very close outpatient follow-up.25

He had no unexplained fevers or illnesses.26

          Human CMV was shed in his urine and he was27



CMV-positive prior to the transplant.  And all of his1

other viral cultures were negative.2

          And this just shows one of the three assays3

that was used to monitor his HIV burden. And you can4

see that prior to the transplant, during the time that5

the condition was beginning he actually had an6

increase in his viral burden, and then following that7

the burden changed significantly.  And that was8

monitored by three different assays.9

          He continued his triple drug therapy for a10

number of months and then absolutely developed some11

complications related to that and stopped his triple12

drug therapy.  And his viral load at that time did not13

increase.14

          Now, he did not have permanent engraftment15

and he also did not have a change in his T-cell count.16

And we didn't expect -- we attempted to identify -- in17

order to minimize the risk to the patient and to the18

public and to everyone, we intentionally chose the19

lowest dose of conditioning that we thought might give20

him engraftment, with the absolute knowledge that he21

may not have engraftment.22

          And so I don't see that as a failure because23

the important thing is safety, and he tolerated the24

conditioning extremely well, and I think that at least25

sets a baseline for what could be done as the next26

step.27



          And in summary then, the attempted immune1

reconstitution in this patient with HIV with baboon2

bone marrow has not resulted in detectable zoonoses,3

but we also did not have engraftment.4

          And I think with the recognition now that5

there are humans that possess the CCRK5 mutation that6

makes them relatively resistant to infection with at7

least the entopic form of HIV, that again this may be8

an area to explore.9

          Thank you very much.10

          DR. ROSE:  The next speaker is Dr. Robert11

Michler who's the choral class and professor of12

surgery in sheep, the Division of Cardio-Thoracic13

Surgery and Transplantation at Ohio State University.14

And previous to that he was the director of the15

Cardiac Transplant Service at Columbia University.16

          And he's going to speak to us on "Pig and17

Baboon Heart Transplants for the Treatment of Infant18

and Pediatric Heart Failure".19

          DR. MICHLER:  Thank you, Dr. Rose.  Thank20

you very much to the organizers for having invited me21

today to share with you a heart surgeon's perspective22

of the motivation behind pursuing xenotransplantation23

and some thoughts on clinical trials with respect to24

xenotransplantation.25

          But first let's begin and look at the26

problem.  Heart failure is an enormous burden to the27



world's society.  In the United States alone there are1

400,000 new cases every year, with approximately 4.82

million/5 million patients being affected.3

          It is in fact, the most common DRG that is4

treated today in the United States.  There are nearly5

a million hospitalizations, and the one-year survival6

rate for patients who are medically treated is7

approximately 50 percent.8

     So that means with the heart failure patient in9

the United States today, despite the best we can do10

with drug therapy -- whether that be intravenous or11

medicinal, oral agents -- we're only able to get these12

patients out to approximately one year with a 5013

percent survival.14

          In fact, it is the only form of heart15

disease that is in fact, increasing each year.  In16

1993 there were nearly 42,000 deaths in this country,17

and between 1979 and 1993 there was nearly 110 percent18

in the number of deaths associated with heart failure.19

And obviously this is expensive therapy.20

          The best estimates are that $10 to $1721

billion were spent in 1997.  The majority of this is22

spent on the inpatient setting and approximately five23

to six percent of the entire nation's health care24

budget is devoted to this.  This is twice as common in25

terms of cost than the management of myocardial26

infarction.27



          The numbers therefore, translate to1

increasing numbers of patients on our waiting lists as2

have been pointed out by a number of the other3

speakers, and is associated with about a 30 percent4

mortality on the adult transplant waiting list as well5

as the pediatric waiting list.6

          In fact, it is actually more likely for a7

patient to die on the waiting list of transplantation8

than it is for that patient to die within the first9

year-and-a-half after receiving an organ transplant.10

          And this represents the reality.  This is11

the reality for heart transplantation and it's the12

reality for every solid organ that we see.13

          And the list in fact, continues to get14

longer because our success as transplant physicians15

and health care providers has meant that patients are16

living longer and as a result, are coming back to us17

now, with the need for multiple organ transplantation18

-- or I should restate that -- for retransplantation.19

          And the success is quite good:  85 to 9020

percent one-year survival with a 50 percent 10-year21

survival.  If you recall, medical therapy provides a22

50 percent, one-year survival to these patients if23

they're transplanted.  That survivorship has increased24

tenfold to ten years.  But the greatest burden is that25

of the waiting list mortality.26

          Now, what are our alternatives?  I think27



many of you are familiar with mechanical assist1

devices for the treatment of heart failure;2

unfortunately for other organs this kind of therapy3

doesn't exist.4

          So in the field of heart replacement therapy5

we really essentially have three options:  the first6

is an allograft; the second is the potential for a7

mechanical assist device; and the third is what I like8

to call a biologic assist device, or a xenograft.9

          The device that my colleagues and I have10

used at both Columbia and at Ohio State University is11

the -- one of the options -- is the thermocardia12

system left ventricular assist device.  There are13

other options available but these carry with it a14

portable pneumatic device that the patient has to15

carry around with it.16

          And although this patient looks terrific17

walking out there in the sunshine, this in fact is the18

reality for the majority of the patients who must be19

sustained in an intensive care unit without options,20

other than the hope that a human heart might be21

available for them if they're restricted from the22

potential of a mechanical device.23

          If we compare a xenograft with a mechanical24

device, they both quite favorably have an unlimited25

supply.  And that clearly is what we need in this area26

or else we make no impact on the epidemiology of heart27



failure.1

          An external power source is something that2

is associated with a mechanical device and not with3

that of a biologic device.  These patients on4

mechanical devices are also subject to5

thromboembolism, infection, and in fact, about 506

percent of all patients who receive a mechanical7

device have some form of infection.8

          A low percentage are fatal, but most every9

patient at some point will have a drive line infection10

or some other issue that needs to be dealt with.11

          One of the major issues we have to contend12

with with implantation of xenotransplants is the issue13

of the development of infections as a result of14

retroviral transmission.  Immune response is both15

stimulated with a mechanical device patient and also16

obviously -- as has been discussed by Dr. Sachs,17

Ildstad, and others -- the issue of the host immune18

response.19

          Device failures can occur with both, and20

obviously all these patients must remain on21

medications and the ethical issues that we're dealing22

with today and tomorrow remain quite formidable.23

          So if we're to look at the kind of models of24

xenotransplantation these models must be created in a25

way that parallel a potential human clinical26

situation.27



          A Macaque, a cynomolgus, or a rhesus monkey1

transplanted into a baboon as has been previously2

pointed out, by and large we do not see the issue of3

xenoreactive antibodies; which is one of the4

significant hurdles that we have to deal with in terms5

of pig to primate, including the human as a potential6

recipient.7

          If we look over the clinical history of8

cardiac xenotransplantation there have in fact, been9

eight attempts dating back to 1964 with Dr. Hardy's10

implantation of a chimpanzee graft.11

          The species used have been sheep, pigs, and12

I'd like to focus just for a moment on the two most13

recent which includes Dr. Leonard Bailey's historic14

transplantation of an infant baboon into Baby Fay.15

Unfortunately, this transplant which survived only 2016

days was across an ABO blood group incompatibility and17

likely led to the demise of this infant.18

          More recently in 1991, Dr. Aliga and19

Czaplicki and his colleagues in Poland performed an20

experiment on a 21-year-old patient with Marfan's21

Syndrome which is a connective tissue disorder, in22

which the patient was dying of heart failure.23

          The patient was in the operating room and24

they took a series of two pig hearts and circulated25

through the heart/lung bypass machine -- circulated26

the blood of the recipient through each of those27



organs, essentially binding the antibody, as has been1

previously described to you this morning, and then2

taking a third organ and transplanting that third3

organ orthotopically into the recipient's chest.4

          That recipient survived for 24 hours and the5

demise of the recipient was attributed by the6

physicians involved as being the result of a small7

organ transplanted into a relatively large recipient.8

          The true answer we'll never know, but I was9

fortunate to have them send to me a copy of the10

pathology of that particular graft.  And those of you11

familiar with cardiac pathology recognize this as12

fairly normal in appearance.13

          The unfortunate additional circumstance14

involving this human clinical trial is the fact that15

the experimenters did not perform any immunopathology16

or any immunohistochemistry.  Which clearly points out17

one of the things that we must strive for in an18

organization, a meeting like this, and that is truly19

to define the parameters and to establish guidelines20

with respect to how we should approach this kind of21

clinical work.22

          Not to have performed immunopathology or23

immunohistochemistry, or better define the reasons for24

this graft failure, I think lost a tremendous amount25

of scientific information that would have benefitted26

all of us.27



          If we look at the primate I think it's clear1

that in terms of using a non-human primate for a2

human, the greatest advantage that we see is that3

those non-human primates are closely related to us.4

And therefore the likelihood of engraftment is greater5

than that if we chose a pig.6

          In fact, a number of laboratories around the7

world have demonstrated Macaque to baboon survival of8

heart grafts well in excess of one year.  So this, in9

terms of the laboratory setting, it has been a10

surmountable barrier.11

          Unfortunately, use of a primate carries with12

it very, very significant disadvantages, not least of13

which is the limited size.  Baboons get up to about --14

the largest is 35 to 40 kilograms and therefore15

unlikely to supply a large population of patients in16

need of transplantation.17

          The ethical issues surrounding it are also18

very, very significant, and the controversial and19

emotionally charged issue of the potential for20

transferring epizootic diseases has in fact, waned my21

enthusiasm and the enthusiasm of others for the use of22

non-human primates as a potential source for human23

transplantation.24

          And therefore, I'd like to focus additional25

comments on the use of the pig which carries with it26

a variety of advantages -- not least of which we use27



it every single day in providing heart valves for1

humans who are in need of heart valve replacement2

therapy.3

          We use the sac, the pericardium that4

surrounds the pig heart.  Four valves -- we use the5

valves themselves.  We also use the sac to the heart6

as well as the sac of cow hearts in the operating room7

for different therapies for providing surgical,8

lifesaving treatment to humans.9

          A number of these animals, obviously, are10

slaughtered every year, but the major disadvantaged11

we've discussed earlier this morning.  And that12

disadvantage is a significant distinction in the13

phenotype of the human which differs from that of the14

pig in the alboaration of alpha gal antibody on the15

surface of endothelial cells.16

          This is really a developmental phenomenon17

which resulted in the switching off of a particular18

enzyme that permits the addition of galactocele19

residue onto lactosamine.  And therefore, humans,20

apes, and old world monkeys have an inactivated form21

of this enzyme, as opposed to the pig and lower22

primates.23

          This results, as has been described before,24

in this natural antibody binding to the surface of an25

endothelial cell with a conformational in those26

endothelial cells resulting in edema, hemorrhage, the27



attraction of platelets, fibrin, and all of this being1

activated through the complement cascade as Dr. Logan2

so elegantly described.3

          This is what a pig heart transplanted in a4

baboon looks like within minutes of transplantation5

with hemorrhage in the interstitium and the external6

appearance of that graft.7

          A variety of techniques for trying to deal8

with antibody or complement -- obviously antibody9

removal systems have been employed successfully for10

short-term therapy and providing graft survival.11

          But one of the more intriguing areas that12

are laboratory has investigated over the last several13

years is the fact that newborn baboons and newborn14

humans do not have significant levels of15

immunoglobulin; meaning that IgM which is the primary16

xenoreactive antibody is a large molecule.17

          Its molecular weight is about 900,00018

Dalton's and is unable to cross the placental barrier.19

And therefore this almost natural model of20

immunosuppression permits prolonged graft survival of21

newborn baboons who are transplanted with a pig heart.22

          And these newborn baboons who are not23

immunosuppressed have survived as long as seven days24

with these grafts beating.  And this can be achieved,25

obviously, by different antibody removal systems as26

well as the use of complement inhibitory proteins that27



are transgeneically modified in the donor animal.1

          This is actually a biopsy specimen 24 hours2

after a newborn pig to newborn baboon transplant.  The3

architecture is dramatically intact, and in fact if4

you perform immunohistochemistry and immunopathology5

on these grafts at this early stage, there is very,6

very little binding of IgG, there's no binding of IgM,7

and very little deposition of membrane attack complex8

C3, 4, or 5.9

          But this antibody returns and in fact in the10

newborn human and the newborn baboon left unattended11

or unstimulated by an antigenic source, we see that at12

about two month's of age newborn humans develop13

immunoglobulin that parallels the adult in terms of14

its binding affinity.15

          So how can we try and tackle this particular16

problem?  You've heard of a variety of strategies this17

morning from trying to humanize the donor with18

complemented inhibitory proteins.  There's also the19

opportunity to transform the donor by altering20

xenoantigen and several groups have already reported21

success in creation of these fucosyl transferase22

transgenes in the pig.23

          And finally, the use of different ways of24

modulating the donor so that endothelial cell25

activation may in fact, be modified or abrogated.26

          I'd like to just mention to you David White27



and John Walwart's work in which they were able to1

take a DAK transgeneic pig and achieve hetotopic graft2

survival using a rather stringent immunosuppressive3

therapy with survivors out to 40 to 60 days.4

          A very unusual, non-transgeneic donor5

survivorship of approximately five days mean6

survivorship.  This has been explained by that group7

as a result of the pigs that were used as the donors8

that were non-transgeneic, having actually a lower9

valence of alpha gal epitope on the surface of those10

endothelial cells.11

          Any way you look at it that's a remarkably12

long survivorship over what we've been accustomed to13

in the field of pig to baboon transplantation.14

          For a moment I'd like to just mention the15

issue of cloning which is a fascinating topic and one16

that hopefully will be able to be transmitted into the17

clinical arena.18

          It's a potentially highly efficient and well19

targeted therapy that permits within the laboratory,20

the manipulation of the genetic makeup of that21

particular potential embryo, and it permits22

significantly, the removal of particular genes.  This23

obviously, has not been achieved in pigs as yet but24

has been in other domesticated farm animals.25

          So if we were to turn then, to ask ourselves26

the question of who might be an appropriate recipient27



for xenotransplantation, I'd like to take you through1

what have been some of our thoughts in that area and2

explore them with you for a moment.3

          In order to achieve any kind of success in4

any innovative therapy such as xenotransplantation,5

one needs to look at different levels of success.  One6

must define success in the laboratory that permits7

extension to a clinical trial, and finally, to8

widespread clinical application.9

          I think it's very important for us to10

recognize that success unfortunately, is not something11

that we can at a point at time zero, really identify.12

And then is danger in doing so.  Success is well13

described in hindsight.14

          For example, the field of cardiac15

allotransplantation at its onset was not successful16

and you'll all recall the early days of cardiac17

allotransplantation.18

          But if we look at the laboratory19

experimentation that was done to permit Dr. Shumway20

and his colleagues to proceed with21

allotransplantation, we find that the longest survivor22

of any allotransplant were a small groups of dogs that23

had survived 200 days.24

          And if we were to use that kind of criteria25

today, it's obvious that we would not, with that kind26

of small survivor number and survival length, be27



participating in clinical trials of1

xenotransplantation.2

          We obviously have to establish guidelines,3

but one must be very careful in establishing those4

guidelines so that they're not so stringent that5

scientists and clinical innovators are not permitted6

the latitude to be creative in a field that carries7

with it such tremendous benefit to each and every8

patient that has heart failure, kidney failure, lung9

or liver failure.10

          Obviously, a number of questions must be11

asked and this is a short list of those that I think12

should be included in the many that each of you will13

ask.14

          And not least of which is the role of15

humeral immunity and cell mediated immunity over time;16

neither of which have been explored carefully in the17

setting of pig to primate xenotransplantation because18

of the limited survivors that we've seen thus far.19

          And how might we approach this?  Well20

obviously, there's the destination therapy outcome or21

there's the bridge therapy outcome.  And I would22

caution us in proceeding with destination therapies at23

this point in time.24

          Bridge therapies have been quite successful25

in our understanding of things such as mechanical26

assist devices.  They've permitted us to better27



understand how recipients might respond to these kinds1

of therapies, and it allows us to better hone in on2

immunosuppressive therapies.3

          The rationale for a xenobridge must be first4

of all, reasonable, supportive, scientific evidence.5

Next, the opportunity to study immune phenomenon in a6

host that's had a xenograft.  It allows us to build7

the framework for foundation for future destination8

therapy.9

          It allows the public to understand what it10

is that we're trying to do in a setting that hopefully11

will be successful as a bridge providing a non-human12

organ that then is subsequently transplanted with a13

human organ, having a patient walk out of the14

hospital.15

          And obviously a xenobridge is16

epidemiologically inconsequential.  And that argument17

is obvious but it's one that requires methodical,18

slow, progressive steps in order for us to take what19

we learn in the laboratory and translate that into the20

clinical arena.21

          Who might be potential candidates?  A22

patient in whom death is imminent; patients who are23

non-left ventricular cystovites candidates; that24

growing list of retransplantation recipients; primary25

non-function of an allograft in a patient on26

heart/lung bypass in the operating room; and non-27



allograft patients who are excluded either by age or1

significant co-morbid disease.2

          Candidates could be selected -- our3

allotransplant candidates have small body surface4

areas and therefore are not candidates for assist5

devices; death being imminent; no allodonor can be6

found anywhere nationwide; reversible end-organ7

dysfunction.8

          ABO compatibility may not be an issue with9

the pig and these patients may be supported by some10

form of mechanical, temporary assistance.11

          So finally, what is it that keeps us all12

coming back to these meetings?  Why are we striving13

ahead?  And I think it's been elegantly described by14

many of the other speakers this morning as to what the15

motivation for this is.16

          Clearly, in the field of allotransplantation17

our Achilles heel is the success that we've had and18

the recognition that there are hundreds of thousands19

of patients worldwide who may be benefit from this20

therapy.21

          Thank you very much.22

          DR. NOGUCHI:  Now, I don't know about you23

but I think we've had a tour-de-force this morning.24

We are going to ask all the previous speakers to25

please come up and join us for a panel discussion, and26

we're also including several other members that we've27



invited here.1

          Dr. Ron Ferguson, for example, is the2

current president of the American Society of3

Transplant Surgeons; been a very strong proponent of4

very vigorous and very public interactions with both5

our agency and the Surgical and Transplant community.6

          Rob Michler was just announced.  Ms. Gwen7

Mayes who is now an acting director of the Division of8

Organ Transplantation at HRSA, has been a very good9

friend to the transplant community.10

          Let's see, who else do we have?  You11

remember the little blip that we saw in12

xenotransplantation in the '60s?  Dr. Keith Reetsma13

was actually the person who performed that -- almost14

90 percent of that particular blip there -- and we're15

very happy to have him there.16

          Dan Salomon -- we wanted to make sure that17

it wasn't just the surgeons here -- but Dan is a18

transplant physician and director of experimental19

transplantations at the Scripps Institute.20

          And I'm not sure but I think Dr. David White21

is also joining us, who is a founder of Imutran and is22

one of the companies in the U.K. that is very23

interested in xenotransplantation.24

          Now that everybody's squeezed up here we25

really don't really have a particular agenda, but I26

would like to thank all of you.  I'd like to27



particularly like to thank Dr. Amy Patterson and her1

staff.2

          It is unlikely that anywhere in the world3

you could have gotten this congregation of people with4

experience -- both with cellular and whole organ5

xenotransplantation as well as conventional -- we now6

say conventional allotransplantation.7

          And so I would say the floor is open for8

discussion.  Perhaps I will start by saying, what9

we've seen here is a very early, somewhat promising10

start in cellular xenotransplantation.  We've heard11

some of the past interest in whole organ12

xenotransplantation.  I'd like to ask anyone on the13

panel what they feel would be the next step to really14

start looking at whole organ xeno rather than just15

cellular xeno?  Anyone?16

          DR. REEMTSMA:  I'd like to take that on17

because I'd like to extend on what Dr. Michler's18

commented on.  I think there are areas in which19

appropriate organ xenografts can be done and he listed20

some of them.21

          It would be premature at this point to do22

this for lifesaving conditions.  But they can be23

fitted in and we saw examples in support for liver24

failure and in support for heart failure.25

          I'd also like to commend the SAS this26

morning and the Public Health officials, the FDA,27



because I think this illustrates the appropriate,1

public/private interchange and the work that has been2

presented seems to me very responsible, very prudent,3

and very appropriate.4

          And I'm hopeful that as guidelines are5

developed we will learn from the past and avoid some6

of the excesses of over-regulation which we've seen7

for example, with the recombinant DNA.  And I would8

hope that we would continue the very fine course9

that's been developed as we've seen today, the fine10

calibration that protects the public health and yet11

still encourages innovation.12

          I would like to commend all of you for your13

efforts in this.14

          DR. NOGUCHI:  That was certainly not our15

intent to just get the positive, but David, please.16

But thank you, Keith.17

          DR. SACHS:  I think the answer to your18

question of when it would be appropriate for a whole19

organ, in my opinion, is when we think it very likely20

that it will be successful.21

          And by successful I don't mean as a bridge,22

because I think that while a bridge, as has been23

pointed out, has the opportunity for very important24

studies to go on -- and I certainly think in a limited25

way that's certainly supportable -- I think it doesn't26

do anything for the real problem which is the number27



of -- the excess of patients on a waiting list.1

          Because in fact, it just increases that2

waiting list.  Now you have another patient who's on3

because he has a bridge.  So I think the real4

advantage of this xenotransplantation will come when5

we really think it will work and work as well as6

allografts, and I think that day will come.7

          I think the initial criteria should be that8

it works in a non-human primate; that a pig organ9

xenograft works and is functioning in a non-human10

primate for an extended period of time.11

          And I think what that time should be is12

something that several of us have different opinions13

on but I think that it certainly should be a matter of14

months without any functional deficits any worse than15

they would be for an allograft.  And I think that day16

will be coming but it's not here yet.17

          DR. ILDSTAD:  One thing that we have to be18

very careful about though, is that the mechanism of19

action of the T-cell directed and B-cell directed20

immunosuppressive agents that have been developed for21

humans have very different biologic properties than22

primates.  And so we may be making ourselves start23

from square-one.24

          Because for example, at least in our25

experience with the baboon, the dosing of cyclosporin26

and absorption is so different from that for humans,27



that I think we have to be really careful.  I mean, if1

you held that same criteria to human kidney2

transplantation, for allotransplants, then the field3

probably wouldn't have moved forward and we wouldn't4

be where we are right now, I think.5

          I think we have to proceed cautiously but6

somehow realize that there may be different properties7

in these agents that have been developed for human use8

and studied in humans.9

          DR. ROSE:  While that's true, my question10

is, how do you then move every -- I mean, there's a11

large chorus calling for more non-human primate12

studies as the entre into human studies, and yet we're13

acknowledging that there's a difference in the way the14

immunosuppressives work, in the way maybe some of the15

regulatory molecules even in non-human primates work.16

          So the question becomes, how would you or17

others on the panel -- I know Dr. White and his18

company has a large experience in porcine to non-human19

primate work -- how would you all move forward in20

this?21

          MR. WHITE:  Yes.  We do a lot of transplants22

of big organs into primates and there are undoubtedly23

differences between primates and humans, and there are24

undoubtedly differences between one sort of primate to25

another sort of primate.  And there's the added26

difficulty that you're managing a primate with drugs27



that have actually been developed for a different1

primate -- human beings.2

          So there are big limitations on experiments3

in primates.  That having been said, undoubtedly we4

can learn a lot in what we do in the primates.  We5

have learned a lot already in basic immunological6

terms as to what are the problems.7

          Davis Sachs alluded particularly to the8

antibody problem.  That comes out very clearly from9

his primate work and our own.  And we can direct our10

attention at solving those problems, albeit in the11

less than perfect model.12

          If there was a perfect model before going13

into man, then we'd all be using it.  There isn't, so14

we have to make the best of what we can use, and edge15

our way, I think cautiously, stepwise, towards16

actually going into the clinic.17

          DR. NOGUCHI:  Ron, I think you also had a18

comment.19

          DR. FERGUSON:  Yes.  Perhaps it's a more20

proximal comment and that's, who decides when it's21

ready and what general criteria does one use to look22

at that?  As I understand it the FDA, the regulatory23

agencies of the United States, respond to initiated24

events and don't write RFPs necessarily, for25

xenotransplant, with conditions.26

          So it is up to, for example, Nextran to come27



in with a proposal when they think it's proper, or for1

Imutran, or for any other company that might -- or the2

cellular people.  Right now things are sort of on3

hold, but when they get back off hold are these going4

to be initiated by the people in conjunction with the5

clinical facilities where these trials will be done6

and they are going to set the criteria?  Or what's the7

role of the FDA in deciding when it's ready to go?8

Who decides?9

          DR. NOGUCHI:  I think that's a very fair10

question.  You hit upon some of the elements of what11

I think we are responsible for.  We are certainly12

responsible to assure that safe and effective13

products, whatever they happen to be -- in this case14

it may be solid animal organs -- do reach the market15

and that unsafe ones don't.  And that there are16

mechanisms that we know about and there are a lot of17

them that we simply don't know about.18

          In terms of deciding, helping to decide when19

do we start, I think that for as such as these are20

really what we are talking about.  It is quite obvious21

-- I mean, we tried to recruit Dan Salomon to the FDA22

and he somehow thought La Jolla was better.23

          It is difficult obviously, for FDA to have24

expertise in every subject but we are very comfortable25

that we have collected together expertise for that.26

          Just as one example, Bob -- or Rob Michler27



over there -- has challenged us repeatedly, but he1

also said today, if we had to have 200 days survival2

in a subset of dogs -- I think what you were saying3

is, if we had to get that sort of number of days4

survival perhaps we wouldn't do xenotransplantation.5

I believe that's the answer.6

          Well, I don't think it's FDA alone who7

really sets what's appropriate or not.  We look to the8

science; we look to the very best clinical data that's9

available; we hold public discussions such as this.10

You know, we evaluate the data and we move from there.11

          So we don't set that kind of rule.  I mean,12

we don't say, you have to jump this high.  Oh, you13

can't jump that high?  You know, we don't do that.14

It's what the collective community really knows and15

where the state-of-the-art is, and then it does become16

very much a risk benefit evaluation.17

          And sometimes it just is a sense of, it's18

time to do it based on all the collective wisdom and19

data, and sometimes maybe it's better to wait.20

          DR RAUB:  Perhaps I could just turn Phil's21

comment into a question and that is, ought there to be22

anticipatory criteria and if so, what are your23

thoughts about the best way to get from here to there?24

          DR. SALOMON:  I think that we have to accept25

the responsibility that this is a brand-new area and26

reassuring, absolutely no-fail criteria for when to go27



forward in the clinical trial is as difficult as1

facing the reality that even around this very table,2

and certainly in the audience, there are a dozen3

different trials with all kinds of different reagents,4

each with a different spectrum of expectations and5

complications and problems.6

          So I don't think there's any one set of7

criteria that will ever emerge.  And therefore I think8

that the first problem that we can deal with is to9

develop an adequate expertise.  And I think the Public10

Health Service, the FDA, with the NIH and the CDC,11

have really done that.  I feel like we've all had a12

lot of opportunity to contribute to the dialogue.13

          And next I think we're going to have to14

accept a series of very well-planned, very limited but15

very carefully monitored studies.  And then stop, look16

back at those, and re-evaluate the criteria for the17

next stage.  And I think that sort of iterative18

process is going to be extremely important.19

          DR. NOGUCHI:  John.  Let's make sure20

everyone has at least one chance.21

          DR. LOGAN:  I have one comment in terms of22

moving into the clinic.  We all do experiments in non-23

human primates and the challenge really is to24

extrapolate the non-human primate data into what's25

likely to happen in the human.26

          And where I disagree with David Sachs is, I27



think the use of these bridging transplants to really1

help us make that step forward, where under2

appropriate, very well-defined circumstances we can3

use these organs as temporary bridges and try and4

learn from those transplants and extrapolate them back5

into a primate data and see really where we are.6

          And I think it's these bridging transplants7

that can help us move forward to the ultimate goal.8

I'd also agree fully with David that making a product9

that's a bridge is not a solution to this problem.10

          DR. NOGUCHI:  Rob.11

          DR. MICHLER:  Just to expand on what Dr.12

Logan mentioned.  You know, we are all under such13

tremendous scrutiny.  Every step that we take in the14

process of trying to create an environment that will15

permit clinical application of this therapy requires16

that we act responsibly and with a sense of17

understanding of what the anticipated outcome might18

be.19

          And that's a very difficult -- obviously we20

all recognize that's a very difficult thing to21

understand, and there has to at some point, be a leap22

of faith in the sense that our understanding in the23

laboratory gives us sufficient confidence to be24

innovative or creative in the clinical arena.25

          But that scrutiny places a tremendous burden26

on our shoulders because if these initial therapies27



are not successful -- and that's my personal concern1

about using destination therapy as the initial foray2

into the clinical arena.3

          Because we may be setting the standard too4

high and it may jeopardize what we can do down the5

line by asking ourselves to take that as the hallmark6

event that permits us to move forward.  And again, I'm7

talking about solid organ transplantation.8

          DR. NOGUCHI:  If I could comment on that.9

I think that's been our experience with human gene10

therapy because of a number of factors. The very first11

patient treated therapeutically, actually FDA approved12

a drug for ADH deficiency -- pegylated ADA -- and that13

allowed the very first trial in gene therapy to be14

done, both to look for a therapeutic effect, but also15

with a safety net of an approved therapy around it.16

          I don't know if there's a comparable one17

here.  But that certainly I think, solidified the18

public's confidence in gene therapy as a reasonable19

approach to take.  David.20

          DR. SACHS:  I'd like to clarify what I meant21

by success, in saying that I meant a reasonable22

expectation of success, and I think we all agree on23

that.  The question is, when would you reach that24

reasonable expectation that the graft is going to be25

successful?26

          And I certainly, as I already mentioned,27



have nothing against the idea in certain cases, of a1

bridge to learn, to study, what will happen in the2

response.3

          But of course the kind of protocol we're4

interested in, in which we're going to modify the5

recipient substantially and hopefully induce tolerance6

to a large number of the most important antigens, you7

couldn't possibly do that with a bridge, because the8

bridge's intention is to come out.9

          So I don't think it would in any way be the10

kind of an experiment that would lead us to note it or11

to expect that it would be successful.  But I think12

reasonable expectation of success has to be up to the13

investigator and he has to be able to convince -- he14

or she has to be able to convince a peer group that15

that really is reasonable to go forward.16

          I don't think it should be that hard or any17

different than it is for other, new procedures in the18

field of medicine.19

          DR. REEMTSMA:  Could I just support Dr.20

Sachs' view and that is, it finally comes down to the21

investigator and the peer review to make those22

decisions of when it is appropriate to move from the23

experimental into the clinical areas.24

          I would remind us though that, other than25

the potential of transmission of disease, xenografts26

do not differ qualitatively in many other things that27



go on.  So I do think we need to be cautious about1

giving this a special aura.2

          I think the fact that it starts with an "X"3

give it a certain esoteric --4

          DR. NOGUCHI:  Like the X Files.  Ron.5

          DR. FERGUSON:  I'd sort of like to ask Dr.6

Logan and Dr. Michler what they would expect -- and7

actually yourself -- what you would expect from a8

bridge?  What are you trying to find from it?  It's a9

temporary kind of thing.  It's sort of a tentative way10

of getting into it.  It's like putting your foot in11

the water; how are you going to decide whether it's12

too cold or too hot to jump in?13

          What are your expectations of the whole idea14

of a bridge, and what pieces of information are you15

going to take from the "bridge" to say okay, we'll go16

to a clinical trial of a much more permanent type?17

          I don't view these as mutually exclusive or18

sequential.  I don't see why they can't go at the same19

time; both a "destination" clinical trial as well as20

a bridge clinical trial.21

          And I'd hate to see this discussion sort of22

move towards the panel saying, we need bridges to find23

out something that isn't quite very well defined24

before we can go on to a more definitive clinical25

trial.26

          So maybe Drs. Logan and Michler can --27



          DR. MICHLER:  Sure.  I think your point is1

very well taken and I see no reason why destination2

therapies cannot go on in parallel.  I very3

specifically corner my comments with respect to heart4

transplantation.  It's a little bit different than,5

for example, renal transplantation where you can6

explant the organ and have dialysis to support the7

patient.8

          There are a set of conditions in the9

clinical arena that make the destination therapy for10

a heart xenograft as an all-or-none phenomenon.  And11

I think it would be extraordinarily beneficial to the12

field if one could demonstrate that a pig transplanted13

into a human that was in that human for a week or two14

until an allograft was transplanted into that human,15

would not only provide you with scientific evidence16

with the graft to study and the recipient to study,17

but I think it would create also a very important18

public perception that this is a field that can19

produce successes.20

          And when you have a patient walk out of the21

hospital who has had a bridge therapy, the public will22

recognize that that patient had a xenograft, and that23

was a successful xenograft.  And I think that's an24

important event.25

          DR. FERGUSON:  Well, by the same token, Rob,26

the world is -- heart transplants probably make up ten27



percent of the solid organ transplants done in the1

world, and for example with kidneys, it's not so much2

-- it's not nearly so dramatic.3

          You need a bridge because if you don't have4

a bridge because you're not terribly secure about the5

functioning long-term of the organ, the patient's6

going to die because you need a heart to live.7

          Well, if you took a group of highly8

sensitized kidney patients that are on dialysis, then9

the endpoint becomes not so much what's success, but10

when are you going stop so you don't kill the patient11

or really create problems?  A very different12

circumstance that certainly could be done in parallel13

with your bridge experiments.14

          DR. MICHLER:  Right.  I didn't exclude the15

destination therapies, and let me qualify that two16

ways.  The first is, ten percent of solid organ17

transplants, because we're only able to transplant18

about 3,000 patients a year.  The estimates are19

between 40- and 60,000 patients under the age of 6520

could benefit from the therapy.21

          And secondly, as one of my final slides,22

there is a significant class of individuals for whom23

no allotransplant is available; who may in fact, be24

destination therapy candidates.  Such as the25

sensitized patient, the older patient, the patient26

with comorbid disease -- for whom you won't even list27



as a transplantation patient candidate.1

          So I think the point being a thoughtful2

approach, but the second issue being that one should3

not be -- we should not exclude the other.4

          DR. ILDSTAD:  If I can just make a comment5

here.  I think that what we're all saying is that this6

is still a field that is research, and historically if7

we look at how the field of bone marrow8

transplantation evolved for example, or even cardiac9

transplantation -- my former institution, the Mass10

General Hospital, wrote an editorial in The New11

England Journal saying that heart transplantation12

would never be possible, and they were wrong.13

          And I think that the way that progress can14

be made is for us to maximize safety and do it15

responsibly, but different investigators are going to16

have different beliefs.17

          And if we can assess the potential risk and18

benefit and then proceed, we won't be able to19

guarantee which is going to be the best answer right20

now because that's why research exists.  I mean, we're21

more often wrong in our hypotheses than we are right.22

          But it's those correct hypotheses like E.23

Donald Thomas had when he pioneered the field of bone24

marrow transplantation that make major advances25

happen.26

          And I think the one thing we keep forgetting27



here is that we as care providers have patients who1

are dying on a daily basis, who would be really,2

really, really willing -- and they offer that -- to3

take on that responsibility and to be candidates for4

transplant procedures.5

          And we have to factor in whether we think6

that the potential benefit outweighs the risk or7

whether the risk outweighs the benefit, and then allow8

the investigators to proceed in a responsible fashion.9

          You know, our field is so highly regulated10

now that IRBs review the science, the FDA reviews the11

science -- and I think that's all good -- but we have12

to be really careful not to stifle the progress.13

          DR. NOGUCHI:  I'm going to interrupt here14

before we allow a few more comments.  Now certainly,15

you've heard the panel has opinions and I'd be16

surprised if the audience doesn't as well.  Are there17

any specific questions that someone would like to18

raise, relevant to this issue here19

          Yes?  Please identify yourself.20

          DR. DEMETRIOUS:  Hi, Achilles Demetrious21

from Los Angeles.  I just want to make a point that at22

the end of the discussion there is a patient, and to23

reinforce some of the comments that were said earlier,24

you know, were brought up earlier.25

          And the major issue here is the severity of26

illness and the life expectancy of the patient, in27



terms of making a decision where a purely experimental1

treatment would be introduced in that setting.2

          And while we're having these very scholarly3

deliberations, the patients are dying as we speak,4

because there really are no other options.  So bridge5

devices -- for example, in the liver failure study6

where the expected mortality is 90 percent, they're7

certainly very useful.8

          And in that setting I can tell you in our9

own experience in our own institution, before we10

introduce a purely experimental device, survival was11

no better than 50 percent in that group of patients12

with transplantation.  That takes all comers, even13

patients who are not candidates for a transplant.14

          When we introduced the treatment over a 4-15

year period, we were able to successfully bridge 10016

percent of our patients.  Since the clinical trial has17

been placed on hold, we lost the first three18

consecutive patients that walked through our doors.19

This was a totally new experience for ICU staff.20

          DR. NOGUCHI:  Yes, please?21

          DR. BACH:  Fritz Bach from Boston.  I just22

want to make a comment which I think hopefully we'll23

have a longer discussion tomorrow morning in the24

(inaudible) session.  But I think it's important that25

everybody also think of one other (inaudible) in this26

whole gang that we have here, and that is the public.27



          And when patients who are in such dire need1

(inaudible) does not empathize with that issue, really2

(inaudible) the risks themselves, they're also being3

asked, have they got the right, the moral right,4

(inaudible) live.5

          I think this is an issue we shouldn't forget6

in the background (inaudible) no way take away from7

the discussion (inaudible).8

          DR. NOGUCHI:  Yes, in fact that's a good9

advertisement why everybody needs to come back10

tomorrow morning as well.  All right, I think we'll --11

yes, Amy, please.12

          DR. PATTERSON:  Based on Dr. Bach's last13

point, I think some of the speakers from this morning14

also emphasized the recognition of the extension of15

risk beyond the individual patient -- although it's16

the individual patient that signs the consent form.17

          I'd like to get this panel's input on what18

they feel about public disclosure, public awareness of19

the research of what's going on.  Sometimes research,20

particularly if it's controversial and when it's in21

its early phases, is cloaked in secrecy or not22

discussed openly.23

          And I'd like to hear these experts comment24

on strategies for increasing public awareness; what we25

can do about that.26

          DR. FERGUSON:  First of all, I think we have27



to educate the media so we don't end up with a Gulf1

War Syndrome syndrome, if you will, with xenografting.2

Because as Dr. Bach brought up, certainly there is a3

level of public responsibility that we all assume when4

we're going into these clinical trials.5

          But by the same token, I don't think you6

make public policy based on fear of the unknown, or7

the fear of the undefinable, but try to contain,8

control, and manage it.  And public disclosure is all9

part of that.  Management.10

          It seems to me there's two levels of11

information transfer that are necessary.  One is12

informed like this, where even proprietary information13

might be shared with the scientific and clinical14

community.  And then there's media education as well.15

          So that the media has an idea when they're16

informing the public -- because it's only through the17

media that the public will in fact, be informed --18

that they're working from a good, solid, set of facts.19

          So I would start there, with a series of20

scientific fora like we're having here on those21

centers that are doing the clinical trials, for an22

open discussion with the regulatory agencies, the23

companies that are providing these organs, as well as24

the clinicians and scientists that are taking care of25

the patients and doing the science.26

          And a series of media education pieces.  The27



question is, who would do that?  Is that government's1

responsibility; is that our responsibility as2

clinicians; or whose responsibility is it?  Or is it3

their responsibility to find out for themselves?4

          I think if we leave it to the latter we5

might not end up with what we want.6

          DR. NOGUCHI:  Dr. Vanderpool.7

          DR. VANDERPOOL:  I just want to remark that,8

to congratulate everyone here for raising what I will9

be calling tomorrow, one of the neglected issues10

regarding the ethics of xenotransplants; namely, what11

are the harm/benefit thresholds for the resumption --12

not just initiation -- for the resumption of clinical13

trials in xenotransplants?14

          I think the issue is more complex than the15

remarks made so well, but some of the -- just now --16

but some of the remarks made so well certainly17

contribute to my own thinking about this issue.18

          My main concern is, this dialogue continue19

now fervently and in public, because I think that's a20

critical need that we have before FDA or other21

agencies can move towards the approval of clinical22

trials with whole organ transplants.23

          Thank you.24

          MR. WHITE:  Could I comment on that because25

I think it's a very important issue.  We've all been26

sitting around this table actually trying to find27



comfort factors.  And there's a series of different1

comfort factors, but the comfort factors for the2

individuals concerned doing the work, how comfortable3

are we with our data?  Let me give you a simple4

example.5

          We've done well over 100 pig kidney6

transplants into primates without any hyperacute7

rejection.  How comfortable does that make me that we8

could do it in a human being?  Well, I'd actually like9

more data -- perhaps a bridge, perhaps some other way10

-- all the comfort factor I can get.11

          Then there is the comfort factor that we12

would like to give to the FDA and to our peers.  And13

finally, there is the comfort factor that we have to14

give to the public, and that is the most difficult of15

all because it is perception based on a very limited,16

specific knowledge, though very great general17

knowledge, and not from the very great skepticism that18

what scientists say bears anything to reality.19

          And just briefly we had a good example of20

this in the United Kingdom recently where the21

government discovered that meat on the bone gave a22

small risk -- a risk above zero -- of catching mad cow23

disease.  So they said, T-bone steaks banned in the24

United Kingdom.  No meat on the bone.25

          When people analyzed the scientific data on26

which that was based it turned out that the risk was27



something like 39.  And in fact, the risk of being run1

over by the royal family was slightly greater.2

          (Laughter.)3

          But the perception was, gosh, meat on the4

bone is extremely dangerous; much more dangerous than5

being run over by the royal family.6

          DR. NOGUCHI:  Okay.  I will I think, close7

this right now, as obviously we have a forum here that8

could go even longer than this morning's session.9

This is not to say at all that we are shutting down10

this discussion.  All we're saying I think, is boy, we11

need to talk a lot more.12

          Just to assure all the questions about, how13

do we all decide how to go forward, well, it's14

surprising how many times we hear from sponsor, well15

we wanted to do such and such but we thought FDA would16

never allow us to do that.  So I would say we've heard17

many good ideas.18

          There is no inherent reason why one or more19

protocols can't go simultaneously, but one thing I20

think we would caution is, whichever protocols are21

being done we have to get the most information with22

the most safety built in.23

          And Amy, maybe I'll let you just finish24

because you have to tell us when to come back after25

lunch.  Or are we going to have lunch today?26

          DR. PATTERSON:  I think everyone's in need27



of a lunch break.  Could you please resume in an hour?1

My watch reads 1:10; if you could come back here at2

2:10 we will begin promptly.3

          (Whereupon, a brief luncheon recess was4

taken at 1:12 p.m.)5
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          A-F-T-E-R-N-O-O-N  S-E-S-S-I-O-N24

                                           2:12 a.m.25

          DR. SIEGEL:  I'm Jay Siegel of the Food and26

Drug Administration and together with Tom Folks of the27



Centers for Disease Control and Prevention will be co-1

moderating our second session.2

          In this morning's session several speakers3

and Dr. Bach in the audience, noted that a4

characteristic of xenotransplantation that5

differentiates it from many other novel therapies is6

that the risks are experienced not only by patients7

but shared by others -- health care workers, close8

contacts, and the general public.9

          Those shared risks are of course, are the10

infectious disease risks and those are the focus of11

this second session which is entitled, "Infectious12

Disease Risks Assessment and Management:  Current13

Strategies and Limitations".14

          As noted, driving public policy in such a15

situation is importantly a public process with open16

public discussion and input, and in keeping with that17

approach this meeting is but one in a series of such18

discussions -- Institute of Medicine, Advisory19

Committee, Open Public Commentary and Dockets, Public20

Health Service Workshops and the like.21

          And today's speakers, many of whom have been22

important participants in that process will be23

addressing two points:  both updating us on scientific24

information pertinent to infectious disease risk25

assessment and management, and in some cases also,26

providing summaries of outcomes, findings,27



recommendations in earlier parts of what has been and1

will be an ongoing process of public discussion.2

          So with that I'll introduce our first3

speaker, Dr. John Coffin, professor of Molecular4

Biology at Tufts, and a retrovirologist, who will5

speak on a "Summary of Salient Points from Workshop I:6

Cross Species Infectivity and Pathogenesis".7

          Dr. Coffin has given very graciously to this8

process in assisting the Public Health Service, FDA,9

as a participant in earlier meetings and informing the10

public policy process.11

          DR. COFFIN:  Thank you very much.  I have12

been asked to, as you said, to summarize salient13

points -- at least what I think are salient points14

from the previous meeting which focused on, very15

specifically on issues of cross-species transmission16

that might be relevant to thinking about what could17

happen in xenotransplantation.18

          I feel a tad nervous about this since many19

of the people whose work I'll be mentioning are20

sitting in the audience and who I hope will bear with21

me if I misquote or misinterpret what they had to say.22

          At this meeting, it was largely devoted to23

a discussion of examples of what was known about24

cross-species transmission in a number of different25

contexts, and I list here some of the examples that26

were in fact, presented for discussion and27



consideration.1

          I'm going to go over a few of these; I'm not2

going to discuss all of these for lack of time.  But3

I want to go over a few of these to raise a few points4

about mechanistic issues of transmissions; I want to5

raise then some specific points about some of the6

kinds of agents that evolved, particularly focusing on7

retroviruses -- particularly of course, on endogenous8

retroviruses.  And then say a few words about donor9

species and then sum up some of the general points.10

So if we can get going here.11

          There are a number of viral agents, as all12

of you are familiar with, and many more in fact, in13

the list of examples that I put up here, that have14

been involved in known examples of cross species15

transmission particularly into humans, although a few16

other examples come up.17

          One of the examples that was discussed is18

the interesting case of canine parvovirus which was19

unknown as a significant infection until about 1978,20

and was probably derived from a feline virus from21

which it differs by only a relatively small number of22

mutations.23

          And in this particular virus what seems to24

have happened is that there has been a change,25

probably in a cat host, by additional mutations in the26

capsid protein gene that allowed this virus to have an27



extended host range in its own natural host -- or its1

own host it was in -- and this at the same time gave2

it the ability also to become a transmissible agent in3

dogs.4

          So the initial, sort of precipitating event5

in this kind of transmission -- and this is the point6

that I think comes through most strongly from this as7

far as our purposes today is concerned -- is that8

there is the appearance of mutations which then9

allowed the appearance of a virus which now had this10

extended host range.11

          So this is one example of a way in which a12

virus that originally starts in one host can find its13

way into another, requiring however, some genetic14

change in the virus.15

          After getting into the dogs the virus then16

has further evolved and now has actually re-acquired17

the ability to infect cats and now can spread in both18

species as well as wild carnivores as well.19

          Another very well known example, one that's20

actually been very recently in the news in fact, is21

the case of influenza virus where the wild reservoir22

in influenza virus is in wild birds -- probably23

largely ducks or other waterfowl -- in which it exists24

in many different serotypes and probably relatively25

benignly.  It probably causes relatively little26

disease in these species and relatively little genetic27



change.1

          However, these viruses cannot directly2

infect humans for several reasons, one of which has to3

do with the receptive specificity for specific4

carbohydrate linkage.5

          However, both this virus and the human virus6

can infect pigs and in cases when this happens you can7

occasionally get both the reassortment -- so you pick8

up genomic segments from the human virus that allow9

efficient replication in humans -- as well as the10

appearance of some variant viruses that are mutant in11

the hemagglutinin gene that allow that virus also to12

infect humans.13

          And this occurs most frequently probably in14

China, and this has been historically, the source of15

several at least, of the major influenza pandemics16

that have gone around the world.17

          The recent evidence actually -- there's been18

a recent suggestion that one's heard a lot about -- of19

direct transmission of virus perhaps from birds to20

humans.  That actually, I think, remains to be21

established.22

          So those are two examples of where cross-23

species transmission requires genetic change to the24

virus preceding its passage into humans.25

          A rather different example of this kind of26

thing is seen when one looks at retroviruses and27



there's several examples of cross-species transmission1

of retroviruses that were discussed at the meeting and2

that are fairly well-known.3

          For example, if one injects human tumors4

into nude mice and regrows the cells again, it's very5

common that these tumor cells growing in culture now6

express a virus that is derived from a xenotrophic and7

endogenous murine leukemia virus, which infected the8

tumor with great efficiency.9

          And this in fact, is the model that makes us10

most nervous in thinking about doing the opposite11

experiment of putting a xenograft from a species that12

has this kind of endogenous virus into humans, because13

there's every reason to expect that exactly the same14

kind of thing can occur.15

          A common exogenous virus that gets into16

humans with some frequency are the foamy virus --17

spuma viruses or foamy viruses.  And in fact, one of18

the first of these viruses that was isolated was19

isolated from humans.  However, this is a fairly rare20

zoonotic infection and there seems to be no evidence21

whatever for spread of this virus once it gets into22

humans.23

          Another more recent example is the case of24

SIV -- and I'll talk about this in more detail in a25

minute.  But an important distinction that I want to26

make here and I'll repeat again, is that in case of27



viruses like SIV or foamy virus, there doesn't seem to1

be any requisite, genetic change of the virus -- or on2

this virus as well -- in order for the transmission to3

occur.4

          What is the limiting step here is not a5

genetic limitation but a matter of opportunity -- and6

there's two kinds of opportunities that are involved.7

There's in this, in a case like this, creating the8

opportunity by bringing species or cells together that9

wouldn't ordinarily be together in that way.10

          And also probably in the case of HIV there's11

a different kind of opportunity and that's the12

opportunity of the virus, once it gets into the host13

-- it probably happens all the time -- of being14

allowed to subsequently spread and create a pandemic.15

          And that then, will bring us to case of the16

porcine endogenous viruses and cell culture.  As I17

said before, in none of these cases there are any18

obvious requirement for alteration of the virus genome19

by mutation or recombination -- although you can get20

subsequent into adaptation of the viruses to the new21

host following original entry and spread.22

          So the case of the cross-species23

transmission of the simian immunodeficiency viruses,24

HIV-1 is widely believed to be the result of25

transmission into humans of an SIV, perhaps from26

chimpanzees or perhaps -- the suggestion was actually27



raised at the meeting this might be -- the original1

host might be the red capped mangabey.  This still2

remains to be established but there must be a wild3

reservoir somewhere.4

          A much better case is the case of HIV-25

where it's very clear from phyllogenetic evidence that6

this has been transmitted into humans multiple times,7

at least six -- on at least six independent occasions.8

And the phyllogenetic evidence is very clear on this9

point.10

          And so the spread of this virus in Africa11

and subsequently into the rest of the world has12

probably not been limited by the initial opportunity13

to enter the population, but almost certainly by14

changes in the population which allow its efficient15

spread from the original infected individuals.16

          The sooty mangabey virus also has been17

introduced in the course of veterinary practices -- in18

this country particularly, of vaccinations and things19

-- into Asian Macaques where it becomes a -- where20

it's now known as SIV Mac but it's essentially the21

same virus, of which a number of variants of different22

pathogenicity are known.23

          And a general point probably with all of24

these -- although of course we don't know for sure25

with this one -- is that these viruses appear to be26

much less pathogenic in their natural host than in the27



foreign host.  And this in fact, of course, is a theme1

that comes through over and over again in cross-2

species transmission.3

          Is that a virus that's been transmitted into4

a foreign host very often has a greatly enhanced5

pathogenicity as compared to the natural host it came6

from -- and e bola virus is probably an example of7

this and there are many, many others including the two8

I started with -- so one can't be comforted in any way9

by the absence of pathogenicity of a virus agent in10

its natural host.  One has to take and understand each11

case as it comes along.12

          Of course, there are probably many viruses13

that do not transmit or that do transmit, don't cause14

disease in another host, and one tends not to see15

those as much.  There's a certain observational bias16

in this kind of conclusion.17

          But nevertheless, the general point still18

remains that when you take a virus out of its natural19

host where there's probably a well-adapted20

host/parasite relationship, you often see enhanced21

pathogenicity.22

          All right.  So that brings us now to the23

special situation of endogenous retroviruses.24

Endogenous retroviruses can be found, or have been25

found, in virtually all vertebrate genomes and the26

genomes of many invertebrates. Flies have endogenous27



retrovirus, probably clams have endogenous1

retroviruses.  Many, many animals have endogenous2

retroviruses.3

          Which were derived from infection of the4

germ line by some exogenous retrovirus.  Endogenous5

viruses are not ancestral to, they're not the origins6

of retroviruses.  Rather the endogenous viruses that7

you see come the other way around.  They've been8

derived by colonization of the germ line of hosts by9

exogenous, infecting viruses.10

          We can define two classes of these for11

convenience.  We all carry proviruses that are12

ancient.  They have been in the germ line for millions13

of years and all of us carry thousands of these14

elements.  They're usually highly defective.  They've15

usually accumulated additional mutations as a16

consequence simply being in the genome for a long17

period of time.18

          They were inserted millions of years ago.19

They're essentially fixed in our genomes in location20

and they're probably -- they're without any known21

pathogenic consequence right now, although there's22

continued, repeated attempts to link various kinds of23

pathogenic conditions to them.24

          The ones of interest to us right now are the25

recent proviruses.  These are not found in all26

species.  They've been best studied in chickens and27



mice.  These are polymorphic in location.  They've1

been inserted recently into the genome, and sometimes2

-- not always but sometimes -- specific proviruses are3

infectious, can give rise to infectious viruses.4

          And these proviruses of this sort are found5

in mice, cats, chickens, pheasants, baboons.  Baboons6

and pigs most importantly for this discussion, and7

some other species, but they're not found in humans.8

They're not found in turkeys so the species9

distribution is quite erratic.  And they're probably10

not found in dogs -- at least they haven't been11

described in dogs.12

          So it's an erratic species distribution,13

again consistent with the idea that these got into the14

germ line by infection with some exogenous agent that15

was endemic in the species or is currently endemic in16

the species -- for example in the case of mice and17

cats.18

          The express virus is often non-pathogenic19

but there are a number of exceptions.  Some murine20

leukemia viruses and mouse mammary tumor virus for21

example, are exceptions to this.  So you can't make22

any general rules here, although it seems in some23

cases that these viruses have adapted to a more benign24

adaptation with their host.25

          Although again, one has to be very cautious26

about inferring from this what can happen when they go27



into additional species.  And there's been very little1

work done really, on understanding what the2

pathogenicity of endogenous viruses is in other3

species.  And probably even from a few examples would4

be difficult to generalize anyway.5

          Many are capable of infecting cells of other6

species.  For example, I mentioned before the case of7

human tumors grown in mice or cats often become8

infected with endogenous viruses that are expressed9

from one or more of these more recent proviruses and10

the pathogenicity in other species is unknown.11

          So that brings us to the case that was12

discussed quite a bit of the porcine endogenous13

viruses, and this is now -- also of the recent C-type14

provirus -- the same type of virus as murine leukemia15

virus or feline leukemia virus.16

          Such proviruses have been found in all pigs17

examined so far.  The genome contains somewhere around18

30 proviruses on average, but there is a fair amount19

of polymorphism from one breed to another, meaning20

that there are different numbers of proviruses and the21

proviruses have been inserted -- at least some of them22

have been inserted in different parts of the genome.23

          And this is actually an area that's going to24

need a considerable amount of genetic analysis and25

it's going to be quite important to sort out -- just26

how many there are, how many are the same in different27



animals, can one improve the situation by carefully1

designed breeding programs?2

          Some of these proviruses are expressed in3

well-known pig cell lines such as the PK 15, as well4

as in primary cultures of hematic tissues at least two5

genetically distinct types -- and there are probably6

others as well -- but at last two were described as7

meaningful:  PERV A and PERV B.  Both of which are8

capable of infecting human as well as cells of some9

other species.10

          And these two are very similar in sequence11

except in the region of the envelop gene that is12

believed to encode receptor specificity, suggesting13

that these two viruses -- and I think this is actually14

even demonstrated more convincingly since the meeting15

-- suggesting that these two viruses in fact, use16

different receptors on the cell surface.17

          This again, is quite analogous to the18

situation that occurs with endogenous viruses in mice19

and some other species as well.20

          Both of these types of proviruses are21

expressed in a number of different tissues.  There's22

no obvious pathogenicity in pigs and of course at the23

time and maybe even now, there's been little or no24

work on understanding whether these are pathogenic in25

other species.26

          As of now I think it's necessary to assume27



that these will be present and expressed in all donor1

organs and tissues of all -- probably of all pigs that2

are looked at until really proven otherwise.3

          Actually, in some ways this point is almost4

helpful because with endogenous proviruses -- somebody5

made the point this morning that it might be necessary6

to do very extensive testing on organs for expression7

of these viruses.8

          Well, it's not really necessary because I9

think it has to be assumed under co-cultivation10

situations -- usually you don't see expression from11

endogenous provirus, but it's capable of being12

expressed once it's introduced into a setting where it13

can grow and differentiate itself and be expressed all14

kinds of different signals.  And you can see in cell15

culture directly in the animal.16

          And so really all one needs to do is have a17

good genetic analysis of the animal or even perhaps of18

the breed, and one would have a good understanding of19

what was certain to be the case down in the case of20

the donor organ and it was probably -- I would suspect21

would not be necessary to do -- the extent of testing22

on this specific tissue that was going to be used, as23

long as one really understood the genetics of the24

situation well.25

          The issue of the potential hazards of these26

was raised and widely discussed with what came to be27



called the Stoye scale, as to what would happen in the1

case of the co-cultivation that occurred in the2

xenotransplantation, particularly where there was3

direct contact with cells.4

          It's very likely -- we generally agree it's5

very likely that there would be local infection of6

recipient cells.  Most people present who think about7

these things -- including me -- seem to be of the8

opinion that this would occur, and seem much less9

likely that the next step would occur which would be10

a spreading infection leading to viremia.11

          Even still less likely, that this would12

eventually lead to some kind of disease, although if13

it did it would probably be quite a long time away so14

that would make it difficult to analyze.15

          These issues are all -- could be dealt with16

without having any of these meetings perhaps.  The17

important issue is the public health one that was18

raised a little bit this morning, and that is, what is19

the probability that this will lead to a transmissible20

agent, to contacts or offspring?  And that's rated21

here as very, very unlikely.22

          And a final -- which actually wasn't raised23

but has been raised in the pages of some journals in24

the letters columns, is whether there's some25

possibility or risk to the germ line.  And I would26

have to add one more variant.27



          The issue here is what kind of a scale of1

course, goes with these varies.  It's some kind of log2

scale basically, but is the base of the logarithm two3

or ten or a hundred?  I don't know.  I think this is4

a lot of what the debate is going to center around: at5

what point does one consider the risk step from here6

to here?7

          There was some discussion -- to change the8

subject briefly -- about also pigs versus baboon9

donors and concerns were raised about the use of10

baboon donors because, again, issues that have been11

raised already today, large variety of virus12

infections -- many of which are potentially human13

pathogens as well -- it's very difficult to make and14

maintain colonies under pathogen-fee condition.15

          There's a greater likelihood that there is16

with pigs, of the infection with unrecognized agents,17

and the practical problem of availability makes them18

poor candidates anyway.19

          So in the next three slides I'll simply20

conclude with what, in discussions and so on, seem to21

be the general points.  First has to do with the22

mechanism of cross-species transmission.  And it's not23

always true that you need mutation or recombination to24

tropism.  In the case of retroviruses there seems to25

be no essential necessity for genetic change.26

          Whenever the opportunity arises transmission27



can occur.  That's probably also true with herpes1

viruses although I think the data are less good in2

that case.3

          The hazards of potential donors.  Baboons as4

I said before, have much more -- can be ranked at a5

much higher risk than pigs for transmission of new,6

infectious agents because of the relative ease of7

keeping cleaner colonies, the larger numbers that you8

can work with.  And the millions and millions and9

millions of manyears of contact with pigs I think also10

provide -- not absolute comfort, but a much greater11

level of assurance here.12

          However, both species have the same kinds of13

problems with regards to endogenous retroviruses.14

Almost exactly the same situation with baboons as with15

pigs although I didn't go into that.16

          They have germ line proviruses that give17

rise to virus infections for humans.  They're not18

pathogenic in host species.  Pathogenicity in humans19

is unknown, as is potential for transmission once they20

find themselves in the host species.  And these are21

the issues of course, around which the debate really22

centers.23

          So the final conclusion.24

Xenotransplantation -- this again was I think, my25

sense of the bottom line that was brought on by the26

panel discussion that ended the meeting --27



xenotransplantation has a great potential to benefit1

a large number of people.  And we heard a lot about2

that this morning of course; I don't need to say that3

again.4

          There's some identifiable -- well, I just5

did -- there's some identifiable risks associated with6

transmission of viruses from donor to recipient.  Some7

of these risks resemble those currently recognized in8

allotransplantation and could be dealt with in the9

same way, the same kind of risk/benefit analysis10

without having lots of meetings.11

          However the risk from exogenous virus12

infection -- so the risks potentially from these13

viruses can probably be minimized in pigs, anyway.14

The most difficult to assess is the risk of infection15

with endogenous virus.  I think maybe other people16

think it's very low but it's not zero and it needs to17

be considered and brought into account -- in18

particular, the risk of creating a new transmissible19

agent.20

          I think the consensus was these concerns21

should not stop development of xenotransplant22

procedures but caution and careful research are called23

for.  And I'll stop there.  Thank you.24

          DR. SIEGEL:  Our next speaker, Dr. David25

Onions, despite coming from overseas, has also been a26

generous contributor to public discussion and27



policymaking as well as an important contributor to1

scientific data, and will address "Update of Data2

Regarding Cross-Species Infectious Agents".3

          DR. ONION:  I'd like to follow the other4

speakers in echoing my thanks to the organizers of5

this meeting and particularly to Amy Patterson.  I6

think they're actually essential for the framing of7

the public debate we're having on the futures and in8

transplantation.9

          As we heard this morning, there is clearly10

a need for xenotransplantation and clearly very11

exciting development in clinical progress in this12

area.  It was also pointed out just recently by John,13

there is a difference.  There is a public health14

consideration to xenotransplantation which does15

distinguish it from some other therapies.16

          I thought it would be useful just to address17

the species that have been considered today and look18

at the ways in which we can approach disease control.19

First of all, we have to characterize the virology of20

those species and for at least the domestic animals,21

there is at least a degree known.22

          Moreover, in those species we can derive23

animals that are free of many conditions by24

hysterectomy or hysterotomy derivation, and we can25

also maintain, in the case of pigs, those animals26

under very strict, contained conditions, including27



positive pressure ventilation systems.1

          Now, we also had an exciting data that was2

applicable to cattle today and I see no potential3

problems in using cattle cells, but there are4

differences.  For instance, we don't usually derive5

these by hysterotomy -- although it can be done -- and6

they're not usually, because of their size -- as7

economically viable to maintain under contained8

conditions.9

          Where I have most concern -- it's a personal10

view, not a view of anyone else -- that I think11

primates do pose a particular problem.  We're often12

only one or two generations from wild caught animals,13

and indeed the conditions under which these animals14

are maintained are often free range.  They're15

excellent conditions for the animals but they do pose16

concerns in terms of maintenance of disease security.17

          And I think when framing our thoughts about18

xenotransplantation we do need to distinguish between19

the species being used.20

          I also think from hearing the discussions21

this morning, we should also take a view of the22

therapeutic modalities.  I think there are probably23

differences in risk between using encapsulated, single24

cells -- particularly where you can look at those25

cells before they're encapsulated -- and say using a26

whole organ transplant.27



          So I think those sort of parameters ought to1

frame the debate we're going to have.  Just to recap2

very quickly, the kinds of viruses that we were3

concerned about at the last meeting I really put into4

three classes.5

          They're clearly the zoonotic viruses like6

influenza virus which is still one of this century's7

biggest killers -- maybe 20 to 40 million people in8

the case of the 1990 pandemic.9

          To a certain extent they don't bother me as10

much because we know what they are, we know to go11

about controlling for them.  What concerns me more are12

viruses like this one, the pseudorabies virus, which13

is a virus that is not known to be zoonotic but does14

replicate in human cells.15

          The barrier to zoonosis is perhaps safe16

since it's a mucosal barrier.  Because this virus17

certainly replicates and kills cattle and dogs and18

cats, where it causes effect on encephalitis.  So19

perhaps in transplantation you overcome a barrier and20

that virus would then be of some concern.21

          A virus group also -- or virus groups,22

rather -- concern are also those that might infect23

cells, do not undergo a productive replication but24

might have some other deleterious effect like25

oncogenicity.  That's certainly true we know, in26

heterologous situations for viruses like herpes virus27



and adenoviruses.1

          And we know that many of these animal2

adenoviruses get into human cells.  For instance3

bovine adenovirus is being engineered as a gene4

therapy vehicle.5

          Because we heard about cattle this morning,6

to be different because we don't talk about cattle, I7

thought I'd just try and illustrate another concern I8

have and that is, that although we sometimes know9

about zoonotic viruses these are not very prominent in10

terms of our knowledge from veterinary medicine11

because they're not important.12

          This virus is a virus called bovine13

polyomovirus and in our lecture courses to students we14

don't teach anything about this virus in the United15

Kingdom.  It's a ubiquitous virus.  Virtually all of16

our cattle become infected by this virus.  This just17

shows the sero-prevalence in the U.K. herds, and18

effectively, there are not many cattle this old but by19

ten years old all cattle seem to be infected.20

          So what?  Well, the so what that is here and21

that is studies by conducted by Parri.  He looks at22

vaccinated people, vaccinated with cell substrates,23

and also he looked at virology -- these were human24

virology laboratory staff -- and he looked for25

seropresence of this virus in these populations, and26

there were none, apart from an intriguing population27



of rabies vaccine.1

          The way he looked in average well workers,2

in cattle farmers, and aging veterinarians like3

myself, he found a high prevalence of antibodies to4

this virus.  And indeed I appear to be infected by5

this virus as well.6

          So we don't know what the consequences of7

that infection is.  We assume it's zoonotic.  The8

important point made by an epidemiologist friend of9

mine is that the proportion of these people in the10

population is so low that epidemiologically if11

something was happening we wouldn't know about it.12

          I raise that point because it's not a virus13

that's on the horizon in terms of veterinary medicine,14

but we have to consider these viruses when looking at15

xenotransplantation.16

          Nevertheless, the kinds of techniques that17

John Coffin referred to like hysterectomy and18

hysterotomy does remove most of the viruses of concern19

in a single step.  It's a bit of a simplification but20

in general that's true.21

          It's not just that single step that's22

important.  It's really putting in a whole structure23

which is really, as somebody alluded to this morning,24

a GMP production system.25

          And this goes right back to the herd and the26

control of the herd where for instance, you might have27



found a stock that's generated by early weeding, which1

is one way of breaking a disease barrier, then by2

using hysterectomy to drive your SPF breeding herd,3

and then those might in turn become the donor pigs4

that are actually used in xenotransplantation.5

          This is not the only way of doing it of6

course, but they're variants of this theme.  Once7

you've created those SPF standard herds and you know8

what you're looking for to screen them, maintaining9

them is not always straightforward.  The quality of10

those barrier facilities and the operating procedures11

are absolutely critical.12

          But I think what we're all agreed on is that13

as those cohorts of animals go through towards and14

used in xenotransplantation, we will have to put in15

place monitoring procedures, taking out certain of16

these sentinel animals to look for in vitro isolation17

to certain viruses -- some by PCR and some by18

serology.19

          So that we can actually look at that cohort20

of animals and determine that there's not been a21

breach of biosecurity.  I'm reasonably confident those22

sort of procedures will remove most of the viruses23

we're concerned about.  But there are some issues that24

are still outstanding.25

          There are viruses that cross the placenta;26

viruses like the circo virus which I have a particular27



concern about.  And parvoviruses, which not only cross1

the placenta but are highly resistant viruses and2

viruses difficult to keep out of contained facilities.3

          There are other viruses that remain latent4

like the cytomegalovirus for which we've only recently5

generated PCR assay systems.  And there are also6

viruses that have a high probability of being7

reintroduced.  Viruses are brought into piggeries by8

wind; by -- wind is an important transmitter of9

certain viruses; by rodents, so it has to be rodent10

secure; and by birds.11

          All of these three have to be considered in12

the reintroduction of viruses and also very13

importantly, in the actual people who you employ in14

the facility are critical in maintaining that15

security.16

          And finally of course, we have this17

particular issue of the genetically acquired virus,18

the retrovirus.  But before I turn to that I just19

ought to update you on what has changed since we last20

met last year.  And I think this just shows there's21

always a moving target in terms of disease security.22

          Since our meeting it's become evident, nice23

work from the Ohio group, on the description of the24

porcine hepatitis E virus which is a colecivirus25

closely related but distinct from, the human hepatitis26

E virus.27



          It may in fact, be identical to a virus that1

we already knew occurred in the enteric tract of pigs2

called the enteric colecivirus.  That's not yet clear.3

But nonetheless, it's an important virus and a virus4

that we're going to have to exclude from our herds.5

          My colleague, David Taylor in my department,6

some years ago described serologically as infection of7

pigs by a pneumovirus; that's a virus closely related8

or is in fact, respiratory in situ virus which also9

infects cattle as well as young children.10

          That has recently been confirmed -- in fact11

confirmed last week by a group in Northern Ireland and12

was published last week by that group.  So it's now13

clear that we have another potentially zoonotic virus14

in pigs that we have to be concerned about.15

          And finally, although it's not a new virus,16

I think all of us are getting slightly more concerned17

about the porcine circovirus.  The only known18

remaining circoviruses is in pigs, and new variants19

that are certainly associated with severe conditions20

like encephalitis.21

          And so we have to -- oh, sorry, demyelating22

syndromes.  I'm sorry.  And so we have to be concerned23

about this virus.  It's also a virus that's frequently24

latent.  For instance, any of you that have used the25

PK 15 cell line, that vast majority of those cell line26

stocks are infected by porcine circoviruses.27



          Well, let's turn now to recent data that's1

come out on the virus that perhaps is certainly the2

forefront of concern at the moment, and that's the3

porcine endogenous virus, and I'm sure everyone in4

this audience is familiar with the concept that this5

virus certainly does infect human cells.6

          Ms. Carolyn Wilson has showed that this7

virus can easily be induced from porcine lymphocytes8

so it's likely to be induced in a transplant9

situation.10

          The virus infects human cells and as John11

Coffin's pointed out, doesn't require any change to do12

that.  However, it doesn't infect human cells very13

efficiently.  Our own data using what are called14

pseudotype vectors show that it's probably at least15

two, probably three logs less efficient at getting16

into human cells than the equivalent murine virus17

that's used in gene therapy.18

          So it's not very efficient in getting in19

human cells and when it does get in, most of the20

variance we have tend not to be transcriptionally very21

active.  They tend to shut down.22

          However, this virus could change, it could23

undergo further genetic change, either through24

mutation or recombination -- perhaps less likely25

recombination -- to generate a more virulent virus26

that could be also transmitted from person to person.27



          Marvin Miller has criticized me for using1

this slide.  He says the guy who has had the2

xenotransplant looks particularly depressed and I3

shouldn't go around frightening people by showing this4

slide.  I just want to point out to Marvin, that's got5

nothing to do with xenotransplantation.  This guy's6

Scottish and they all look equally miserable.7

          (Laughter.)8

          The porcine endogenous viruses as data we9

generated at Q-One Biotech and data from small10

sequences by Robin and also complete sequences also11

generated by Jay Fishman, shows that this virus in12

fact, belongs to type C retroviruses.  It's closely13

related to the gibbon 8 leukemia virus -- most closely14

related -- and it's also related to baboon and feline15

retroviruses.16

          We know actually, a reasonable amount about17

the behavior of at least a couple of these viruses,18

but particularly the feline viruses under natural19

conditions.  And the only point I want to make here is20

that these group of viruses are different from the21

lentiviruses like HIV.22

          The majority of animals for instance, that23

are infected by feline leukemia virus recover from24

that infection.  They do not establish persistent,25

lifelong infections.  So these viruses are26

biologically different from HIV.  That's not to say27



they're not important or serious, but they are1

different.2

          I want to just mention, I think, on perhaps3

more recent data -- and these data come from, really4

from a combination of people I'll try and mention --5

and that is recent data on porcine endogenous6

retrovirus variants.7

          John mentioned that at the last meeting.8

Data presented by Jonathan Stoke and by Robin Weiss9

suggested there were at least two variants.  And it's10

now clear that there are probably four variants; at11

least three of which we're definitely certain are in12

the germ line and probably -- well, I'm not sure about13

the fourth.14

          I don't wish to -- I hate sequence slides15

myself, but just what I want to do is just focus on16

two points.  This is the sequence of the envelope gene17

sequences.  This is where these variances differ is in18

the envelop genes.19

          And the envelope genes are of course,20

binding to receptors to enter cells.  So receptor21

variation is coded in the envelope gene and therefore22

host range differences are also coded here.23

          There are a number of conserved sequences24

that are found in all four variants that we sequenced25

and these sequences were derived -- PoERV-1 was a26

sequence derived by Q-One Biotech, the whole virus is27



known.1

          PoERV-2 has been sequenced.  This is2

equivalent to PERV B which is the sequence reported by3

Jonathan Stoye and colleagues and has also been4

sequence by ourselves because this is a virus that5

infects human cells.6

          PoERV 3, the complete virus has been7

sequenced by Jay Fishman in collaboration I believe8

with Papir Bannerjee and others, by transplant.  And9

this virus is quite distinct.10

          PoERV 4 corresponds to PERV A, Jonathan's11

other virus -- Jonathan Stoye's other virus.  And I'll12

try and show where these viruses differ.13

          There's some conserved anchors in these14

viruses.  This is called a conserved turn, and down15

here is a hinge.  And the important changes occur16

between these two areas, and we know from analogy and17

other viruses, this is where receptive binding18

differences are coded.  Sometimes they're defined in19

two variable regions called VRA and VRB; sometimes in20

five variable domains.21

          For instance, just to illustrate one of22

these differences.  PoERV 2 or PERV B, we know infects23

human cells. We can show if we just take the envelop24

gene and put it on a murine virus that confers the25

ability to infect human cells.26

          PoERV 1 is almost identical to this virus27



except it has a friendship just upstream of this hinge1

region; an area we know in a feline virus also is2

concerned with receptor binding.  So far we've not3

shown that PoERV 1 can affect human cells.4

          PoERV 3 probably doesn't infect human cells5

but I hold back on that for the moment.  PoERV 4 which6

is PERV A, Jonathan Stoke, Robin Weiss have showed7

very elegantly that it does infect human cells, and8

more importantly, have shown in a more formal sense9

that they belong to different receptor binding groups.10

          This just summarizes those statements very11

quickly.  PoERV 1 doesn't infect human cells as far as12

we know.  When I say true subgroup, a subgroup is13

defined by the receptor the virus uses to enter cells.14

We don't yet know if PoERV 1 does belong to a true15

subgroup.  We formally don't know that yet.16

          PoERV 2, PERV B, definitely is a distinct17

subgroup; definitely does infect human cells on its18

own.  PoERV 3 -- well, we haven't got that one into19

human cells so far but it may -- may infect mink20

cells.  And it probably, although formally we can't21

say so yet, is a true subgroup -- although Robin has22

got some data that probably suggests that it23

definitely is.24

          PERV A definitely is a different subgroup;25

definitely infects human cells.  So we've probably got26

four viruses we have to contend with.27



          These viruses show differences in their1

envelope gene.  They have low identities in certain2

areas at least; they have high identities in other3

areas of the envelope genes.  In some cases they show4

distinct host ranges.  For instance PoERV 3 probably5

doesn't infect human cells.6

          PoERV 1 has some technical differences which7

are intriguing to retrovirologists but probably of not8

much consequence.  It uses a glycine transfer on a9

primer, which is unique.  PoERV 3 uses prolines.  It's10

rather different because we normally expect a whole11

group of viruses to share the same transfer on a12

primer.13

          More importantly, there are differences in14

the LTR regions.  This is the gag and the combined15

data of Q-One Biotech, Imutran, and also Jay Fishman's16

sequencing of PoERV 3 which has been compared here.17

          The U3 regions of these two viruses for18

which we have complete sequences are very, very19

different.  The PoERV 1 virus has a series of motifs20

that looks like it's active in lymphoid cells.21

          PoERV 3 does not.  It has a rather different22

set of motifs and is very different in those domains.23

And this may affect how active these viruses are, both24

in the pig cells -- are transcriptively active -- but25

also how transcriptively active they are in the human26

target.27



          These tools also now allow us to look very1

specifically at the expression of each of these2

envelope subgroups, look for viremian patients in a3

very specific way, by going -- at least in the case of4

message transcription -- by going across the splice5

site, because the envelope genes are spliced -- so we6

can go from the domain here into the envelope gene7

using very specific probes, and look very specifically8

to the expression of these viruses.9

          However, the good news is that these viruses10

share very high identity in their gag region, in their11

pol region, which means we can make recombinant12

proteins to look for antibody in people and pigs, but13

more importantly in people.  And this is not a very14

good Western but it was the first one that -- I15

labeled it and I did it incorrectly, so I apologize.16

That isn't the kilodalton marker.17

          This using whole virus, this is using18

recombinant protein, this issuing peptide serum.19

Against these recombinant proteins we've done it also20

with serum raised in rabbits and in a variety of other21

species, and we can detect this recombinant protein.22

          We've now looked at a whole series of human23

sera, obviously controlling those human sera to show24

we can detect a known antiviral response to another25

control virus, and we particularly have looked in26

these which are clusters of cases of acute27



leukoblastic leukemia which were discovered in abbot1

workers in South Wales in the United Kingdom, and we2

looked at a whole series of people who have now been3

in contact with pigs over their work, and so far have4

not found any evidence of infection of those people.5

          Doesn't mean that means a lot but at least6

it's a comfort factor.  So beginning to make progress7

and beginning to define these viruses and how we can8

go about monitoring patients, which I think is all9

good news.10

          Well finally, I just wanted to end up with,11

expect the unexpected.  If you show this slide to --12

I don't know whether I showed this last time so if I13

did, forgive me.14

          If you show this slide to veterinary15

virologists, most of them won't know what it is.  A16

few of them will know what it is because it's the only17

known member of a particular virus group called the18

dizoxyviruses, which is African swine fever virus.19

Very important virus in veterinary medicine.20

          It's actually a native virus of the warthog21

but gets into pigs and causes a devastating disease.22

The only problem is that this isn't African swine23

fever virus.  This virus has now been observed in two24

quite distinct colonies of dogs.  Both colonies are25

owned by pharmaceutical companies; both have been26

closed dog herds if you like, for about 20 years; both27



have been intensively monitored by veterinary1

pathologists and veterinary virologists, and this2

virus was not observed until those dogs were treated3

with a particular new generation of anti-inflammatory4

agents.5

          And when that was done, these viruses popped6

out of the kidney.  We still haven't been able to7

characterize this virus; we can't grow it in tissue8

culture; we're trying by redundant PCR to characterize9

it.10

          It just goes on to show that even when you11

think you've got a well characterized, well controlled12

group of animals, the unexpected can occur.  So let's13

proceed, but let's proceed with caution.  Thank you.14

          DR. SIEGEL:  Thank you.  Our next speaker,15

Dr. William Morton, is director of the Washington16

Regional Primate Research Center and professor in the17

Department of Comparative Medicine, both at the18

University of Washington.  He will address us on19

"Primate Resources for Xenotransplantation".  Dr.20

Morton.21

          DR. MORTON:  Thank you very much.  Thank you22

for, the organizers, for inviting me to speak here.23

I think in John Coffin's talk you saw one slide that24

was presented by, I think Jonathan Allan gave it to25

John Coffin -- at least I saw the name on the bottom26

of the slide -- and you probably could have summed up27



my whole talk by that one slide perhaps, and I could1

sit down now and we'd be back on time.2

          But at any rate, I will try to go through3

and show you some current thinking and current states4

of where we are in primate -- really in primate5

colonies and so forth.  And I think it's a bit far6

removed from what I just heard from David's talk on7

pig herds and being able to produce them under very8

explicit kinds of conditions.9

          Okay, well as you all are very aware, non-10

human primates have been used for a number of years11

now in a broad variety of comparative biomedical12

research, schemes, and programs, and these are, as I13

say, very broad-ranging, but more recently the impact14

of AIDS and the need for developing AIDS vaccines and15

pathogenesis studies have really driven much more16

interest in being able to produce non-human primate17

colonies that were more known if you will, and more18

specifically, free of certain pathogens.19

          When you look at the world's primates for20

transplantation needs or xenotransplantation needs,21

you very quickly focus down to the baboon.  Other22

primates of interest that would be of particular use23

-- chimpanzee and other great apes as you've seen in24

the literature -- really are not available and not25

relevant to this discussion in that they are26

endangered species and can't be considered.27



          Costs are prohibitive, specialized1

requirements and facilities to maintain these animals2

are prohibitive.  Macaque species might be seen to be3

somewhat of an animal of interest but again, even4

though the populations are huge in terms of numbers5

and not endangered, infectious disease concerns are6

huge; some of which have been alluded to here today7

and are certainly described well in the literature.8

And again, size limitations in terms of the adult size9

of these animals don't really recommend them for whole10

body transplant needs.11

          The concern about the baboon itself -- which12

I think David Onions just brought up in one of his13

slides -- there are certainly many concerns about14

utilization of the baboon, not the least of which of15

course, there is no such thing as a specific pathogen-16

free baboon colony that exists, either in this country17

or anywhere else in the world today.  So that's a very18

big concern, immediately.19

          In addition, there are very few -- and this20

is not an exhaustive list so I don't mean to have left21

some colonies out -- but there are very few22

significantly-sized baboon breeding colonies present23

in this country.  And these are just standard-bred24

baboon colonies.25

          And of those, Southwest Foundation is by far26

the one, singly largest, or significant size colony of27



baboons at 3100.  You can see the University of1

Washington Primate Center has a colony of roughly 3002

animals that we maintain in a corral-type breeding3

configuration.4

          But certainly there are not the numbers5

available that would be comparable to swine herds that6

either are available or could be built up quickly.7

          Foreign sources of baboons, all the time I8

deal with this problem at the University of9

Washington.  Researchers come in and tell me, listen,10

I just came back from Africa and there are baboons11

running around all over the place.  How come you can't12

give me the baboons that I need for my program?13

          And what I try to explain to them, and not14

very well perhaps, is that there are huge problems in15

terms of exportation of baboons out of local areas in16

various regions of Africa.  There are conflicting and17

overlying type of restrictions that seem trivial at18

first but eventually become overwhelming in terms of19

getting them out of where we want them.20

          Air transportation -- this is a huge problem21

in primate logistics.  And it's not simply related to22

-- or just related to foreign air transportation but23

within this country; domestic air transportation is a24

huge problem in terms of moving primates, and25

particularly small numbers of primates, from location26

to location, and needs to be something that's27



considered when we look at developing populations of1

primates for uses such as we're describing here.2

          Quarantine periods necessarily have to be3

long and exhaustive to eliminate potential pathogens4

that could infect standing colonies that are clean5

that are in research programs already.6

          Biosafety considerations, we've already7

heard reference to some of those and we'll look at a8

couple of panels that have already been described or9

published regarding biosafety considerations when10

dealing with baboons.11

          This is a list that was published by Marian12

Michaels and her group, and I think in conjunction13

with Tom Butler and his group at Southwest.  It was14

put into use in terms of screening potential baboons15

that were being used for xenotransplant purposes.16

          And I only show it here to show you that17

they already have identified a number of biosafety18

concerns that must be addressed when looking at the19

baboon for purposes of xenotransplantation.20

          So this is a very exhaustive list, and when21

you superimpose on top of this just our own very22

limited experiences in auto, allo, and xenotransplants23

with the primate model only at the University of24

Washington, we've seen considerable problems with25

babesia that is present in not only our colony, but26

other colonies that we have acquired baboons from.  As27



well as cryptosporidia in our particular colony is1

another great concern of course, for liver kinds of2

tissues.3

          This is a slide that was given to me4

actually by Jonathan Allan to -- a more recent slide5

-- that last one I showed you was a 1994 publication.6

This is again, a listing of agents or viruses known to7

exist within baboon populations, some of which have8

obviously great concern in terms of xenotransplant9

work and biosafety concerns.10

          Particularly perhaps, this herpes virus A11

which we don't know much about, the baboon endogenous12

virus which has already been described here, simian13

foamy virus -- virtually everywhere in these baboon14

colonies.  So I only put this up to represent again,15

the concerns that we have.16

          We looked at a number of, just to see, what17

are we dealing with in our own, limiting18

transplantation studies that are going on at the19

Primate Center at the University of Washington.  In20

over 50 baboons that we looked at with very minimal21

screening for STLV -- simian hemorrhagic fever and22

babesia; those are the only things we screened for  --23

these baboons came out of our standard baboon colony,24

they were profoundly immunosuppressed as part of the25

protocol.26

          And what we were looking for were various27



kinds of clinical problems that we saw and really we1

didn't see an awful lot that wasn't there in the2

colony already.  Nosocomial -- the types of3

infections, perhaps with the exception of that.4

          And the only point I really want to make5

about this is that when we looked at, early on in some6

of these studies we were finding that there was a high7

morbidity and mortality.  We really didn't know what8

it was.  And you can see here animals that were not9

surviving very long.10

          But with one simple technique change in11

terms of the IV lines that were being used to support12

these animals -- from an interrupted type to a non-13

interrupted type which I don't have the time to14

explain here -- we saw this whole thing disappear.15

          And so we really didn't know here if we had16

some sort of unusual pathogen that was popping out17

that we were unaware of, but simply by -- not by18

screening or any other method -- we just simply saw19

that by changing this everything changed and these20

animals survived.21

          So that's just a comment on what we were22

seeing.  And again, when we looked pathologically at23

these animals, some of the animals coming from those24

studies, we saw most of the pathology that was there25

was either related to the protocol itself or things26

that we might expect to see from studies like this.27



With perhaps the exception, again, of this one animal1

with lymphosarcoma.2

          Well, Tom Butler via Jonathan Allan, gave me3

this slide and I talked to Tom when I knew I was going4

to give this talk -- and some of you perhaps have seen5

this.  they had estimated to generate a colony of SPF6

baboons much along the lines that David Onions really7

illustrated to you very nicely with the swine herds;8

that it's a very costly procedure with huge costs in9

terms of setting up the whole operation.  It's really10

a 5- to 10-year program -- really a 10-year program,11

with a cost to the animal in their estimate, being12

about $25,000 per animal.13

          Well, that's a creme-de-la-creme model and14

what I'd like to show you -- what's real in terms of15

what has happened in terms of primate colonies in16

terms of SPF production attempts -- because there have17

been some attempts driven by the AIDS-related needs to18

produce primates that are SPF.19

          Now, these are not germ-free animals; not20

gnotobiotic animals.  They're really just specifically21

free of very limited pathogens.  And as I say, this is22

driven mostly by an NIH need or perceived need for23

macaques that were free of various retroviruses,24

particularly a virus known as simian retrovirus or25

SRV, that infected most of the domestic macaque26

colonies in this country, if not the world, and caused27



an AIDS-like illness in its own right in these animals1

so it was a health care management problem.2

          But in addition of course, was confounding3

to the SIV or HIV lentiviral studies that were being4

undertaken using the macaque.  So they wanted to see5

colonies produced that were free of SRV as well as6

herpes virus simian or herpes B virus; which we're all7

I'm sure, very familiar with in terms of a tragic type8

of virus that occasionally will cross from macaques9

into humans and cause a very lethal type of disease.10

And it's been in the news recently, and makes the11

macaque totally unacceptable in terms of any kind of12

consideration for xenotransplantation.13

          So the decision was to attempt to create a14

number -- actually six colonies of macaques.  In this15

case they were rhesus monkeys -- to be free of SRV,16

SIV, simian T lymphotrophic virus, and herpes B virus.17

          And these six colonies were scattered around18

the country, and I draw this scheme from Mike19

Keeling's colony that was located at the University of20

Texas, Bastrop, and their attempts to produce rhesus21

monkey SPF colony.22

          And what you see very quickly, are kind of23

two derivation or non-derivation schemes.  The point24

of this whole slide without taking too much time of25

it, is that they started with a conventional colony of26

about 400 rhesus monkeys that were mostly positive for27



herpes B virus and/or simian retrovirus, or1

indeterminate.2

          So they started by screening this colony and3

then they segregated animals that were -- which not4

very many of them -- that were negative for those5

viruses, and bred along with them.  And their strategy6

here was to breed the negative animals, raise them in7

peer groups following a year on the mother before8

weaning, and then put into pools that were mostly9

likely to be SPF animals.10

          The derivation strategy really was a much11

more stringent strategy in that they went about it by,12

starting with potentially positive animals, selecting13

negative offspring, rearing offspring on mothers for14

a year, then singly for a year following that, and15

then in peer groups for a year following that, and16

finally in peer house groups following that to get17

down to this actual B2D1 pool of SPF animals.18

          And they felt that they were very successful19

in doing that.  The program as a whole, six colonies20

collectively, by 1994 consisted of a little over 2,00021

rhesus monkeys; 24 percent of which were breeding22

females.  And they project that in about two years23

from now they will be producing roughly 800 yearling24

rhesus monkeys that are SPF for the four viruses that25

I showed you.26

          And I think an important point to be made27



about this scheme is that it requires -- or any such1

scheme that is going to put SPF primate colonies in2

place -- requires long-term commitment for funding.3

And that's an important point.4

          Well, I just wanted to very quickly show you5

another scheme that's a little farther removed6

perhaps, from that scheme, and this one that I'm more7

familiar with and producing a very limited SPF colony8

of macaque facicularis, cynomolgus macaques, or crab-9

eating macaques, depending on what you like to call10

them.11

          Basically, we established -- again, driven12

by AIDS-related research needs -- established a colony13

of macaque facicularis on an island off the southwest14

coast of Java and Indonesia, and it was -- over five15

or ten years we derived this SPF colony.  It was set16

up with preliminary screening of about 520 adults was17

what we initially put on the island after they had18

been quarantined and screened to be free of SRV and19

SIV.20

          We gave up on herpes simian or herpes B21

because what we found in the first 220 animals that we22

screened serologically for this virus, that 212 were23

positive and we felt that it would take too long to24

get to that point where we had enough animals that25

were negative.  So we elected to go with just SRV and26

SIV.27



          They all went through a quarantine and1

screening.  We used both immunological and virological2

procedures to do that screening.  And as I say, we3

eventually put 520 animals on the island.  This island4

-- this is my own type of barrier as opposed to5

barriers you might hear about -- this is about 1506

yards of coral reef that surrounds this type of island7

and so it pretty much limits anybody that doesn't know8

how to get into this island from coming on.9

          But it's a tropical island, it has heavy10

tropical growth on the island these animals live in,11

and it varies from where you are on the island that12

will determine the type of growth that's there.13

There's heavy canopy and it's the ideal way in my14

estimation, of rearing primates for medical purposes.15

These animals live freely and there's natural foods16

sufficient to support these animals without17

provisioning.18

          This is one the females with an infant and19

this is what we like to see in terms of the offspring.20

And if I had the fancy -- or if I was smart enough to21

use the high-tech computer technology you saw this22

morning, I would have been able to show these monkeys23

chasing up and down the beach chasing little crabs.24

But that's what they're doing right here.25

          We feel that this has been a very successful26

effort in terms of producing a limited SPF colony.  It27



now numbers somewhere between 1500 and 1600 animals1

that are on the island.  We've taken off 680 animals2

that continue to be free of SRV and SIV and have used3

them in AIDS-related research programs.4

          And we feel it's a prototype for breeding of5

primates for research regardless of what the specific6

programs are.7

          Once they do come to the Primate Center they8

go through an extensive quarantine period where9

they're essentially racheted up another level in terms10

of cleaning these animals.  Obviously they're clear of11

SRV and SIV but now we test them for a number of other12

things; obviously tuberculosis and parasites and so13

forth.14

          And depending upon what the animal is coming15

into our quarantine these kinds of things are put in16

place.  A kind of akin to what you saw in Marian17

Michaels' panel that I showed earlier.18

          Well, what you might do on top of that if19

you were looking at a primate, if you were to decide20

to use the primate in some sort of more explicit21

xenotransplant kind of program is to identify -- use22

more advanced technology which you've heard described23

here in some parts -- but identify unknown pathogens24

that would be a rapid means of doing so, sensitive and25

inexpensive and straightforward, but could give you26

some idea of the potential risk of pathogens that you27



might not know that are there.1

          And so I think that, far be it from me to2

try to describe that technology but one such type of3

technology is really based on this consensus4

degenerate hybrid primers technique that has been used5

already to describe a number of retroviruses.6

          And in this case I draw your attention to7

the fourth year.  These are three, previously unknown8

retroviruses that were detected in the Talapoin monkey9

-- a small African primate.  And this one is one that10

we've heard referred to many times this morning, the11

porcine endogenous retrovirus.12

          So I think that this type of technology13

based on the other standard kinds of things that are14

in place, would help us get to the point I think that15

we want, in terms of providing a much cleaner animal.16

          I don't need to go through this.  This17

technology exists for a number of different types of18

viruses.19

          And I'd just like to conclude by saying that20

I think it's obvious that in xenotransplantation the21

baboon is the primate species of choice.  There are22

some concerns still in terms of the resources of23

baboons available to us, and certainly we've shown24

that primate populations can be used to produce SPF25

populations, but how large those will be and how26

rapidly we can do that is the question.27



          Long-term funding has to be there.  We need1

expanded screening protocols including the real2

advanced, cutting edge technology to determine further3

unknown pathogens that may yet be there.  And we think4

that one of the most important points that can come5

out of this is that xenozoonoses concerns will always6

be a concern when utilizing primates.  We can't get7

away from that.8

          But we do feel, however, that the non-human9

primate will continue to be really one of the models10

of choice for furthering progress in xenotransplant11

research.  Thank you very much, and I just represent12

the people that helped me put this together.  And13

thank you.14

          DR. SIEGEL:  Thank you.  Our next speaker is15

Dr. Glen Spaulding, director of Contract Research and16

Biotechnology in the Division of Laboratory Animal17

Medicine on faculty at the Tufts University School of18

Veterinary Medicine who will speak on "Strategies to19

Minimize the Risk of Infections from Swine".20

          DR. SPAULDING:  Thank you.  I would also21

like to thank the organizers for inviting me to22

participate today and look forward to the opportunity23

to be involved with the discussions.24

          Dr. Amy Patterson, when she asked me to25

speak gave me this question:  what are the limitations26

of the current strategies used to raise and care for27



pigs in defining and eliminating and minimizing1

infectious agents?  And that's what I'd like to talk2

about right now.  And there certainly are some3

limitations but so far we've apparently been4

relatively successful.5

          Some of the things I'm going to talk about6

today seem to start to become redundant as the7

speakers have gone through -- that we've gone though8

the program.  And I'd like to focus my efforts9

primarily on the qualified source herds at this time10

and skip the other aspects that have been discussed a11

little bit so far today.12

          And source herd qualifications -- this is13

kind of my interpreted summary of what appeared in the14

Public Health Service Draft Guidelines, and also that15

we had independently kind of developed with a number16

of different corporate sponsors in our efforts in17

clinical xenotransplantation.18

          As you can see there are a number of19

different aspects.  Certainly documented lineage20

generally isn't a problem for the swine in the United21

States.  In fact, we can usually go back sometimes22

more than 20 generations or further in documenting23

lineage.24

          Closed herds people have talked about today25

-- they're not truly closed herds in the fact that in26

most cases people do need to bring in new genetics and27



usually do so by introducing a young boar or bring in1

semen that's highly characterized, and by using2

certain source herds you're able to do that.3

          These animals are usually fairly well4

characterized, but this is an extensive, awkward, and5

time-consuming and expensive effort, which continually6

goes through and if you don't have a herd that7

qualifies then it really becomes expensive and8

awkward.9

          Controlled environments -- most of the high-10

quality production herds now are raised in confinement11

conditions inside.  Certainly, herds that are raised12

outside are not going to be useful.  Animal husbandry13

standards are generally fairly well established at14

this point and veterinary program is.15

          So sentinel animals, especially for the16

natural life of the animal, becomes difficult because17

of the way these animals are genetically selected and18

also raised.19

          That degenerative orthopedic problems20

develop so if you want to use retired breeding stock21

it's difficult to keep them around for 17 years or so,22

and usually it's more humane to put them down much23

earlier than that.  So those are some of the issues24

that we need to deal with.25

          Animal suitability has been discussed by a26

number of people including Dr. David Sachs and a27



number of corporate sponsors -- biotech companies that1

are producing transgeneic animals.  The other2

physiologic characteristics that may not have been3

fully discussed so far today, and those include4

genetic conditions such as porcine stress syndrome5

which is similar to malignant hyperthermia in man, and6

also blood typing in pigs.7

          So those are several issues.  There are8

other physiological characteristics; there are other9

genetic conditions which may play a role in selecting10

animals for appropriate use.  Latent infections and11

carrier states certainly are a significant problem,12

and one that's certainly true in the United States and13

going though right now is the viruses, and especially14

the live virus vaccine.15

          So in trying to find source herds that may16

be suitable or establishing source herds, modified17

live virus vaccines have to be avoided.  And certainly18

there are latent infections and microbial growth on19

the skin and in the gut and in the upper respiratory20

tract that need to be addressed.21

          And at this point I think the Public Health22

Service Guidelines realize that if you can minimize23

exposure of the tissues that are used then that can be24

avoided and those animals can continue to be used.25

          We're not looking at gnotobiotic animals at26

this point and probably don't need to.  Diet continues27



to be a little bit of a problem in that vegetarian1

diets -- adult animals can be fed vegetarian diets but2

at this point in the United States I believe all3

animals that are raised in general are given starter4

rations that do contain some animal byproducts, but at5

this point that hasn't proven to be a problem.6

          Usually they have whey or plasma proteins,7

and actually right now the pork production industry is8

mainly using plasma proteins instead of whey.  And the9

diets though, are not usually routinely sterilized.10

The production process usually provides a fairly safe11

safety valve.12

          I'd like to thank my colleagues at Diacrin13

for allowing me to use some of their audit sheets. And14

one of the things when we try to identify source herds15

is first to go out and audit the herds, because again,16

to do the screening process on them it's very17

expensive.18

          So we'll go through, and one of the things19

that I'd just like to point out from this sheet is20

that there are many times, vendors of pigs that have21

multiple production sites, and what you want to do is22

qualify the production site; you don't qualify the23

vendor.  And that's a very serious situation in fact,24

where we've had vendors want to send us pigs from25

other production sites and that just doesn't work.26

          The other thing is that you want to go27



through their program as far as their husbandry1

standards and all.  I'll talk about that a little bit.2

But the other thing is, you want to know that you're3

going to get feedback from them if they have a4

situation that could put the animals at risk and put5

your use for those animals in jeopardy.6

          And that's a very important aspect; that if7

you're bringing in animals from a source herd that you8

can't control, that you need to know that you're going9

to have appropriate feedback from that supplier.10

          In addition to that it's very useful when11

available, to use outside information that might12

become available.  For example, the National SPF Swine13

Accrediting Organization, their members have to go14

through 90-day inspections, routine inspections.15

          If the people have USDA licenses then16

they're subject to unannounced inspections.  And these17

are very useful again, in monitoring these for disease18

conditions but also facilities and management issues.19

          Like I said, the USDA -- there are a number20

of different groups of the USDA that may play a role21

including AFIS, but also the Food Safety and22

Inspection Service, mandatory implementation of Hazard23

Analysis Critical Control Point systems or HACCP24

systems, where one can track back.25

          And these have already proven to be useful26

to be able to track back if there is a problem, where27



an adventitious agent or a problem may have been1

introduced so you can eliminate the problems in the2

future.3

          Just to give you an example of some of the4

things we're up against, you can see here, this was5

for all pig producers in the United States.  This is6

a USDA -- I don't think many of us would find this to7

be appropriate -- 72 percent of the farms use cats for8

rodent control.  That's not what we're used to dealing9

with.10

          The other thing in a less comical light --11

and this is a serious problem -- is the use of12

modified live virus vaccines as I described.  And this13

was in 1995:  some 26 percent of the farms use the14

modified live virus vaccine.  Now that number is15

probably more than doubled, and most of the farms that16

aren't using the modified live virus vaccine may have17

active PERS infections on their farms.18

          So it's very important to go back -- now19

there are some killed vaccine available, but one has20

to go back and monitor and audit those situations.21

          So for our facility --and we do have a22

number of sites on our campus in North Grafton, Mass.,23

that we've established certain programs to allow24

different types of animals to be brought onto our25

campus.  We certainly don't want to put any animals on26

our campus at risk, but we find that some -- or more27



critical testing is required than others.1

          For example, if we bring in research stock2

and we audit the herd and we do some serological3

testing -- and I'll show you some examples of that in4

a minute -- and if they pass that testing and we know5

the health status of those animals that will allow an6

on-site isolation away from our breeding stock to be7

able to use those animals, and then we'll track those8

animals with necropsies and keep them qualified.9

          On the other hand, if we're introducing10

breeding stock into our herd or another herd, then we11

want to find out additional information about them, so12

we would audit those animals, do the serological13

testing, on-site quarantine, and after a certain14

quarantine period then we would go with -- repeat the15

serology and viral co-cultures to try to find out16

what's going on.17

          And then before we introduce them into the18

herd then we would use sentinel animals and house them19

with some sentinel animals to see if either group of20

animals -- the new arrivals or herd animals  -- would21

show any clinical signs of disease.22

          Second thing is true if we bring in semen23

samples, and we would consider doing that, again we24

would want to audit the source to determine what the25

quality was there, do serological testing, but then we26

would semen co-cultures and evaluate that.27



          And one would have to do that in a timely1

basis.  So every four to six months we would need to2

keep those animals re-qualified.  In addition to that3

we're relying upon those sources to keep us informed4

if they have any disease outbreaks, and so far it's5

proven to be useful.6

          So this is the type of thing that we might7

be looking at -- may be a little busy slide.  And at8

this point now we could probably add several hundred9

additional animals to this slide.  But we went through10

a list of potential pathogens that we would have to be11

concerned about; some that might indicate different12

things to us.13

          We established acceptable titer levels for14

the labs that we were using, and we realized -- as you15

can imagine here -- what our friends here at the NIH16

and the FDA had to say when we wanted an acceptable17

titer less than 1:4000.18

          But you have to understand that we were19

vaccinating these animals with a killed vaccine and20

because it was -- parvovirus is a fairly endemic21

virus, an environmental, endemic virus -- that we22

wanted to vaccinate those animals and with their23

approval, though we realized that this was the most24

prudent approach.25

          Our experiences showed us that this is a26

helpful situation.  Of course we're going to end up27



with some positive animals. Some are false positive;1

some turn out to be truly positive.  And in the case2

of eperythrozoon suis, here in this case we found out3

we had some positive animals, at least by serology.4

          We had to go back and we had to validate the5

test.  As it turns out the test methods we were using,6

either by serology or some experimental PCR, wasn't7

valid.  And we actually then, continued to look at8

peripheral blood smears and were able to identify the9

organism and then had to take other approaches to10

eliminate it from the herd.11

          And fortunately with eperythrozoon suis12

which is a blood parasite, actually turns out we13

documented that it can cross the placenta.  But it has14

a very low infectivity rate of about ten percent; that15

we had to do things like splenic smears.  So we had to16

go back and find other appropriate methods for testing17

when you have to go back and make sure that your test18

methods actually have some validity as well.19

          There are other organisms that one has to20

worry about and they're usually related to21

environmentally-related infections.  For example,22

mycoplasma.  You're probably going to have mycoplasma23

in all pigs, but not the three primary pathogen24

strains.25

          The other thing is in actinomyces.  We can26

tell that there are husbandry problems and especially27



sanitary practices deteriorate.  We can tell if an1

animal becomes clinical for actinomyces from a source2

herd, that usually there's been a change in their3

staffing or a change in their sanitation practices.4

          So again, these could present a risk and5

would disqualify materials to be used for6

xenotransplantation.7

          So the next thing that we have to consider8

is ongoing herd-held monitoring.  So you just can't9

qualify a herd and assume that it's going to stay10

clean, so you're going to have to maintain a certain11

level of clinical observation, routine surveillance12

and like I said, those sites have to be maintained --13

activity, every four to six months.14

          And of course we're using the animals, the15

donor animals in some ways, as the sentinel animals;16

constantly using those materials that we've tested to17

go back and give us some information about the source18

herd.19

          Well, related to source herds I think it20

would be a good time to talk about how many animals21

might be available for xenotransplantation in the22

United States.  In cooperation with our corporation23

sponsors we probably looked at about 60 to 80 herds24

and about ten percent of them would qualify based on25

just our minimal standards that I've showed you here.26

          Well, I think someone mentioned that there27



are somewhere between 100 to 200 million pigs raised1

in the United States and my guess would be that less2

than .01 percent of them would qualify for use, so3

there might be at this current time, maybe 20,0004

animals or so in the country or less, that would be5

currently suitable by the standards that I described6

for xenotransplantation.  That's a little7

disconcerting, possibly.8

          The other thing is that disease outbreaks do9

occur in qualified herds.  In fact, most of the herds10

that qualify, that we find out that do qualify, are11

high quality herds that are used for replacement12

breeding stock and are usually shipping pigs overseas,13

and that's why they have even higher health standards14

than are present in the United States.15

          The other groups are these small, kind of16

unique herds that are located in very isolated regions17

of the country in which high intensity swine18

production doesn't occur.  But the people who are19

really in the business of raising high health-quality20

pigs for breeding stock can tell you that every three21

to five years they're going to have an outbreak no22

matter what kind of stringent standards they have.23

          And we've already seen in those few herds24

that have qualified, that we've seen outbreaks occur,25

either from respiratory corona virus, swine influenza,26

parvovirus. And we've had two herds where they weren't27



thinking exactly along the same lines we were and1

started using the modified PRRS virus vaccine or also2

the TGE vaccine.3

          So outbreaks can occur, we've already been4

through those things, and you need to be prepared to5

deal with those.  And that's why you need multiple6

source herds available for xenotransplantation7

activities.8

          Transportation standards are very critical9

and in fact, if you're not raising your pigs on-site,10

if your source herd isn't under your control and close11

to your production facility, then you need to12

transport those animals, and during the period of13

transportation is a time when frequently there is an14

introduction of adventitious agents.15

          So not only to those animals, but if you16

don't follow a close herd, all-in/all-out program,17

then you're jeopardizing your biosecurity.  So I can't18

emphasize enough the importance of transportation19

standards, whether they be in HEPA filtered cargo20

facilities to transport the animals, whatever.  But21

biosecurity is critical during the transportation22

activity.23

          And in order to at least be able to track24

back what we're dealing with, again we would audit how25

they're going to transport the animals and we would26

have a transportation and tracking log.27



          And it's already proven useful to one of our1

source herds where they had an outbreak where they2

were able to stop it and they were able to track back3

where the outbreak did occur during the transportation4

process.5

          So tracking logs like this, using kind of a6

HACCP system to go back and find out where you have a7

break, have proven to be very useful.8

          Animal husbandry standards -- we're going to9

have just a little bit of time to talk about.  People10

have mentioned biomedical animal facilities where they11

would hold animals.  This could be your source herd if12

you wanted to put all your eggs in one basket, so to13

speak.14

          But again, SOPs need to be written for15

again, sourcing the animals through sanitation16

practices; obtaining consumable supplies including17

food, water, and other supplies; and certainly record-18

keeping, facility maintenance, and waste management.19

          So biosecurity is more than just with the20

animals but it's also with facilities.  In fact,21

delivery people frequently act as fomites, bringing22

adventitious agents or pathogens into facilities.23

          Sanitation is critical.  Occupational Health24

and Safety program and appropriate uniforms for the25

people are important, equipment and supplies, rodent26

and pest control.  Certainly these have to be27



confinement facilities.1

          So again, they need to be closed colonies so2

if you bring in shipments of animals into a BAF you3

want to bring them all in, you want to use all the4

animals -- depopulate the entire facility, sanitize it5

and repopulate it -- so it's an all-in/all-out6

facility.7

          Animal tracking again, has proven to be very8

useful in being able to track back the animals, track9

back how they were manipulated, if there was any site10

or occurrence of a problem where you could track back11

to where it occurred.  So here's another example of a12

tracking log where we can go through and tell every13

procedure that's been done on the animal and what14

products have been used on the animal.15

          So donor animal qualifications are16

important, again, similar to what our source herd17

would be.  So breeding lineage, clinical examination18

-- and frequently the animals then go into a19

quarantine facility which might just represent the20

BAF.21

          In our case we have some positive pressure22

facilities where animals are housed in positive23

pressure; again, rooms which are provided with HEPA-24

filed air.  And the quarantine would last for maybe a25

maximum of three months.  In other words, the animals26

have to be used, the co-culture and serology would27



only be valid for a period of time.1

          Herd health surveillance -- not only the2

source animals, the individual animals, the xenograft3

screening -- but also for the individuals as well.4

And so again, appropriate clothing and Occupational5

Health and Safety programs are essential.6

          And archiving tissue has been again, proven7

to be very useful in tracking back if there is a8

problem or an outbreak.9

          Also, we found out that there are additional10

adventitious agents that we need to look for.  Some11

have been mentioned today; I'll pass over those right12

now.13

          I'd like to acknowledge the collaboration of14

some of my colleagues including Dr. Richard Fister15

who's the head of our Bioburden Testing Lab, Kathy16

Meunier and Garth Miller, our swine production manager17

at the Veterinary School.18

          And I'd like to say that at this current19

time it appears that our activities and efforts have20

proven useful and I think it's going to be an evolving21

effort and that I hope that they continue to prove22

useful in the future.  Thank you.23

          DR. SIEGEL:  Thank you very much.  We'll24

pass on question and answers for now in the hopes that25

we will get to question and answer and discussion with26

all the panelist up here at the end of the day.27



          We'll take a coffee break.  This time we'll1

stick strictly to schedule.  There were some technical2

problems I understand, during the last coffee break.3

Let's try to keep this down to 10 to 12 minutes,4

please; 12 minutes, we'll say.5

           (Whereupon, the foregoing matter went off6

            the record at 3:42 p.m. and went back on7

            the record at 3:55 p.m.)8

          DR. FOLKS:  I'm Tom Folks from the Centers9

for Disease Control, and Dr. Siegel has passed the10

torch to me for the second half of the afternoon11

session.  And one quick announcement.  The Press12

briefing will be changed to Room H directly after the13

panel discussion.14

          A couple of things to remember.  I think as15

Dr. Coffin said when he showed the Stoye scale,16

clearly it goes to likely to very, very, very17

unlikely, but we didn't see a zero.  So we know18

there's risk that's beyond zero.19

          And because of that we hope here to continue20

to have lively discussions to seek the acceptable risk21

and as David White said, try and approach the22

comfortability level, that we may be able to23

understand a little bit more about this as the24

afternoon progresses.25

          So in keeping with that theme I'd like to26

introduce our first speaker for the afternoon, Dr. Jay27



Fishman who is an expert in transplantation,1

infectious disease, and is currently the clinical2

director for the Transplantation Infectious Disease3

Program at the Massachusetts General Hospital.  And4

he's going to talk about, "Infectious Disease Lessons5

Learned in Allotransplantation for6

Xenotransplantation".  Dr. Fishman.7

          DR. FISHMAN:  Thanks very much, Tom.  I'd8

like to add my thanks to the organizers for including9

me in this program and the ongoing discussion of the10

risks associated with xenotransplantation in11

infectious disease.12

          And what I've been asked to do is to try to13

extrapolate from our extensive experience now in14

allotransplantation, to potential interests in15

xenotransplantation: risks, pathogens we should be16

looking at, and future direction.17

          So that to start, we focus on the risks of18

infection in allo or human-to-human transplantation,19

and this is based on quite a number of years of20

experience by the transplantation community in allo21

experience.22

          We know that the risk of infection is a23

semi-quantitative relationship which is not one that24

takes a lot to figure out; basically, the net state of25

immune suppression of the individual receiving the26

graft and the epidemiologic, or organisms to which27



that individual is exposed.1

          The problem is, is that that net state of2

immunosuppression is a very complicated function, in3

particular in solid organ transplants but also in4

hematopoietic transplants in that it's only partially5

determined by the dose, duration, and temporal6

sequence of chosen immunosuppressive regimens.7

          It is also determined by the interplay with8

a variety of things that we do to patients -- for9

example, in the treatment of cytomegalovirus we often10

introduce leukopenia -- a variety of completely11

misunderstood metabolic factors which we know12

contribute in some way, shape, or form to the net13

state of immune suppression, but not exactly in a14

quantitative fashion.15

          A great deal is now known about16

immunomodulating viral infections in the human host --17

including HIV in particular, but also cytomegalovirus,18

Epstein-Barre virus, the hepatitis viruses, and19

probably a variety of other viruses, including20

respiratory cincitial virus and adenovirus.21

          Over the years this persistent pattern of22

exposure to -- epidemiologic exposure to community-23

acquired pathogens and a fairly well standardized24

approach to immune suppression in solid organ25

transplants, has allowed us to categorize the types of26

infections that occur at various time points following27



transplantation.1

          The conditions that predispose the2

transplant-related infectious disease therefore, can3

be broken down into time slots.  And as we'll go over4

in some detail, the first month following5

transplantation is a time when you're exposed to6

pathogens carried by the organ, and also by nosocomial7

pathogens -- hospital-acquired infections, aspiration,8

pneumonia, primarily.9

          In the one to five or six month period there10

become the activation of latent pathogens,11

particularly the immunomodulating viruses and12

opportunistic pathogens of low, native virulence --13

such as pneumocystis, which are common in our14

population.15

          Now what's interesting is that in both the16

solid organ transplant population -- represented above17

the line -- and the bone marrow transplant population18

-- represented below the line -- we see similar risk19

factors in that the first month is primarily20

nosocomially acquired.21

          In the period one to five or six months22

following that we have the immunosuppressive effects23

of the treatment of acute rejection on the one hand,24

and acute graft versus host disease or failure to25

engraft, on the other hand, in the bone marrow26

population.27



          So that although the basis of those immune1

deficits are somewhat different, the pattern of2

susceptibility is relatively well preserved.  And3

therefore in both populations we have the breakdown4

into the first month following transplantation with5

conventional, or nosocomial pathogens, the period of6

one to six months of unconventional or opportunistic7

pathogens of low native virulence, and community-8

acquired, persistent infections thereafter.9

          And it is this period thereafter that we10

really have to worry about but we haven't yet reached11

with xenotransplantation.12

          To go into it in a little bit more detail,13

organisms in the first month following transplantation14

were generally present prior to transplant, were15

acquired with the organ, or are related to the surgery16

that the individual received. And therefore, in17

xenotransplantation unique risks are associated with18

infections associated with the organ just as they are19

in allotransplantation.20

          In the period of one to five or six months21

following transplantation we have residual infections22

from the first month following transplantation --23

which are large technical -- persistence of nosocomial24

infections, and a variety of technical problems25

including recurrent disease present prior to26

transplantation.27



          And this may be in fact, where some of the1

advantages of xenotransplantation accrue given the2

tendency to believe that some xenografts may be3

resistant to infection across species lines with human4

pathogens.5

          The second category in this period of one to6

six months following transplantation is the important7

one of the activation of latent infections, commonly8

pneumocystis carinii in the presence or absence of9

cytomegalovirus, cytomegalovirus itself, and organisms10

such as toxoplasma, strongyloides, herpes simplex,11

shingles -- all of the latent infections that the12

individual carried to the table with them.13

          Clearly there are also in this period,14

community acquired exposures -- such things as15

mycoplasma -- but these community exposures can be16

quite important when they include such viruses as17

cytomegalovirus or respiratory cincitial virus which18

may in and of themselves, be immunomodulatory -- which19

we'll talk about very briefly in a few moments.20

          And then as I've mentioned, other factors21

promoting susceptibility to infection including the22

treatment of rejection, the presence of neutropenia23

often due to drug toxicity, the presence of serum24

sickness or other toxicities related to antilymphocyte25

sera -- various things that are common issues in post-26

surgical patients.27



          And beyond six months following1

transplantation the majority of our patients are doing2

very well.  And this is very important because the3

patient that we take care of most of the time is the4

small subset -- the 10 or 15 percent that have some5

difficulty.6

          But the vast majority with good allograft7

function will be susceptible to whatever is going by8

in the community.  And the most common form of disease9

is whatever individuals have acquired from their10

children and their children's friends.11

          In this period also, in the individuals who12

have chronic, progressive viral infection, they have13

diminished organ function, particularly in14

cytomegalovirus in this setting, but hepatitis and15

Epstein-Barre virus also in this setting.16

          And then there's the chronic "n'er do well";17

That individual who didn't have good graft function in18

the hospital, who's had recurrent problems, or that19

every drug allergy, had every unfortunate event that's20

occurred.  These individuals are the ones that are at21

the greatest risk for all the adverse complications22

when they occur transplantation.23

          These are the individuals who also require24

chronic steroid use or anti-rejection therapy, which25

make them most susceptible to relapse infection due to26

pneumocystis, cytomegalovirus, atypical community-27



acquired pathogens.  And if you had to guess -- and1

it's clearly only a guess -- these would be the2

individuals in whom you would see the activation of3

novel pathogens unknown in the donor species in our4

xenograft recipients.5

          To turn to the issues then, of6

xenotransplantation, we need some terminology, and we7

use a lot of different terminology just because most8

of us made up some of these terms.9

          Zoonoses obviously, being the natural spread10

of infection from the source animal to the recipient;11

xenosis or xenozoonoses as it's also termed -- the12

spread of infection via transplantation with organisms13

which would not otherwise gain access to that14

individual.  Usually organisms of low, native15

virulence -- certainly in the host from which it's16

derived.17

          There's the potential advantage of18

resistance to infection which you've heard referred to19

a number of times; the issue of histocompatibility --20

the complete disparate nature of the21

histocompatibility systems between donor and22

recipient; and the question of, if we use bone marrow23

or if we use hematopoietic transplantation, will the24

recipient be immunocompetent and be able to fight off25

infections in the post-xenograft period?26

          What is the microbiology of xenosis?  Well,27



the obvious answer is, we don't know.  There are very1

few data on the microbiologic risks of2

xenotransplantation, and this is an incredibly3

important area for active research.4

          In the immunocompromized individual all5

organisms are potential pathogens and therefore the6

working hypothesis is the most likely pathogens in the7

xenograft recipient will be similar to those that8

we've seen -- based on characteristics of immune9

recognition and control -- in the allotransplant10

recipient.11

          The biologic behavior however, of specific12

organisms cannot be predicted.  So when we venture13

back to the Stoye scale of very likely or very14

unlikely, we really don't know what it is that we're15

talking about.  The overall risk of infection is16

related obviously, to the net stage of immune17

suppression, and therefore whatever we can do to18

minimize exogenous immune suppression will contribute19

to the success by minimizing the risk of infection.20

          I would venture those -- and this is clearly21

a hypothesis -- that the potential risks are greatest22

for unknown organisms, or for infections transmitted23

in the absence of clinical symptoms because we won't24

know how to diagnose or treat them.25

          What are the factors in which organisms we26

acquire?  Well, first of all the disparity of major27



histocompatibility between the donor and the recipient1

may diminish cellular immunity within the xenograft;2

i.e., the xenograft may serve as a sanctuary for3

infection.4

          The xenograft tissues however, may lack5

cellular receptors or the metabolic machinery6

necessary for productive infection by common7

pathogens, which may provide a measure of protection.8

          Human recipients may lack pre-existing9

immunity to many of the organisms from other species10

and the effects of genetic or other manipulations that11

you've heard about, necessary to overcome immunologic12

barriers, are just unknown in terms of their effect on13

the susceptibility to infection.14

          We've heard a lot of assumptions this15

morning but very few of these have actually been16

tested, so it's worth at least mentioning that some of17

these assumptions -- while very attractive intuitively18

-- may not be correct.19

          For example, does the level of risk change20

if we give a smaller amount of tissue?  Is it less21

with cells than vascularized graft?  Is it really22

safer to put a bridge graft into someone who's going23

to live for another 40 or 50 years thereafter -- is it24

safer to do that than a whole organ transplant?  So is25

the duration of exposure a predictor of risk?26

          Is the encapsulation of cells which protects27



from the immune system, actually a safety factor for1

individuals or does it provide an extra level of risk?2

And we don't know the answers to these questions but3

they clearly have to be examined carefully.4

          So the fundamental question is, does5

xenosis, does xenotransplantation provide an extra6

level of risk compared to allotransplantation?  And7

clearly because of the unknown factors there's a8

certain component which says yes, we don't know9

exactly what the risks are.10

          But the reasons that there may be a greater11

risk, an increased risk, is again:  the xenograft is12

a permissive focus of infection; the absence of13

microbiologic assays for many porcine or other14

pathogens; the fact that new pathogens may cause15

novel, clinical syndromes; that there's a high16

background level of infection in the transplant17

recipient and immunocompromised individual, against18

which we may not recognize new clinical syndromes when19

they occur.20

          The level of immune suppression may be21

greater in xenotransplantation or may not, depending22

on which protocol is necessary, and that will play an23

active role in the risk of infection.  So in the24

absence of exogenous immune suppression the risk would25

be assumed to be somewhat less.26

          Xenotrophic organisms:  organisms which are27



non-pathogen in their native species but may cause1

disease in other species or genetic recombination, may2

cause organisms that we don't know anything about.3

And the MHC mismatch I've already referred to.4

          So a number of years I tried to categorize5

according to allotransplantation standards, the6

organisms which were likely to cause disease in7

xenograft recipients.8

          And these were obviously, organisms known to9

cause disease in humans and in swine; species-specific10

organisms which we thought would be restricted only to11

the xenograft; organisms of potentially broad host12

range or adaptable, which can cause infection outside13

the xenograft; and unknown pathogens.14

          And at that time we were talking largely15

about retroviruses, but we should not restrict16

ourselves exclusively to retroviruses.17

          And the risk associated with any individual18

pathogen is associated with whether or not the19

organism can cause productive infection of human20

cells, can cause persistent infection, develops21

latencies such as pneumocystis or cytomegalovirus,22

perhaps may alter the replication or behavior of other23

agents without causing specific disease itself.24

     And this is of course true with cytomegalovirus25

and other retroviruses that have been identified in26

human disease.  Will it recombine with common nucleic27



acids of the host or common exogenous organisms?  And1

can it cause persistent infection or disease in2

xenograft models?3

          And this last point is important because the4

basic idea is that we don't know how organisms will5

behave in humans but the best models for xenografting6

into humans is xenografting into immunosuppressed7

animal species.8

          And it doesn't have to be primates, although9

primates are a very good model, but it can be10

combinations of murine studies, of primate studies, of11

swine studies, where we have to address the function12

of organisms in xenograft models -- otherwise we're13

not really having anything that's comparable to the14

human situation.15

          So what are the likely pathogens?  Well,16

I've already shown you the map, the scheme of when we17

expect which pathogens.  But basically in the first18

month following transplantation it's the ones that19

come with the organ -- other than nosocomial20

infections.21

          And the ones that come with the organ are22

generally going to be comparable between swine and23

primates and humans.  Those are:  fungi -- including24

aspergillus and candida; common bacteria of the donor25

species -- in particular actinomyces and nocardia in26

these individuals; microbacteria -- brucella and27



listeria; common parasites -- microplasma; the herpes1

viruses which establish latency; and common pathogens2

of all animal strains.3

          Viral agents in allotransplantation are what4

we see most of in the second six months, where we5

might see cytomegalovirus and respiratory cincitial6

virus in the humans, but retroviruses may also start7

to emerge in the second six months or the period8

beyond.9

          Why are we concerned?  Well, because viral10

infections, regardless of which virus -- to a certain11

extent -- not only cause a viral syndrome like a flu-12

like illness, but can injure the graft, can decrease13

immune function, and will contribute ultimately to the14

formation of cancer.15

          And viral activation in xenotransplantation16

has not been well studied -- in fact, it hasn't been17

studied at all.  And therefore, the common factors in18

the activation of latent retroviruses in the CMV are19

all present in xenografts and therefore we have to use20

xenograft models to look for these infections.21

          Porcine cytomegalovirus we were able to show22

in vitro does not appear to be infective for human23

cells.  It is comforting to think of this as24

predictive of in vivo situations, but in fact we don't25

know that to be the case.26

          The retroviruses you've heard referred to by27



all of the previous speakers, and since this was known1

to be present since the early 1970s in a variety of2

published papers before the full-length sequences3

became available as prose, this was a very easy one.4

          And it is very comforting to think that we5

now have testing for retroviruses, but we shouldn't6

let ourselves think that this is the end of the search7

for unknown pathogens.8

          In particular, the manifestations of9

retroviral infection, when it occurs, may be zero.  So10

that when it does occur are we going to retest the11

individual?  Well, we have to do routine testing as a12

result because they may be completely asymptomatic.13

          The viral risks in transgenic donor animals14

may be enhanced by manipulation of the genome in ways15

that are unpredictable.  So that we're able, based on16

known pathogens, to develop microbiologic screening of17

xenograft donors, which you've heard a lot about from18

Glen Spaulding.19

          So we now have this designer swine.  Notice20

how healthy he looks.  But when we start monitoring21

for xenosis, when we start looking for opportunistic22

infections in these individuals, what is it that we're23

really looking for?  And you're going to hear more24

about this in the talks that come.25

          I want, before I turn to novel pathogens26

though, to focus for just a second on the advantages27



of xenotransplantation.  The resistance of the1

xenograft to human infection may be a big plus, but in2

fact, the decreased exposure to nosocomial pathogens,3

the decreased use of marginal donors, the decrease4

ischemic time prior to transplantation, and the5

ability to prepare the recipient, are major infectious6

disease advantages in terms of the use of xenograft7

tissue.8

          But in fact, when new infectious disease9

syndromes occur we may not know what they are.  New10

pathogens, new syndromes, co-infection with common11

pathogen, and the high background rate of infection12

are what are most important.13

          Where do we go?  We have to be clever -- and14

you've heard a little bit about that -- in terms of15

developing assays and monitoring for xenosis.  We need16

serologies, both for screening animals and patients,17

so they have to work in multiple systems.18

          We need molecular and anti-based diagnostics19

so that we can detect infection in the absence of a20

response from the host.  We have to search for unknown21

pathogens in the asymptomatic immunocompromized22

individual by using some of the techniques that you've23

heard previous speakers talk about in terms of saying,24

we expect -- as we have in HIV patients and oncology25

patients -- that they're going to be pathogens which26

we know nothing about, and therefore have to use27



modern techniques to find them.1

          And therefore, rather than being indifferent2

or feeling comfortable based on the fact that we've3

developed assays now for retroviruses, I would predict4

that we're going to find a series of organisms that we5

really need to address in some detail in the same way.6

          And just to sum up, in terms of the7

limitations of current strategies against xenosis.8

First, the absence of consensus or lists of organisms9

in screening strategies -- which would be very useful10

in terms of developing donor species.11

          There are few data on swine pathogens and12

humans, and there are few assays available for use in13

both the donor species and in humans.  Currently, the14

response is syndrome-driven, and my plea would be that15

we begin to look for organisms that don't generate16

clinical syndromes; that have silent transmission.17

          Because these may pose a greater risk to the18

population at large than do the known types of19

pathogens.  Included in that are the novel pathogens,20

the recombinants.21

          And therefore, I would ask that we refocus22

our attention on collecting clinical and pre-clinical23

specimens to look for uncharacterized or unculturable24

organisms using the newer technologies, that we25

proceed with caution and more careful microbial26

assessment than perhaps we've been doing to-date.27



          Thank you very much.1

          DR. FOLKS:  Thank you, Dr. Fishman.  Our2

next speaker is Dr. Marian Michaels, and she also is3

an expert in transplantation infectious disease.  And4

she's currently assistant professor of Pediatrics and5

Surgery -- Departments of Pediatric and Surgery at the6

University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine.  And7

she's going to discuss, "Xenozoonoses and the8

Xenotransplant Recipient".9

          DR. MICHAELS:  Good afternoon.  I'd like to10

thank the organizers for inviting me as well, and now11

realize what this is like.12

          You've heard a lot this afternoon about13

infectious risks from xenotransplantation and I want14

to take it a little bit more from what Jay Fishman15

started with, into the human.  But I want to start by16

saying that what we do know is that an infectious risk17

exists with the use of all biologic agents, and18

therefore it isn't surprising to us that there would19

be infectious risks with allotransplantation or with20

xenotransplantation.21

          And all that wonderful data which Dr.22

Fishman just told us about was not apparent in the23

beginning of allotransplantation.  And it was only24

with experiencing good epidemiologic studies that25

allotransplant physicians and surgeons began to26

recognize that organisms which could be latent and27



asymptomatic within the donor, could then be1

transmitted and cause severe disease in the recipient.2

          Well, it's helpful to take a look at some of3

the infections that have occurred in the4

xenotransplantations to-date.  Let's at least start5

with where we have been and see what we can learn to6

go to the future.7

          In some of the early xenotransplant8

experiences of Keith Reemstma and Thomas Starzl,9

infections were a problem.  And in their series from10

1964 looking at chimpanzee and baboon kidney11

transplant respectively, they found that various12

bacterial infection was a substantial contributor to13

the death in five of the six patients in each series.14

          Now the types of infections which occurred15

were bacterial and as such, were likely from the16

endogenous floor of the patient or complications from17

surgery itself.  And the concept of a xenozoonoses or18

a donor associated infection was not completely19

considered at that time, though I suspect that these20

could have been occurring with allotransplant as well.21

          When we move forward in time, in the 1990s22

when Thomas Starzl did the baboon liver transplant23

into the patients who were suffering from hepatitis B,24

infections likewise were a problem.25

          The first recipient died with overwhelming26

disseminated aspergillus, an organism from the27



environment.  That was a problem because of the over-1

immunosuppression.2

          And the second patient succumbed to3

overwhelming disease from bacterial sepsis from gram4

negative rods against part of his endogenous,5

gastrointestinal flora.6

          So what we can see from these transplant7

trials was that the endogenous and the environmental8

organisms are risks for infections regardless of9

whether the recipient had an allo or a10

xenotransplantation.11

          Well, unfortunately, the clinical trials12

have been small in size, and therefore the full13

spectrum of xenotransplant infection is yet, still14

unknown.  We've had problems because of short survival15

time, that we haven't had a great deal of time in the16

patients even with the cellular transplants to examine17

them for different types of xenotransplant --18

specifically donor transmitted infections.19

          There have been differences in the type of20

transplant, even with allo.  There is a great21

variation in the risk of a patient who receives a22

small bowel transplant for infection, versus the risk23

of a patient who receives a heart, a liver, or a24

kidney transplant.  And the amount and type of25

immunosuppression will likewise have great effect on26

how the transplant causes infection.27



          So how do we take that?  Well, the risks1

have been discussed somewhat before and so I'll just2

go very quickly through this, but I think it helps to3

organize our thoughts.4

          One is the agent found in the source animal5

or more importantly, in the tissue being transplanted.6

Can the agent infect humans?  Do we know that data7

now?  What can we do to learn that information?8

          If it infects that's one thing, but does it9

cause disease and can it be transmitted to others?10

And finally, is treatment available for prevention?11

And as some of the earlier speakers discussed, the12

best potential would be to have the cleanest possible13

animal.14

          But despite all the things we could do, the15

endogenous viruses are still there at the current16

state-of-the-art, and the unknown organisms will17

remain.  So I want to take an example of how we18

approach the patient who receives baboon bone marrow19

in treatment of AIDS for reconstitution of an immune20

system two years ago.  Because I think it's helpful21

for then, how do we go to the patient with all of22

these uncertainties?23

          I think we have to start with very frank and24

open discussions, and with this patient it was25

somewhat easier because he had a lot of information26

already on infectious diseases and risk of27



transmission.1

          We talked with him first and then with his2

permission, also held many discussions with his3

partner.  We discussed up front the paucity of data,4

of hard data, and the need for caution and the concern5

for transmission of an infection from the cells to6

himself, and if it occurred to him, whether it could7

be transmitted to others.8

          We suggested that barriers be used for all9

intimate contacts.  Simple things such as not sharing10

toothbrushes, not sharing razors, certainly refraining11

from giving blood transfusions or transfusions of12

other secretions or donations for the use in humans.13

          We emphasized the need that he would require14

lifelong follow-up and that we would be performing15

periodic surveillance studies, including archiving and16

testing for cultures regardless of how well he felt.17

          Now again, it was easier perhaps, in this18

individual because he was cognizant that he had an19

infection of HIV which could be transmitted with dire20

consequences to other people, and he had already21

modified his lifestyle so that he would decrease the22

risk of transmission.23

          But even in that situation, after the24

transplant when he had renewed vigor and vitality,25

either because or in spite of the transplant itself,26

some of the issues and uncertainties of, could27



xenozoonoses be transmitted in other fashions than1

what we knew for HIV?  So could it be transmitted more2

easily in the saliva, led to a higher degree of3

frustration and difficulty for the patient.4

          We held lots of conversations with the5

hospital personnel and set up discussions with the6

nurses and staff as well, and I think this is7

critical, particularly when going into any new field,8

that you have to remember the other health care9

providers that may not be the part of the scientific10

team that has devised the protocols.11

          Again, discussing what we knew, the risk of12

infection with allotransplantation, the concept of the13

risk of transmission of xenotransplantation, and while14

an open mind has to be kept, in fact, the belief that15

if transmission occurred from the animal cells to the16

human and could then be transmitted to others, that it17

would likely be through secretions or blood.18

          And hence, reinforcement of universal or19

standard precautions -- strict handwashing, barriers20

when contact is used -- with secretions or blood;21

procedures which should be standard with every health22

care professional in this country regardless if a23

patient has a known infection or not.24

          Allotransplantation centers have all devised25

screening methods to look at the patients beforehand26

and say what does the donor come to the table with?27



I'm sorry, what does the recipient -- what does that1

candidate come to the table with?  What organisms have2

they seen?  What do they have antibody against?  What3

are they naive to?  What kinds of organisms may become4

a problem?  And likewise, screening of the donor as5

well.6

          What we've seen in transplantation those7

same, similar types of screening have to be in place8

but it needs to be broaded.  We need to also test9

upfront from a baseline, the types of organisms that10

we're looking for in the animal.11

          Not because we anticipate that the candidate12

would be infected with a baboon CMV or a swine CMV,13

but because we have to know up-front if our testing14

techniques are going to be useful in this patient and15

there isn't cross reaction in the beginning.16

          Very importantly, and I think Dr. Fishman17

and some others touched upon this, but I think that in18

these early days it's imperative that we be archiving19

tissues, serum, cells -- attempting to grow viruses20

from the patient prior to the transplant so that we21

can compare them afterwards by more molecular22

techniques to see changes that might have occurred23

after xenotransplantation.24

          Clinical examinations are mandatory just as25

they are with allotransplantation or following any26

patient who has a chronic disease.  I agree with Dr.27



Fishman 100 percent.  We should not just be examining1

the patients when they have symptoms, but there should2

be surveillance, particularly in the early days of3

xenotransplantation.4

          I've listed a couple of the ways:  viral5

cultures, serology, archiving against again at serial,6

set time points so that when we have new techniques we7

can go back to those materials.8

          Well, contact monitoring -- and perhaps this9

will be discussed more in detail tomorrow -- begins to10

enter into a little more hazy area of ethics.  The11

questions come up:  should we store serum on the12

investigator; how do we follow them; should we be13

storing blood on hospital personnel; what about the14

close contacts of the recipients and how do we get15

consent in that fashion?16

          From an ideal standpoint it would be best if17

these issues could be discussed with close contacts18

prior to the time of transplantation; that we might be19

able to offer testing in the early days, particularly20

at baseline to store the sample.21

          And then if the patient who receives the22

xenotransplant is shown to have an infectious organism23

which has come from the donor animal, we should offer24

and strongly offer, that the contacts of the patient25

also be tested.26

          And certainly if the recipient is found to27



have disease, it should be strongly recommended for1

the contact's own health as well as preventing2

transmission beyond that first contact.3

          It's important to think about what we're4

using for testing -- for diagnostic testing.  Each5

specific test will have its own attributes but also6

its own limitations.  It doesn't necessarily negate7

its benefit but we have to be aware of the limitations8

up front, and we need to learn from experiences.9

          I bring some of the old data that we did in10

early 1990s just to prove some of the experiences that11

we had.  And when getting ready for the baboon liver12

transplant we did a serologic study on 31 adult male13

baboons sending blood to two different, qualified14

primate laboratories, to decrease the risk of having15

a false negative.  We preferred to err on the side of16

being overly sensitive.17

          Now when available, the primate labs looked18

at baboon-specific serology tests.  That when it19

wasn't available -- which turned out to be a lot more20

than I had recognized when getting into this field21

initially -- they used tests that were looking at the22

analogous human virus.23

          So what happened?  Well, on the far side,24

there was a fair amount of concordance when looking25

for baboon cytomegalovirus, and similarly, when26

looking for simian agent 8, the baboon alpha herpes27



virus.1

          Extreme discordance when looking for the2

baboon Epstein-Barre virus-like organism, herpes3

papillo, with one lab having only four percent and the4

other one 97 percent sero-positivity.  And when we5

looked at this a little bit further it turned out that6

laboratory 1 was using an ELISA that was directed7

against the human Epstein-Barre virus nuclear antigen,8

or EBNA.9

          And it turns out that this is very divergent10

across species; something which was only more recently11

learned.  Whereas laboratory 2, having a large number12

of sero-positive animals, happened to be using an IFA13

directed against viral capsid antigens -- again, from14

the human Epstein-Barre virus -- the VCA, the viral15

capsid antigen is much more conserved across species.16

          Well, it was interesting and brought up two17

points.  One, it highlights the need that we have to18

develop tests that are directed against the specific19

donor organisms, and it also brought up the fact that20

I couldn't use that test even if it was excellent --21

even if it was a biocapsid antigen after22

transplantation -- because it was a human test.  It23

wasn't going to distinguish the animal from the human24

virus.25

          So it brings up the problem with serology.26

Cross-reactivity is a problem and you have to test for27



that.  In order to use serology you have to know that1

the recipient was capable of mounting an immune2

response -- something which can be hampered by3

different immunosuppressive regimens.4

          However, it's very fast and it's relatively5

inexpensive compared to the other diagnostic6

modalities.  And if it's positive it gives us a lot of7

good information.  So it should be part of the8

regiment that other detection methods are necessary,9

and a lot of these have been discussed already.10

          New things are being developed all the time.11

When we first started out, baboon CMV could not be12

distinguished from human CMV.  It looks exactly the13

same CPE on human fibroblasts as human CMV.  When we14

did electronmicroscopy it looked very similar to human15

CMV on electronmicroscopy as well.16

          And so it was only really because of the17

xenotransplants that I did some collaborative work18

with Gary Hayward's lab and were able to develop some19

specific PCR primers here and then Southern Blotted,20

which will pick up baboon CMV but not human CMV.21

          And we can take those kinds of tests and22

take them back to the archive tissue from those humans23

who received xenotransplants previously, if you have24

the archive tissue.25

          So in our lab we found that the baboon CMV26

tested negative for the humans that had baboon liver27



xenotransplants, and with the collaborative efforts1

from Julia Hilliard, that they were also negative for2

simian agent 8 and a couple of the other herpes3

viruses.4

          Now interestingly, foamy virus tested5

positive on the archive tissues that Jonathan Allen6

was able to collaborate and study.  And I say it's7

interesting because we followed these patients8

prospectively for foamy virus.9

          We did multiple viral cultures on cell lines10

capable of maintaining and promoting growth of foamy,11

and we did serology looking for foamy virus in the12

patients during their short lifespans after the13

xenotransplants.14

          And in all of those cases the patients had15

negative results.  There was more molecular16

techniques, more sensitive testing.  Jonathan was able17

to find foamy virus positive in a number of the18

tissues.19

          However, when we combined this with Walid20

Heneine from the Centers for Disease Control's21

collaborative work, we found that foamy was only22

positive if baboon endogenous virus was positive, and23

these two could only be found in conjunction with24

baboon mitochondria, which was found on several25

occasions without the other two.26

          And I think that Dr. Heneine will discuss27



some of this a little bit later as well.  But  what1

does this bring up?  Well, it brings up another2

dilemma of our detection.3

          First, we have to be able to detect; there's4

no question about that.  But then you have to be able5

to say, what does that detection mean?  Is it6

chimerism and we're just seeing in fact, that there7

are baboon cells within those tissues, microchimerism8

distant from the organ, or is true infection of the9

human cells?10

          It doesn't answer whether there's11

replication competence.  Of interesting, non of the12

PBLs were positive in those patients, just the13

tissues; which may give information on both14

pathogenicity as well as transmissibility.15

          So just being able to detect is only going16

to be the first part.  And while we're looking and17

talking about baboons here, we can generalize this18

will be the same issue when we look for porcine19

endogenous virus in swine xenotransplant recipients.20

          Well, just to end at this point in time, I21

think all of us have been bringing up the similar22

issues.  As xenotransplantation moves forward with23

caution it does require multi-disciplinary teams that24

are able to bring to the table different expertise in25

infectious diseases, diagnostic techniques, molecular26

virology.27



          That it's critical to have databases and1

registries available for shared information; that2

samples must be archived in these early parts so that3

as new techniques are developed and new assays4

developed we can go back in time and learn from our5

previous experiences.6

          And finally, that we must be able to7

maintain a flexibility, to reassess as we go along,8

and adapt protocols based on new insights.  Thank you.9

          DR. FOLKS:  Thank you, Marian.  Our next10

speaker is Dr. Hugh Auchincloss who has extensive11

experience and expertise in the area of transplant12

surgery; currently assistant professor of surgery at13

the Massachusetts General Hospital.  And he's kindly14

agreed to summarize the FDA xenotransplantation15

Advisory Subcommittee meeting of last month.16

          DR. AUCHINCLOSS:  Thank you very much.  On17

December 17th, 1997, there was a meeting at the FDA of18

a xenotransplantation subcommittee to provide advice19

on many of the same issues that you've been hearing20

about today.  And I have been asked to give a summary21

of the recommendations of that subcommittee.22

          Now, many of you were present at that 8- to23

10-hour-long meeting, and a number of you have asked,24

how could you possibly summarize that meeting in ten25

minutes?  Which is what I'm going to try and do.  I've26

read the transcript now almost completely three times,27



and it is an interesting undertaking.  There's not1

complete consensus, I can assure you.2

          This is the group of people who were present3

-- hard to see it all but you'll recognize many names4

from the speakers, both today and tomorrow.  And I5

want to make three points about the group of people6

who are members of this committee and guests.7

          There were a large number of very expert8

people on issues related to retrovirology.  That's one9

point.  The second point is that there were also a10

large number of other people who were not necessarily11

experts on retrovirology.12

          There were patients, there were consumer13

affairs representatives, there were lawyers, there14

were ethicists.  It was really quite a wide range of15

individuals with different backgrounds and different16

perspectives.17

          And one question that would come up -- and18

this is my third point -- why was I the chairman?  And19

that was purely a technicality because I wasn't, I20

don't think, an expert on any part of this.21

          But I was a representative of the parent22

committee, the biologic response modifiers, and it was23

essential that I be there along with one other24

colleague in order for this to be an okay subcommittee25

to exist.  So that was my role.26

          The issue is what we're really dealing with27



here today and tomorrow.  The background as you know,1

porcine endogenous retroviruses have been found2

capable of infecting human cells when placed in co-3

culture.4

          And thus, the FDA sent out a letter to all5

potential sponsors in October of 1997, suggesting --6

or not suggesting -- indicating that they were putting7

those programs on clinical hold as far as8

xenotransplantation trials.  And that that hold should9

remain in place until the companies could demonstrate10

that they had satisfactory assays to both look at11

their tissues for transplantation and the recipients12

of those tissues.13

          And so the basic question that was put to14

this xenotransplantation advisory subcommittee was,15

what assays should they be required to provide and16

what should the FDA do with the information that they17

provide?18

          Now, this slide deals with an issue that19

actually has been addressed a number of times so we'll20

skip over it quite quickly.  We all know that there21

are lots of risks associated with xenotransplantation22

to the individual recipient.  That was not the issue23

that this subcommittee was dealing with.24

          The subcommittee was dealing with the public25

health issue arising from the potential of new26

pathogens being generated from the porcine endogenous27



retroviruses.  So yes, there are risks.  We're talking1

about the specific problem of public health.2

          Now, the next four or five slides -- and3

incidently, all this material is in your handout and4

so when you want to see specifically what the5

recommendations were, if you want to look back to6

them, they are there.7

          The next four or five slides deal with what8

we did during the course of the morning of this9

meeting, which was to hear from a large number of10

experts -- data which is essentially the same as data11

that you've been hearing here today, and that's why12

I'm going to go over it very, very quickly.13

          At the meeting we were told that in effect14

there are at this point, recognized four type C15

retroviruses identified in pigs -- and two of which16

appear to be capable of infecting human cells in in17

vitro conditions.18

          Although these viruses the experts told us,19

can get into human cells, it was important to remember20

that on the scheme of things they are not very21

infectious and they were very unlikely to be22

pathogenic, at least via horizontal transmission in23

the human species.24

          And then as John Coffin pointed out this25

morning, we learned that these are probably "recent"26

infections in the pig and that therefore polymorphins27



probably do exist.  And at least theoretically,1

therefore, it might be possible to eliminate some of2

these proviruses by breeding schemes over a very long3

period of time.  But that again, as John Coffin4

stressed, there was much more about the genetics of5

the porcine endogenous retroviruses that we need to6

learn.7

          We talked a lot about assays that were8

available -- PCR and reverse transcriptase assays --9

and again, a lot of talk about the different kinds of10

co-culture assays that might be done with induction to11

achieve viral expression.12

          Dealing with the point that Marian Michaels13

just alluded to, how do you know whether the virus is14

in the donor tissue or has transferred to human15

tissue?  There was a strong feeling amongst the16

experts that it should be possible by serial dilution17

of PCR that PERV DNA versus pig mitochondrial DNA to18

make that determination.19

          And then there was discussion of the need20

for antibody assays -- which at this point don't21

exist.  Again, I think you've heard essentially, all22

of the patient data.  The striking finding was that as23

many as 100 to 200 patients have been exposed to pig24

tissue.25

          I don't know exactly how many of them have26

been looked at so far.  I came up with a number of27



roughly 20 percent of those patients may have been1

surveyed with no evidence of the viral expression at2

this point.3

          And similarly, a number of sponsors showed4

data with respect to their products; that no evidence5

of porcine endogenous retroviruses had been detected6

in their assays at this point.7

          So that was sort of the morning session and8

then we had lunch and then we came back and we spent9

a lot of time talking about some specific questions10

that the FDA posed for us.  And in effect, these are11

the recommendations that I think we came up with.12

          The first question was, what assays should13

be done with respect to the tissues by the sponsors?14

What tissue assays should be in place?15

          And what the committee ended up recommending16

was that the sponsor should test by in vitro co-17

culture, with both human cells and actually even more18

important, with the most sensitive indicator cell line19

over the course of at least five passages by both PCR20

and reverse transcriptase PCR assays.  So that was21

sort of the bottom line recommendation.22

          Now the question then was, well what if they23

got a positive?  Which nobody so far has.  Well, it24

was clear that the next requirement would be that they25

quantitate the degree of viral expression, sequence26

the virus that they had and test its tropism.27



Everybody agreed on that.1

          What was not so clear is what the FDA should2

do if a company came and said, well my tissue is in3

fact, positive.  And I for one at least, don't think4

that I heard a clear consensus answer to that,5

although many individuals expressed points of view on6

that.7

          I think I came away from the meeting with8

the feeling that I wouldn't expect quick FDA approval9

to proceed with your trial if you reported a positive10

in your tissue.11

          For research, the subcommittee recommended12

a number of additional things that should be done,13

including co-culture assays with inducing agents; that14

animal models should be established to test what15

happens when high dose PERV infection is attempted to16

be induced in newborn animals in order to see what17

happens to an animal model akin to our transplantation18

experiments.19

          And then as I've mentioned, further work20

should proceed on the PERV genetics.  And I think that21

the important thing about those research items there22

was that they didn't fall into the category of, to be23

required of each individual sponsor at this moment.24

          The second category was patient monitoring.25

Of the sponsor it was asked that -- and here very26

specific -- test weekly samples for several months,27



every three months for samples up to a couple of1

years, yearly samples thereafter.  And certainly2

further testing should be done if an unexplained3

sickness developed.4

          And that peripheral blood and plasma should5

be sampled from recipients, and other tissues if they6

became available at post-mortem, at routine biopsies,7

etc.  But of note there was that there was not the8

requirement suggested by the experts that invasive9

monitoring was necessary.10

          Now, here the answer from the subcommittee11

was clear.  If a positive results was obtained,12

clinical trials should be stopped at that point, at13

least pending further data.  That again, quantitate,14

sequence, test tropism and the infectivity of the15

virus.16

          And that would be the point at which you17

should initiate close monitoring of contacts to18

determine whether transmission of this detected virus19

should occur.  And then a discussion about counseling20

for those patients and the fact that the virus has now21

been detected in their system, but without treatment22

being offered until evidence of efficacy.23

          And then again, in the category of research24

suggested by the committee, to continue monitoring the25

existing patients in the way that has already been26

ongoing for some time now, and to develop the antibody27



assay, as I mentioned.1

          But again, the significant feature under2

research here was that, it did not appear to be a3

recommendation of the subcommittee that sponsors need4

wait for the development of an antibody assay before5

proceeding with xenotransplantation trials.6

          There are some additional features to the7

subcommittee recommendations.  One was the clear,8

overall recommendation -- which frankly, to me was a9

surprise -- that some trials should be considered10

safer than others.11

          And in particular, temporary transplants and12

devices were safer; older recipients should be13

considered safer from the public health point of view;14

and the tissues that can be sampled are better than15

other kinds of tissues from the point of view of16

safety; that there were special considerations about17

patient selection, in terms of their reliability; and18

that close contacts needed to be involved in the19

informed consent process.20

          Now this slide -- again, a little bit hard21

to read because there's too much on it -- reflects the22

fact that we weren't always consistent and we didn't23

always have a consensus.24

          Sometimes we didn't have a consensus because25

we had different points of view.  Sometimes we had26

what seemed to be consensus points of view that I27



thought were inconsistent.  But let me show you some1

examples of what I'm talking about.2

          It was repeatedly stated, and I thought with3

a fair amount of agreement, that it is reasonable to4

assume -- as John Coffin said again, earlier today --5

that all pig cells have potentially infectious,6

porcine endogenous retroviruses.7

          And the implication of that seemed to be8

that there was no point really, in testing donor9

tissue because if you look hard enough and do your10

assays correctly, sooner or later you're going to find11

it.12

          And yet despite that I thought, consensus,13

there was again, that recommendation that some pig14

tissues are safer than others, and therefore it was15

worth testing the tissues because those that didn't16

have the virus are the ones that should be first used.17

          Then there was the recommendation or the18

overall feeling of the committee -- which I heard19

again and again -- that it is neither practical nor20

reasonable to test every single transplant tissue or21

organ.22

          And in particular, it just wouldn't be23

possible.  You couldn't do a co-culture assay with a24

kidney or a liver coming out of a pig in time to be25

meaningful, because that's going to take three to four26

weeks, but you need to use the organ immediately.27



          So therefore again, the sort of implication1

-- don't both to test the tissue.  On the other hand,2

again as John Coffin has indicated, I thought that the3

subcommittee generally agreed with the point of view4

that it is not reasonable at this point to assume that5

one pig represents all, even within a herd.  And6

therefore again, the idea that it is worth testing the7

tissue.8

          Down here in this informed consent category,9

the committee felt very strongly that informed consent10

needed to be -- as Marian Michaels has just described11

-- very detailed with a lot of information, and that12

you must include the close contacts because they're13

part of the process.  And there was clear-cut14

consensus on that point of view.15

          There was also however, clear-cut consensus16

I thought -- or at least I can't find any dissenting17

voices -- that say that comatose patients should not18

be excluded from future trials, nor patients whose19

close contacts refuse to participate.  So reconcile20

those two.21

          Now, this one down here has been sort of22

messed up;  it's been scrambled by my word processor23

and I'm sorry for that.  But the three points that I24

thought, again, we had reasonable agreement were:  the25

initial statement -- this, I don't think there was26

agreement.  This was an opening statement that was27



presented originally as, this is the way we feel, and1

I think it became a minority point of view.2

          Don't implant tissue at this time that you3

know has an infectious porcine endogenous retrovirus4

in it.  That was a point of view that seemed kind of5

strong at the start of the day.6

          Contrast that with the widespread consensus7

that I did think we all emerged with -- and again, the8

same one up here -- it is reasonable to assume that9

all pig tissues have potentially infectious endogenous10

retroviruses.11

          And then contrast those two with the final12

conclusion of the day's meeting -- and again, I think13

actually in this case quite a strong consensus --14

proceed with xenotransplantation trials at this time15

cautiously, with careful monitoring that the FDA has16

already mandated.17

          So this -- if the FDA went home and said,18

we're a little confused, my reading of the transcript19

says they were entitled to do so.  But I do think that20

there was a pretty powerful, overall sense of where21

this very diverse committee ended up today.  And I22

don't want to overstate that because I'm sure there23

would be dissenting points of view.24

          So this is a personal statement as to what25

the conclusion of the day's discussions were.  I26

thought we heard and seem to agree that the true27



likelihood of endangering the public health by1

xenotransplantation is truly remote -- at least in the2

estimation of the experts.3

          That really the only way to determine the4

safety of risk of xenotransplantation, pig to human5

viral transmission, is in fact, going to be by human6

trials; no matter what animal experiments you set up,7

the only final determiner is going to be to look at8

people.9

          That because xenotransplantation does offer10

enormous potential benefits to many patients, you had11

to proceed into human trials to learn what we need to12

learn, and therefore the FDA-sponsored trials should13

proceed at this time, but in limited numbers of14

patients and with very careful monitoring of the sorts15

that I've just described and that have been described16

during the course of the day, designed especially to17

minimize the public risk.18

          And I thank you very much.19

          DR. FOLKS:  Thank you for that succinct20

overview and staying on time.  Our next speaker is Dr.21

Mike Egan who spoke this morning, and also spoke at22

the tag-team match and would like to do that again,23

also with Dr. Alan Moore.24

          Dr. Egan is senior vice president of25

Corporation Development of Diacrin, and Dr. Alan Moore26

is with the Genzyme Tissue Repair Corporation.27



They're going to speak on the "Neural Cell Porcine1

Endogenous Retrovirus Testing Program".2

          MR. EGAN:  Thank you very much.  Yes, we're3

doing the tag-team again, primarily because people4

know a lot more about this stuff than I do.  But my5

objective is to primarily give you some background on6

what we have tried to do in terms of implementing a7

lot of the discussion that we've heard this afternoon.8

          We've heard from people who have spoken9

quite eloquently on the various risks, and here what10

we're trying to do is bring this down to where one11

would implement it on a clinical trial and how one12

might go about it.13

          From background though, for a moment, as you14

heard this morning we've done a number of patients in15

Huntington's disease and Parkinson's disease with16

viral screening systems in place as well as other17

infectious disease screening in place, using the18

technology that's available at this time.19

          During this Phase 1 trial the technology,20

newer data were available on PERV such that we did21

have a PERV-specific assay system in place.  But now22

that those data are available we are putting that in23

place.24

          We have done this certainly with a group of25

people. This is not something that one does alone, and26

there was already a recommendation that there was a27



lot of expertise out there and the objective as a1

sponsor is to tap into that and make use of it as2

completely as possible.  And certainly we have tried3

to do that and we sincerely thank all the people up4

here, as well as others who have participated in this5

effort.6

          To get a little bit to the specifics though,7

as Marian Michaels pointed out, one of the major8

issues you have in trials is on the patients are9

informed.  I'll spend a moment on that.10

          In terms of now having the technology to11

assay specifically for PERV, we have two basic12

components of that testing program:  one is a DNA PCR13

as well as a RNA PCR -- specific assay for the use in14

patient samples -- as well as viral co-cultivation15

tests for testing the actual porcine fetal cells.16

          And of course, these assays can then all be17

made available for subsequent patient monitoring if it18

becomes a necessity.  An actual algorithm has been put19

together in terms of that testing program should it20

become appropriate.21

          To spend a moment on the patient consent22

issues, there are three main components.  One is to be23

very clear and up-front.  As Marian put quite24

straightforwardly, you have to be up-front with these25

patients and inform them as to the data that's26

currently available and express it in such a way that27



it can be understood.1

          Also point out that similar types of viruses2

have caused problems in the animal models.  But on the3

other side to provide some balance, we point out that4

in fact in the tests that we've done to-date and the5

viral co-cultivation assays, that porcine fetal neural6

cells have not shown this capability -- at least to-7

date -- to infect the human cell line.8

          This is confusing I know, but I really want9

to make a point here.  This is a proposed algorithm10

that we've put forth in terms of frequency of testing11

now that these PCR assays are up and functioning.  You12

will see that in the early weeks in the trial as well13

as on a regular basis thereafter.14

          More importantly -- and this was already15

pointed out -- that we archive quite a bit prior --16

because obviously once the patient's transplanted17

you're not going to have access to those samples again18

-- but then even more frequently after19

transplantation.  And those are archived for future20

reference.21

          The algorithm -- and this is clearly just a22

testing algorithm; it's far from complete -- but I23

want to give you an idea of what we have in mind.  And24

that is that in the event that DNA PCR shows up25

positive, there's clearly the obligation to notify26

patients and all other concerned individuals of that27



result.1

          You then go back and do your retest to2

confirm whether or not you have an actual positive.3

In that event you would bring to bear all the4

secondary set of assays that we've talked about in5

terms of the viral co-cultivation, RNA PCR and the6

like, so that one could maintain a very close7

monitoring on the patient.8

          In terms of patients that are in trials, in9

addition to the ongoing monitoring while they are10

there, it is then a part of the FDA guidelines which11

we have adopted -- I think just about everyone has --12

that in a minimum of five years there will be regular13

visits as part of a registry program, and the minimum14

data collected would certainly be the history and15

physical, but once again very importantly, archive16

with samples and testing.17

          And today we talk about PERV; in the future18

it may be other things.  And we're very happy to have19

our particular efforts part of a pilot registry20

program which the FDA is putting together.21

          So, in conclusion though, I want to point22

out that, as Dr. Auchincloss just summarized for23

everyone, a number of recommendations came out of the24

meeting in December.25

          And two very specific ones which we are26

undertaking, and that is -- as you heard this morning27



we had a patient that passed away in our first trial1

due to an embolism, and we will be further analyzing2

that patient now that we have additional technologies3

in place to do that.4

          In addition, we've undertaken and developed5

new assay systems based on antibodies so that those6

patients can be further followed during trials.7

          I want to turn it over now to Alan Moore who8

actually did a lot of the work; will take you through9

the specifics of the testing that we've already done,10

and then outline the programs that we have in plan for11

the future.12

          DR. MOORE:  I'm the short part of the tag-13

team.  This is the equivalent of the Star Trek14

Enterprise up here for those who can't appreciate it15

from the crowd.16

          I certainly shudder at the comment that I've17

been working on this.  I've been working on it in a18

regulatory sense.  There have been people in our19

laboratory that have been living, eating, and20

breathing porcine endogenous retrovirus studies for21

the last six to eight months.22

          We did have with this program, the23

opportunity -- that is not always presented -- to have24

a thorough characterization of an endogenous25

retroviral agent.  Not only did we have in vitro26

methods available to us, but we had perhaps -- for the27



first time in my experience -- the ability to study1

patients who had actually received porcine fetal2

neural tissue.3

          So we were presented with the opportunity to4

analyze patient samples that represented samples5

collected anywhere from six to 24 months post6

implantation.  We had the good fortune of a lot of the7

fundamental work conducted by Robin Weiss and other8

members that were shown on that scientific committee,9

and the availability of very effective probe and10

primer sets, and undertook with a lot of consultation11

with CBER, the development and validation of DNA PCR12

assay systems specifically for those samples.13

          In terms of the in vitro characterization14

component of this testing program, we were able again,15

to rely upon some of the published information, probes16

and primer sets, and had a good deal of assistance17

from Dr. Carolyn Wilson at CBER in developing the RT-18

PCR assay system.19

          And were able to apply this as an endpoint20

in some very extensive co-cultivation studies which21

were designed to elucidate the potential for the22

porcine endogenous retrovirus to infect human tissues.23

Subsequent to that, in an ongoing program there are24

other assay systems which are in development.25

          Just to refresh, for those that attended a26

couple of the previous meetings, the DNA PCR assay27



system is based on the probes and primers described by1

Dr. Weiss and his colleagues.  It has in our assay2

system, a sensitivity of .02 to .1 porcine cells3

detectable in a background of 105 human peripheral4

blood mononuclear cells.5

          Specificity of that probe and primer set has6

been confirmed in experiments -- multiple experiments7

-- using human PPMCs, human salines such as MRC5 and8

the cells which had integrated human retroviral9

sequences.10

          The RT-PCR assay system underwent a similar11

level of development and activity.  We did benefit12

from insights, not only materials but insights from13

Dr. Carolyn Wilson's research which is soon to be14

published.15

          The assay system has a sensitivity which is16

really capable of detecting ten -- sometimes less than17

ten virus particles in a mil of sample analyzed, and18

specificity of the assay has been confirmed, again19

with human cells utilizing cells with integrated20

retroviral sequences.21

          The results of patients analyzed in our22

laboratory are presented in this slide.  The23

sensitivity as mentioned, ranges from .1 to .02 cells.24

The patients were coded.  We later found out that they25

represented patients anywhere from six to 24 months26

post-transplant.27



          And because of the critical nature of the1

samples, and perhaps to support some of the work that2

David Onions mentioned, we also tested some control3

samples which turned out to be Diacrin employees.  I4

don't know whether they're equivalent to abattoir5

workers in the sense of exposure or whether these6

where office employees.7

          Basically, results shown for all of those8

patients indicated that they were negative for PERV9

sequences in blood mononuclear cells.  And the10

sensitivity of detection for this set was at .02.11

          This led to a rather extensive co-12

cultivation study which was an attempt to cultivate13

the porcine getal neural cells.  Unfortunately you may14

not be able to read the indications there; they're in15

the teal boxes to the left side of the slide.16

          With a human cell line which was capable and17

has been demonstrated to be infected with the porcine18

endogenous retrovirus, one of the things I do want to19

point out is this was an active co-cultivation; in20

other words, the porcine fetal cells were present21

through this 35-day cultivation interval.  And each of22

these chevrons or double arrows, represent sampling23

points for supernatant harvest.24

          In order to avoid any complications25

presented by the presence of the porcine cells,26

supernatants were passaged onto fresh human 293 cells27



and then carried out for an additional 21 days.  So1

the samples at day-49 represent samples of supernatant2

as well as cells which were collected.3

          The endpoints for this assay include the DNA4

PCR as well as reverse transcriptase PCR and enzymatic5

RT assay.  I should also point out that ST-Iowa cells6

were utilized as a second indicator, and that where7

appropriate, the supernatants were passaged onto ST-8

Iowa cells.  In the case of the porcine kidney, the9

PK15 cell line, it went onto both 293 and ST-Iowa10

cells.11

          I apologize; yellow is not very easily read.12

These are the experimental groups, the co-cultivation13

interval, the RT-PCR results of supernatant fluids,14

and DNA PCR results.  So the porcine fetal neural15

cells in this study, when co-cultivated with human 29316

cells for a period of 35 days, yielded negative17

results for integrated -- excuse me -- negative18

results for integrated DNA from PERV, and supernatants19

were negative using the RT-PCR.20

          Control cultures gave anticipated results.21

In the case of the porcine fetal cells with ST-Iowa we22

did flag positive results in each of these cases and23

that is because the ST-Iowa cells in fact, expressed24

PERV.25

          The monocultures of human 293 cells and the26

porcine fetal neural cells were negative in both assay27



sets as anticipated, and the positive controls, the1

porcine cells expressing PERV were positive, as2

anticipated.3

          In addition to the molecular assays, the4

reverse transcriptase assay was utilized on the5

supernatants from the co-cultivation study.  In all6

cases the porcine fetal neural cell combination with7

the human 293 cells was negative.  And this was tested8

in conditions optimized for detection of the porcine9

reverse transcriptase.10

          Again, the ST-Iowa cells gave predictably11

positive results and the controls -- the monocultures12

gave negative results and the positive controls gave13

positive results.14

          As to some of the additional testing, there15

was a strong recommendation throughout the discussions16

with FDA that a serological assay system be developed.17

The goal is to -- in our laboratories and working with18

Diacrin and Genzyme -- to develop qualified ELISA and19

Western Blot assays for the clinical monitoring20

application.21

          We believe that this provides a qualitative22

and sensitive indicator of patient exposure to PERV.23

And I think that's something that is lacking24

currently.  It may provide us with the nature of a25

putative infection -- the ability to distinguish26

between an active viremic condition, a latent or27



sequestered infection, and it provides an orthogonal1

or complementary approach to the molecular assay2

systems which have been utilized.3

          And as Dr. Michaels pointed out, certainly4

there's a practical and economic assay and has a role5

in clinical monitoring applications.  The program6

underway is designed to produce ELISA and Western Blot7

assays for detection monitoring of PERV.8

          The first step in that assay development has9

been the production of antibodies which includes10

production of sufficient quantities of the porcine11

endogenous retrovirus, the isolation immunization of12

animals, and purification of the appropriate13

immunoreagents.14

          ELISA assay development includes15

characterization of the rabbit antibodies, and then a16

very extensive series of studies looking at normal17

human serum in order to determine the distribution of18

reactivity of porcine endogenous retrovirus.  These19

normal human studies are proposed to include between20

200 and 400 normal human patient samples.21

          And lastly, qualification of the ELISA assay22

system, which I think again, will be done to satisfy23

the FDA as well as the best scientific advice.  The24

Western Blot assay follows a similar development plan.25

The gel/blot characterization, the characterization of26

the rabbit antibodies as part of immunological27



reagents, normal human serum studies, and then the1

qualification protocol for the Western blot.2

          Currently, the immune reagents are being3

produced.  The PK-15 cells which actively express PERV4

have been cultured in sufficient quantity to provide5

reagents.  Supernatants containing the virus have been6

harvested from actively growing cultures.  They are7

then taken through a continuous flow centrifugation8

process, and a sucrose density gradient purification.9

          The materials are assayed prior to and after10

an activation for protein concentration, content, and11

concentration by transmission, electron microscopy,12

and contaminating proteins via SDS-PAGE.13

          And Mike referred to some of the analysis of14

the patient from the Parkinson's study.  What we are15

intending to do there is to apply the DNA PCR assays16

for integrated PERV, as well as assays to look for17

pig-specific sequences on appropriately collected and18

prepared post-mortem samples.19

          I think something that's important and is a20

practical point in going forward is that one needs to21

provide a good deal of thought about appropriate22

collection, storage, and segregation of tissue samples23

if one is going to rely on meaningful, molecular assay24

systems going forward.25

          And hopefully, there will be some future26

application of the immunological reagents which are27



being produced as part of the PERV testing program,1

and those may shed some light on some of the issues2

surrounding PERV and available patient samples.3

          And I think that's the end of my talk.4

Thank you very much.5

          DR. FOLKS:  Our next speaker has requested6

to move up so that he might be able to catch his7

flight, and that is Dr. Arnold S. Monto, and he's an8

infectious disease epidemiologist and current9

professor of Epidemiology at the University of10

Michigan.  He's going to talk about, "Lessons Learned11

from Global Virus Surveillance".12

          DR. MONTO:  Curiously, the reason I have to13

catch a flight is to go to CDC to review the new14

emerging infections document.  So we are all talking15

about approximately the same thing.16

          The current public health interest and17

subsequent media interest in cross-species18

transmission of influenza viruses makes discussion of19

that virus in the context of transplantation20

particularly topical.21

          Our examination of the possibilities will22

focus only on the type A virus since this is the only23

type which is widely distributed in domestic and wild24

birds, and also transmits in mammals of a relatively25

small number of species, including the pig.26

          It also is the type A strains which have27



been responsible, even in the non-pandemic situation,1

in what is generally termed excess mortality; namely,2

mortality which occurs in excess of that predicted on3

a statistical basis.4

          So let's consider type A viruses.  We've5

already talked a little bit about influenza viruses in6

the past several discussions.  Again, widely7

distributed in mammalian and avian species, antigenic8

variation by drift and shift.9

          And we are seeing right now what might be10

termed a shift.  The drift is what we see from year to11

year, gradual change in the type A and type B virus.12

Type A virus is much more mutable than many other13

viruses which is of concern in terms of many of the14

factors we heard discussed earlier.15

          The shift is change in the hemagglutinin16

and/or the neuraminidase of the prevalent virus so17

that a new subtype emerges which we term having18

pandemic potential because in Fort Dix in 1976 and now19

in Asia we see a new subtype which is infecting20

humans.  And right now all we can say is that it has21

pandemic potential.22

          Now this is a cartoon of the type A and type23

B influenza viruses.  What I'd like to point out to24

you is the nuclear protein.  The nuclear protein is25

common more or less, to all type A viruses, and this26

is how we type the virus.27



          What we are concerned about are the1

hemagglutinin and the neuraminidase of the virus, the2

surface antigens to which antibody is produced, which3

is more or less protective.4

          Now how does the drift and the shift take5

place?  The drift, or the gradual change, is a regular6

event which takes place by mutation.  Here it's shown7

as a point mutation, whereas reassortment is the8

reason behind the shift or the abrupt change that we9

see producing a virus with pandemic potential.10

          Here we have the segmented genome. For11

example, in 1968 we had duck viruses which had a12

certain hemagglutinin which hypothetically, based on13

various amino acid and nucleic acid analyses, seemed14

to have come from the avian strains going into a human15

virus.  And they can track whether the nucleotides are16

of avian or of mammalian origin.17

          Now this -- which is borrowed from Rob18

Webster -- has been termed the wheel of influenza, and19

we've heard this alluded to in the past couple of20

talks.  Here are the wild birds, including ducks --21

both wild and domestic -- gulls and terns.  They seem22

to be the major reservoir for influenza viruses.23

          I don't think you should pay very strict24

attention to the lines that are drawn on this chart;25

rather the species that are represented.  Because here26

we have birds, turkeys, chickens, horses, whales,27



harbor seals, and pan.1

          The only clear transmission that we have had2

involved humans and pigs.  The other transmission has3

been alluded to or constructed based on molecular4

studies of the influenza viruses.  As a matter of5

fact, here we see the situation which has been alluded6

to earlier -- the pig as the mixing vessel because it7

has receptors for both avian and human virus.8

          And this is hypothetical construct which is9

thought to be the reason that pigs and avians and10

humans co-exist in areas such as East Asia where11

viruses emerge.  Now, we will again come back to the12

issue of the pig as the mixing vessel.13

          In theory the virus has to go through pigs14

to get from avians to humans.  What has happened in15

Hong Kong in the last few months seems to be an16

exception to that rule, but we've had exceptions to17

that rule in the past as well.18

          Now, before we move a little further I'll19

just give you my own opinion about the question about20

whether we need to worry that much -- on a scale of21

zero: no worry; one: great worry -- about transmission22

of influenza viruses from pigs to man.23

          We have no prolonged or persistent24

infection.  We have influenza viruses in mammalian25

species.  The only example we have in humans is in26

transplant recipients who have shed virus up to about27



nine weeks.1

          In pigs the lack of persistence of the virus2

in spite of recurrent epidemics, caused a very eminent3

virologist many years ago to propose a theory of the4

lungworm.  The virus got into the lungworm, went into5

earthworms, and persisted till the next outbreaks6

occurred in pigs.7

          Because there was no ability to show8

persistent infection in pigs, there has been9

absolutely no ability to show viremia in humans in10

many, many older studies.11

          But we need to be prepared for any12

eventuality.  Again the H5N1 episode that is ongoing13

in East Asia tells us that this is a virus which is14

extremely mutable and does things that we really do15

not expect from our logic to really take place.16

          So let's look at what we can do to detect a17

new influenza virus, because a new influenza virus18

would be a virus I would submit, which would be19

recognized as one with pandemic potential.20

          Now this, before we go on, shows the species21

diversity of the hemagglutinins and the neuraminidase.22

Here we have H123 in human and H1 and 3 which are23

swine.  We have had transmission, very clearly, of24

human H3N2 viruses to pigs.  We'll talk a bit more25

about the H1N1 influenza, equines 4 and 7.26

          Avians have all hemagglutinins and they do27



cause asymptomatic infection, prolonged infection,1

lots of shedding of the virus in various bird species.2

We have nine neuraminidases and again, 1 and 2 only in3

humans.  This is, to a certain extent an accident of4

the renomenclature of the virus; that is, 1, 2 and 3.5

          But again, many different viruses in6

different species.  Of interest, the harbor seal has7

two hemagglutinins -- 5 and 7 -- which are different8

from those either in swine or in humans.9

          And this transmission to harbor seals seems10

to have been directly from avian hosts in terms of the11

whale.  And you might wonder, how do you detect a12

virus in whales?  These are from beached whales.  They13

detected an H13 virus which again, may have come14

directly from avian hosts.  And in avian hosts, when15

you get disease it is a disseminated disease.  Very16

different from the situation in mammalian hosts.17

          Okay, now this is what we know about18

influenza type A viruses in man.  We looked back at19

1918, 1928, and this is the old nomenclature now,20

about 20 years old, and the new nomenclature based on21

molecular studies of the virus, so we don't have an H-22

swine, or a swine influenza virus anymore.23

          In 1976 we were still using that24

terminology, and now it's an H1N1 virus which is very25

much which shares a great deal of antigenic similarity26

with the current H1N1 virus which is circulated.27



          We know about this swine influenza virus as1

being swine influenza based on serologic studies.2

There are two teams:  one going to the permafrost in3

Norway; another looking at collective specimens using4

PCR technique to try to define whether the virus in5

fact, was swine influenza.6

          Zero is now considered H1.  H1 viruses were7

thought to cause pandemics in 1946 through 1957.  Here8

we have a complete switch, H2N2. Again, H3N2 appearing9

both in Asia.  H1N1 appeared in Asia and10

interestingly, circulated in China for about six11

months before it emerged into Russia and was detected.12

          This may be considered a pseudo-pandemic13

because there is fair evidence that this virus may14

have been a result of extensive experiments with live15

virus vaccine -- now is not, obviously, confirmed.16

But again, suggests that certain viruses can become17

epidemic because of manipulation.18

          This is the famous swine influenza incident19

in Fort Dix which was very clearly now, transmission20

of swine influenza to humans and human to human21

transmission, which was limited in time and in place.22

          This just shows the evidence from some of23

our studies many years ago of the swine nature of the24

1918 episode.  People still have antibodies.  These25

specimens were collected in 1966 to '68 to the swine26

influenza viruses.27



          Now, let's very quickly talk about what1

happens when you get a pandemic.  And you get lots of2

morbidity and a great deal of mortality, but you can't3

always be sure the mortality is going to just affect4

those at extremes of age.  This is the famous 19185

outbreak with a U-shaped curve.6

          The concern that we would have with an7

emerging strain -- which is clearly a worry in terms8

of what we saw in Hong Kong --is that the virus might9

have different epidemic potential, and that is one of10

the real concerns in Hong Kong since the number of11

deaths and of disseminated infection seem to be higher12

than usually seen.13

          This is the way an epidemic behaves, a14

pandemic, once it starts going -- and this is 1968 in15

Hong Kong -- and it goes through the population in six16

weeks or so.  This is why the longer we don't see17

extensive human-to-human transmission in Hong Kong the18

better it is in terms of whether this will continue19

further.20

          The United States in 1957 -- I apologize for21

the quality of these very old slides -- and you can22

see that once it takes off in September, the entire23

country is covered in about a month.24

          Now, what is being done to detect these25

events?  I suspect that if we see transmission through26

xenotransplantation that individual cases would be27



very difficult to detect.  After all, the way they1

detected H5N2/N1 in Hong Kong was that Hong Kong has2

been considered the epicenter for the origin of new3

pandemic strains.4

          They get strains to CDC all the time which5

have different antigenic makeup or cannot be typed,6

and it was through that mechanism that H5N1 was7

originally detected.  I suspect that it would take8

reasonable transmission to be able to detect the9

virus, and I think the best way to figure out what10

would happen is to look at the current situation with11

surveillance, and especially with epidemic detection.12

          And globally, the WHO has a series of13

laboratories, mainly those involving animal studies in14

East Asia, more involving the animals than humans in15

contact with animals.  They look in humans at16

morbidity and mortality, but more in terms of the17

morbidity than the mortality.18

          In the United States we have a much more19

comprehensive system.  I'll start with mortality20

because that is the best tracked in this country and21

I'll show you a classic slide from CDC, how they track22

mortality.23

          Morbidity is now increasing as a measure of24

detecting outbreak status.  It's a little difficult25

because you have to combine laboratory with26

epidemiology, case definitions.  Laboratory is well27



done -- and this is the way we detect new strains1

occurring -- because these can come with minimal,2

clinical information.3

          And this is the classic way they look at4

mortality, and in fact these cases are coming with a5

diagnosis compatible -- a death diagnosis compatible6

with pneumonia and influenza.  These are not7

laboratory concerns.  And this is how you can detect8

influenza outbreak on a year-to-year basis.9

          Now, what should we be doing to step up10

surveillance, both in terms of the public health good11

in terms of pandemic detection, and also should we be12

manipulating the situation so that trans-species or13

cross-species transmission takes place?14

          We had a meeting about two years ago -- NIH-15

sponsored meeting on pandemic research topics -- and16

I'll show you three slides involving surveillance in17

terms of recommendations.  The number of sites18

conducting human surveillance should be increased.19

Capacity for current sites conducting animal and human20

surveillance in East Asia, particularly in China and21

possibly in Russia should be improved.22

          The proceedings of this meeting were23

published in the August JID, Journal of Infectious24

Diseases, as a supplement and you can see the25

discussion and the recommendations on a number of26

different topics.27



          Since large gaps in global surveillance1

exist, efforts should be made to strengthen virologic2

surveillance and particularly, disease surveillance.3

This is a real problem in East Asia where they get in4

viruses, they don't know whether they are causing5

extensive disease or non-extensive disease.  And this6

is one of the mechanisms that has been proposed.7

          And finally, the usual recommendation that8

everybody should be working together -- interagency,9

globally -- to strengthen epidemiologic investigations10

and investigations of influenza outbreak.11

          Now, finally to sum up, cross-species12

transmission of type A influenza in my view, is13

unlikely because this virus is not persistent in spite14

of considerable speculation.  And one thing I should15

mention is, the issue of voneconomose encephalitis16

which followed the 1918 outbreak of swine influenza17

has been thought to involve persistence of swine18

influenza in neurologic tissue but has never been19

adequately demonstrated.20

          Long-term shedding has been confirmed in the21

immunosuppressed by clearance does occur.  Should22

transmission occur -- further, that should say -- it23

will be faster as well -- human-to-human spread of24

sufficient magnitude to generate outbreaks is25

unlikely.  And if they do occur outbreaks would be26

detected by the same methods as we would use now to27



detect any new variance of pandemic potential.1

          Thank you.2

          DR. FOLKS:  Thank you, Dr. Monto.  Have a3

safe flight.  Our next speaker is Dr. Corrine Savill4

from Imutran/Novartis Pharmaceuticals Corporation.5

She's the chief operating officer.  She's going to6

talk about "The Impact of Microbiological Risk7

Analyses on the Clinical Development Strategy for8

Xenotransplantation".9

          DR. SAVILL:  Thank you.  Per my title, The10

Impact of Microbiological Risk Analyses on the11

Clinical Development Strategy for Xenotransplantation,12

I've tried to encompass what Dr. Amy Patterson asked13

me to do in inviting me to this meeting, and also to14

particularly concentrate on our retrospective study of15

patients who've already been exposed to living porcine16

tissue.17

          Speaking so late on the agenda it's rather18

difficult to think of much original I can say after19

the excellent presentations that have gone on before20

me, but I'll try to point out where I can, some21

original thinking and also perhaps, try to draw some22

areas of consistency with what's been presented before23

and the excellent summary of the December 17th meeting24

by Dr. Hugh Auchincloss.25

          So when looking at the microbiological26

safety of xenotransplantation the first point that I'd27



like to make is actually that the majority of1

microbiological agents which may have a potential2

xenotic risk can be eliminated from a donor herd of3

swine by the sorts of techniques that Dr. David Onions4

talked about:  the medicated early weaning techniques,5

or more particularly, hysterotomy techniques, and6

deriving the herd into a barriered, air-filtered7

environment.8

          Slightly distinct from those that Glen9

Spaulding talked about which may be relevant to the10

procurement of tissues where one can do a later stage11

of harvesting microbiological cabinets, but perhaps12

aren't stringent enough for solid organ donation --13

and this is what I'm going to be talking about.14

          However, even with these sorts of very15

stringent production techniques for swine, two16

principal concerns may remain because they cannot be17

removed by the sorts of hysterotomy techniques, either18

because they are transplacentally transmitted -- which19

could be the case with porcine cytomegalovirus -- or20

because they're carried in the genome like the porcine21

endogenous retroviruses.22

          So porcine cytomegalovirus is difficult to23

eliminate from the herd as I've said because of cross-24

placental transmission, and also the latency of this25

virus rendered serological testing inaccurate and the26

only way to look at it is by molecular biology called27



PCR techniques.1

          However, the available data at the present2

time indicates that porcine CMV does not present a3

xenotic risk.  Direct viral infectivity studies4

performed by Jay Fishman did not show that the porcine5

CMV was capable of infecting human cells.6

     We are in the process of performing more7

stringent co-culture studies because CMV actually is8

transmitted more preferentially by cell-to-cell9

contact and so far these co-culture studies also10

showed that the porcine CMV failed to infect human11

cells.12

          Therefore, we will propose the strategy for13

porcine CMV when one's looking at initial, limited14

clinical trials, and here we're particularly concerned15

about trials in heart transplantation -- heart16

xenotransplantation; that you would test for the17

presence of porcine CMV in your recipient by both PCR18

and antibody, and monitor to see if there's any19

evidence of agent-associated xenograft damage.20

          However, in the longer term it is probably21

desirable to eliminate the agents in the herd, and22

research is currently underway to determine the23

optimum strategy.  We're looking at selected breeding24

if we can find enough animals in our herd which are25

free of porcine cytomegalovirus and the possibility of26

using medicated hysterotomy.27



          Now, I perhaps should point out here that1

even if we are seeing damage or even if we are seeing2

the presence of a -- recipient, it is not the area3

that we're really concerned about, which is what could4

present a danger to public health.5

          And that is where most of the focus has been6

looking at -- porcine endogenous retroviruses.  As has7

been said, these are harbored by vertebrates and are8

usually benign to the host species.9

          However, a nice work done by Patience, et al10

in Major Medicine in 1997 first described that porcine11

retrovirus could be transmitted in vitro to12

transformed human cell lines, thereby raising the13

concern that perhaps there could be placental14

transmission from the xenograft to the xenograft15

recipient, and then from that recipient maybe by16

mutation, to the general public.17

          So in terms of looking at the porcine18

endogenous retrovirus we are proposing a risk analysis19

for limited, closely monitored, clinical trials of20

solid organ xenografting.  And this is a threefold21

risk analysis.22

          Firstly, defining the expression and the23

release from pig tissue; secondly, determine the24

infection state of the primate recipient for pig25

xenografts; and third, a retrospective study -- which26

I'll spend time on -- in patients who have been27



treated with living pig tissue.1

          So to go to the actual pigs themselves,2

we're working on characterizing the actual variants3

which are released from our pig herd, and there is4

evidence so far that not all pigs are entirely the5

same in the sorts of variants they carry.6

          Also there's evidence that not each variant7

may be xenotrophic.  We're determining which cyclocell8

expresses the retrovirus in these animals and most9

importantly, we're looking to see what the actual10

virions are released from porcine organs, both pre-11

and post-transplant.12

          Of course you have to have virion release13

containing xenotrophic virus if you are to have14

transmission of an infected retrovirus.  What I can15

say so far is that the organs that we have looked at16

pre-transplant, we can see no evidence of virion17

release by TEM, and we're currently studying those18

which have been transplanted into non-human primates.19

          In the work that's been performed at Imutran20

by Dr. David White, we have now built up an archive of21

primates, cynomolgus monkeys and baboons who have been22

given xenografts -- either hearts or kidneys.  We have23

now got close to 250 of such animals with survivals of24

the grafts ranging in the early studies from days to25

now, up to three months.26

          Before actually embarking on these animals27



to see whether there's any evidence of transmission of1

the retrovirus, it's actually important to validate2

them and to see whether a non-human primate such as a3

baboon or a cynomolgus monkey actually represents a4

model.5

          What I mean by that is to see whether the6

similar studies that have been performed with human7

cells -- cells that have shown transmission of the8

virus in culture to human cells -- whether the same is9

actually true for cynomolgus monkeys or baboons.10

Because in fact, this virus as we've shown, is not11

very easy to get transmission in culture.12

          Now, we have managed to show that we can in13

culture, transmit the virus from pig cells to baboon14

cells.  So far we've not been able to show the same in15

cynomolgus monkeys but those studies are ongoing.16

          Now, we're testing our non-human primate17

recipients firstly by PCR, and if this is positive18

it's important as it's well known that there is19

microchimerism in allotransplant recipients, to check20

that one's not simply picking up this signal because21

you may have a potential for pig cells which have22

lodged in the xenograft recipient.23

          Secondly, if you did detect positives, one24

would by RT-PCR to see if they were actually the25

viruses being transcribed, and we are screening all26

the primates under test for the presence of an27



antibody.  And I'll return in fact, to this threefold1

testing structure in the retrospective patient study.2

          So this is a study of humans which have3

already been exposed to living porcine tissue.  So as4

has been shown elegantly this morning by the many5

series of talks and also by Dr. Amy Patterson right at6

the beginning of the meeting who showed some grafts,7

the use of living pig tissue to treat human disease is8

certainly not a new application.9

          Hundreds of patients in fact, worldwide,10

have been exposed to living porcine tissue.  And this11

provides an ideal population in large numbers in which12

to study whether pig to human transmission of porcine13

endogenous retrovirus may occur in a clinical setting.14

          The primary objective of this study is to15

search for evidence of transmission of retrovirus in16

subjects with intimate exposure to living porcine17

tissue, whether it's vascularized pre-transplant or18

becomes vascularized after transplantation into the19

recipient.20

          Secondary objective if one did find a21

positive, would be to search for any evidence of22

human-to-human transmission to actually look and see23

whether there's ever been any evidence of unusual24

symptoms or disease in any subjects if any subjects25

were to be found positive for PERV.  And also to26

assessing these subjects if they have a positive27



screen, for any change in sequence of the retrovirus.1

          The title of this slide should actually be2

changed now because the majority of these samples have3

now been collecting in the patient's blood and the4

final patient will be completed by mid-February.5

          So what so far we are looking at,6

extracorporeal kidney patients, two patients are being7

treated by Dr. Brimer in Sweden, extracorporeal liver8

perfusion -- and the majority of them have been9

provided by Circe Biomedicals whom you heard speak10

earlier this morning.11

          Extracorporeal splenic perfusions are an12

interesting group of patients.  There are many more13

than a hundred that have been treated by this method14

for sepsis. In Russia we're choosing to look at 100 of15

these patients.  We think it's a good population to16

study because there are indications when one looks at17

the retrovirus that it may actually preferentially18

transcribe and be expressed in leukocyte population,19

and therefore the spleen would be an excellent source20

of retrovirus.21

          Pancreatic islet cells -- patients have been22

treated with pancreatic islet cells in New Zealand and23

Sweden; and skin grafts, either in Germany or in the24

United States.  And just a point on the skin grafts,25

although people can say that maybe skin isn't the most26

idea source of tissue, it has been shown that you can27



transmit, or that unfortunately that HIV has been1

transmitted by skin grafting.  So therefore there is2

the potential for perhaps the retroviral transmission3

to be picked up here if one did occur.4

          So the testing structure that we'll use will5

be to look for DNA and if DNA's present, by RNA.  This6

work will be performed by Genetic Therapy,7

Incorporated, and also in collaboration by Walid8

Heneine who's the next speaker, and Louisa Chapman at9

the CDC.10

          We'll search for viral particles in serum11

independent of this test because there are indications12

from the feline virus that actually even if you don't13

see the DNA itself, the virus still may be present in14

the -- as particles in the serum and may be detected15

in that way.16

          And also as has been said earlier and it's17

stressed, it's important to search for evidence of an18

antibody response.  And one such test at least is now19

available from Q-One Biotech and there may another one20

as we've just heard.21

          I think I'll skip over this slide because22

actually, echoing Hugh Auchincloss' response there23

doesn't seem to be much consensus whether all24

xenograft trials are equivalent in terms of retroviral25

risk.  Some people say maybe they are, maybe26

encapsulation may make things worse, and other people27



say exactly the opposite.1

          So to concentrate on our approach, if one's2

looking at extracorporeal trials, the two areas of the3

risk assessment that we feel are particularly4

important are the retrospective patient study and5

looking to see whether there is any evidence of6

infective virulent release by the porcine organs.7

          If both these studies actually show no8

evidence and no cause for concern, we would feel in a9

position to move forward with such an extracorporeal10

trial.  However, if either of these studies were to11

have positives, we'd reconsider an approach to such a12

trial until we'd done more research, perhaps looking13

at larger groups of patients.14

          When one thinks about limited and closely15

monitored xenotransplantation slides at trials, one16

would think in addition to those two studies I've17

talked about, also the archives of non-human primates.18

Again, if this was positive, one wouldn't actually19

approach that trial until one had done further work on20

the retrovirus.21

          And finally, if one is thinking about more22

extensive trials and potentially launch a xenograft23

technology, I think it's important as it has been24

said, to maintain the stepwise and cautious approach25

with safety follow-up of the limited initial trials26

before proceeding to more extensive trials.27



          This will give us an increased understanding1

of PERV infectivity in humans and also we are working2

on now are long-term approaches which, if there is3

sufficient polymorphins in the retrovirus, to looking4

at selective breeding or combining these with genetic5

knockout approaches of the xenotrophic virus.  Thank6

you.7

          DR. FOLKS:  Thank you, Dr. Savill.  Our8

final speaker before the panel discussion will be Dr.9

Walid Heneine who is an expert in molecular virology,10

and is currently the section chief of the Molecular11

Epidemiology and Zoonoses Section in the Retrovirus12

Branch at CDC, and is going to discuss the "Laboratory13

Surveillance of Baboon and Pig Retroviruses in14

Xenograft Recipients".15

          DR. HENEINE:  Thank you, Tom, and thank you16

for sticking by -- running late.17

          I guess you've all heard about this being --18

that retrovirus and genetic infection could be a19

public health concern.  Concern because the ability of20

retroviruses to cause persistent infections, that21

these manifestations can be clinically unapparent and22

therefore can lead to prolonged, silent, human-to-23

human transmission.24

          To complicate the picture, some retroviruses25

like the endogenous ones cannot be eliminated by pre-26

transplant screening.  So we have to know to evaluate27



the risks to xenograft recipients.1

          My talk will cover laboratory surveillance2

that we are doing in our lab at CDC for the baboon and3

the pig retroviruses.  And here is a list of the pig4

and baboon retroviruses that have been reported.  I5

have listed the baboon ones in terms of prevalence6

that is known in the baboons.7

          The top one as you've heard before, is the8

foamy viruses, ubiquitous among baboons.  Followed by9

the simian T-cell leukemia lymphotrophic virus type 110

-- STLV-1.  A couple of years back a new variant of11

STLV has been reported from a baboon; it's called12

PTLVL, or PH969.13

          It is distinct from STLV-1 and so far we14

don't know what its prevalence in captive baboons is.15

These two have been reported but are not thought to be16

significant in captive baboons.17

          Going to the endogenous viruses, you've18

heard about the BaEV.  Again, last year a report in19

the General Virology came identifying a full length20

provirus which they refer to as simian endogenous type21

D.  It belongs to the type D family of retroviruses.22

          There's no virologic data to suggest that23

this provirus can be expressed or spontaneously24

released in baboon cells in vitro, yet we have to25

follow-up on this interesting finding.26

          Again in the pig, so far there is one known27



retrovirus which is the pig endogenous retroviruses.1

So therefore the report of this endogenous provirus2

and also the variant STLV which cannot be reliably3

detected by serology using STLV-1 or HTLV-1 antigen,4

illustrate how much we still need to know about the5

different retroviruses in these two species.6

          So what are the approaches we are using7

currently in our lab to identifying these genetic8

retrovirus infections?  We have two objectives.9

          One is to do surveillance for known10

retroviruses using virus-specific methods including11

serology, PCR, and virus isolation.12

          The other objective is to do surveillance13

for unknown retroviruses as has been previously14

highlighted by Jay Fishman and Marian Michaels.  The15

technology we use to detect the unknown retroviruses16

is a generic method that relies on the fact that all17

retroviruses have reverse and streptose enzymes in18

their particles and we use an ultrasensitive RT assay19

which we call MRT.20

          This is a PCR-based RT assay developed in21

our lab.  And we use it to screen directly sera or22

plasma of exposed individuals.  We know in HIV this23

technique detects all HIV-infected individuals.24

          We also use this technique to monitor cell25

cultures for expression of retroviruses including of26

course, known and the unknown.  So we think this is a27



powerful tool that we can use to detect these unknown1

retrovirus agents.2

          In doing this surveillance we keep in mind3

that we need to provide evidence of persistent4

infection in these recipients and we therefore, if we5

identify a positive, we would like to follow up on6

that and provide evidence for additional positive7

results from later time points.  And this is important8

for a retrovirus infection.9

          This is a summary of the newly-developed10

diagnostic assays for this program.  Under PCR test11

we've developed a test for BaEV; also for the new type12

D-like provirus from baboons.  We also developed13

generic simian foamy viruses that can amplify and14

detect all foamy viruses from different lineages; from15

new world and old world.  Old world is not an issue16

here though; new world is not an issue.17

          We've also developed a simian type D virus18

that can detect all five known serotypes, and an SGLV,19

STLV including that in a new divergent baboon STLV,20

and PCR assays for PERV as you will see.21

          In addition, as you may have heard there is22

a need to differentiate between chimerism and true23

xenogeneic infections, and we've developed baboon24

cell-specific assays as I will show you in a while.25

          Serologic assays were also developed mainly26

by Paul Sanstrom in our group which include a Western27



Blot assay for BaEV, different ones for simian foamy1

viruses based on different antigens from different2

species.  And work is ongoing on PERV right now.3

          RT assays, mainly MRT -- we've modified this4

one to detect specifically non-HIV-1 retroviruses to5

investigate the patient, the HIV-infected patient that6

received baboon bone marrow.7

          We have done that in finding a specific8

inhibitor of the HIV-1 RT and we looked -- that was a9

niverapine and non-nucleoside RT inhibitor, and then10

we look in the samples for evidence of residual RT11

activity in the presence of niverapine.12

          Again, this is to dwell on what previous13

speakers have said.  The importance of interpreting14

PCR results of endogenous retroviruses and a positive15

may not imply infection with this endogenous virus but16

may also imply potential presence of these source17

cells.18

          So therefore there is a need to distinguish19

between these two scenarios and this is done by20

additional testing for source-specific sequences.  The21

criteria should be that these assays are highly22

specific, they're not -- for the human cells, highly23

sensitive to detect low levels of source cells.  And24

with these criteria as we honed in we selected25

mitochondrial DNA as target sequences, and developed26

mitochondrial-based PCR assays for the following27



reasons.1

          Mitochondria as you know are abundant in the2

cells so they therefore provide a high copy target3

sequence.  They also provide high discrimination4

because there is a higher level of variability between5

mitochondrial sequences among different species that's6

higher than other cellular genes so therefore it7

enables you to much easier develop specific assays.8

          Also the sequences we selected in the9

mitochondrial genes were non-polymorphic and gender-10

independent, so that we don't have to deal with these11

limitations.12

          This is an application of these diagnostic13

tests that we have used to look for evidence of14

transmission of baboon endogenous virus to the patient15

that received baboon bone marrow.  This was done in16

collaboration with Suzanne Ildstad and Marian17

Michaels.18

          And as you can see here we have screened for19

BaEV DNA and baboon mitochondrial DNA pre- and post.20

And the only time we saw evidence of BaEV was on day-521

and we did not see any evidence later on.  However, at22

day-5 we also saw evidence of mitochondrial -- baboon23

mitochondrial DNA suggesting that this signal is24

likely due to presence of baboon cells in the PPL25

sample we tested.26

          We also saw evidence at day-13; very weak27



signals which you will see in the following slide, but1

none afterward.  These data do not support the2

presence of BaEV sequences in the peripheral blood3

lymphocytes of this patient.4

          This is the signals we have seen, very low;5

again indicating presence of low levels of these6

baboon cells in the sample tested.  This is nested PCR7

here, you can see of course -- and this is day-5 for8

BaEV that we can only pick up by nested.  All other9

time points are negative.  We always include10

sensitivity controls in each assay.11

          Moving to the pig endogenous retrovirus,12

again we used the same criteria here, and for the PPL13

analysis with like, we have developed PCR assays for14

two virus regions.  We would like to perform two15

different amplifications on each sample and define a16

positive on the basis of two.17

          The primers and probes we have generated18

were derived from PERV sequences determined in our19

lab, and also we compared these sequences to others20

reported from other laboratories, and when available21

we have developed generic primers and internal probes22

to accommodate, to maximize the sensitivity of these23

assays.  Especially that we don't know which variant24

right now is the one that may infect humans.25

          We've also developed, as I said,26

microchimerism assays for porcine mitochondrial DNA.27



We're working on the serology, and these are the1

criteria I would like to follow in defining an2

infection in a xenograft recipient:  molecular,3

serologic, followed by virus isolation.4

          These assays, we evaluate them on cell lines5

but we also go the extra mile and look how they behave6

on normal human blood donors.  This is an example of7

the PERV gag, PCR assay and the pig mitochondrial done8

on anonymously collected U.S. blood donors showing9

that none of them was positive.10

          Give us a background.  We follow a specific11

algorithm in our PCR testing for these sequences to12

ensure that a positive is not false.  And when we have13

evidence of a PCR-positive result we follow by looking14

for potential microchimerism in these samples.15

          And this is the -- we wanted a simple test16

that can differentiate between true infection and17

chimerism and this is what we ended up.  This approach18

is based on diluting the peripheral blood lymphocytes19

from the patient prior to PCR analysis.20

          So you dilute the cells and then you lyse21

those cells and analyze the DNA for the presence of22

the PERV sequences as well as the mitochondrial DNA.23

And you may see one of two patterns.  Either the titer24

of the PCR would be the same in both and this would25

suggest chimerism.26

          However, if you see that the titer of PERV27



is higher than that of the pig mitochondrial DNA, then1

that would provide evidence that there is true2

xenogeneic infection in the patient.3

          These are the results of PCR analysis for4

PERV we have done so far.  We are looking at the5

humans that are exposed but also we are very6

interested in looking at animal models because of the7

reasons highlighted elegantly by the previous8

speakers.9

          And for humans here we've looked at four10

patients from four different collaborators -- four11

different institutions -- for the presence of both pol12

and gag PERV.  None of them is positive.13

          Similarly for the animal models.  This is14

the bonnet macaques, collaboration with Alan Norin in15

New York.  And all six were negative.  Rhesus macaques16

receiving encapsulated pancreatic islet cells.  Two of17

them so far are negative.18

          This is more details of the bonnet macaques19

results. These were divided into three different20

groups and received two xenografts -- two skin21

xenografts.  One is from a CD59 transgeneic pig and22

another one from a normal pig.  And they were23

immunosuppressed.  They were either with nominal24

suppression or with steroid and irrigation and25

cyclosporin.26

          And this is the rejection time that to27



percent basically the exposure to PERV infected cells.1

That is here.  And they were tested at different time2

intervals, up to 81 days, and we have not seen any3

positive PCR results.4

          This is the examples of the PCR results here5

in these macaques.  This is some of the validation6

data of these assays.  PK-15 cells diluted and7

background for human DNA, and we can detect at least8

.15 pig cells in this human background; for the pig9

mitochondria and DNA it is 104 more because of the10

higher level of these sequences in the pig cells.11

          This is my last slide which I will finish12

with.  By discussing approaches to reduce or prevent13

transmission of porcine endogenous retrovirus to14

humans, this approach has been discussed previous by15

the previous speakers which is to generate pigs free16

of infectious PERV provirus by selective breeding or17

other achievement of technologies.18

          However, we think that this approach has not19

been yet addressed by other investigators who'd like20

to highlight it, which is the use of prophylaxis of21

xenograft recipients with anti-retroviral therapy.22

And this could be a useful approach if the exposure of23

these xenograft recipients to PERV is short, such as24

in bridging strategies and so forth.25

          So it may be important to pursue studies26

that look at the sensitivity of PERV to the currently27



available RT inhibitors to see whether or not we can1

adopt this approach to prophylax against transmission.2

          We know in HIV infection which is more3

infectious to humans, prophylaxis protects against4

perinatal transmission as well as occupational5

exposure in health care workers.  And this could be a6

worthwhile approach.  We have started in our lab to7

look at the sensitivity of PERV to RT inhibitors.8

          Thank you.9

          DR. FOLKS:  Thank you, Walid.  If we could10

have the lights and if we could have the speakers11

please join me on the stage?  And we would like to12

invite four other guest panel members:  Dr. Jonathan13

Allan, Dr. Louisa Chapman, Dr. Ron Ferguson, and Dr.14

Jonathan Stoye.15

          DR. MONTO:  Could I have my last slide16

please?  Last talk?  Last slide?  Too late?  This is17

to acknowledge our collaborators and the team at CDC.18

          DR. SIEGEL:  Again, encourage members of the19

group congregated here, those not on stage who have20

comments or questions to come forward.21

          While you're preparing those I'd like to22

open with one issue for the panel and that is, that23

we've heard from a number of speakers that there are24

different considerations certainly, between the two25

species most commonly discussed as source species --26

non-human primates, not a species, if you will, a27



group of species -- and pigs.  Certainly in terms of1

how they can be raised, how they can be tested, some2

of the ethical issues, the likelihood of transmission3

of disease.4

          At present the draft of the PHS guidelines5

does not specifically differentiate by species in6

terms of risk; rather accounting for a variety of7

factors, several of which might correlate with species8

in terms of risk.9

          But we don't have a species-driven guidance10

or policy or position.  In contrast -- at least this11

is my understanding -- in the U.K. currently there is12

a moratorium on the use of non-human primates.13

          I wonder if there are members of this panel14

who would like to comment on this question in terms of15

the scientific and public policy consideration?16

          DR. ALLAN:  Having sort of like brought this17

issue to the forefront of the last three or four years18

I sort of feel like it's a dead horse and in some19

cases it may look like it is.  I think some of the20

speakers today actually addressed non-human primates21

and infectious disease risks, but when I talk to most22

people such as virologists, it's not an issue.  It's23

like, well, we're not even talking about primates;24

we're talking about pigs.25

          And so most of us tend to overlook it in26

some sense because it seems like a no-brainer; that27



infectious disease risks far outweigh the benefits.1

So the question really becomes several and that is:2

what is the infectious disease risk?  And I think just3

about everybody in this room would consider it's a4

much greater risk than pigs.5

          I mean, even Walid's slides will show that6

there's a lot more viruses out there that are7

exogenous viruses that are infectious and could cause8

disease in humans.9

          Beyond that I think -- I mean for me at10

least, I would like to consider essentially a ban, and11

whether it's in the guidelines or not I think it's12

critical that it is clearly defined.13

          And the reason I say that is because the FDA14

can put together a panel, advisory panel -- they can15

actually regulate this -- and I think that it will and16

I think it's a good idea.17

          But when you put out the PHS guidelines and18

they don't reflect the species-specific differences,19

when that goes out to the rest of the world there may20

be a transplanter in China who doesn't see the21

difference and so they decide that well, there's no22

difference stipulated here; we can go ahead and use23

primates.24

          And my concern then is that if you don't25

really address the species-specific differences then26

you open the door, at least in other countries and27



potentially in this country.  And I think you can1

actually revisit the issue at a later time, but I2

think at this point I would like to see non-human3

primates taken off the table for consideration for4

transplants.  At least until such time as there is a5

perceived, significant benefit that would outweigh the6

risks.  And I don't see that.7

          DR. FOLKS:  Are there comments about other8

support to have a moratorium on non-human primates?9

Would someone like to wade in?  Dr. Michaels.10

          DR. MICHAELS:  Actually, I want to -- before11

addressing that issue specifically -- I think I just12

want to add something to Jonathan's statement.13

          I think it's very clear from a lot of the14

speakers today that the infectious risk with the15

primate, with a non-human primate is greater than it16

is with the swine.  But I think it isn't always so17

clear in the way that it's stated.18

          That it's not necessarily because there are19

less infections in the swine; it's because we're able20

to raise the animal in a much different fashion.  And21

the vast difference in the number of organisms which22

Walid had on his slide and perhaps he could speak --23

I think really speaks to the fact of what we know24

about retroviruses in primates and wasn't dealing with25

any of the other numerous viruses which are in swine26

or non-human primates.27



          But that's sort of off the subject and the1

real question that you have is whether there should be2

a moratorium on primates.  And I'm going to let Hugh3

say something.4

          DR. AUCHINCLOSS:  Jonathan and I were5

talking about this earlier.  I thought it was a major6

defect of the original proposed guidelines that the7

recommendations were not species-specific.  It seems8

to me there's no other way to set guidelines except in9

a species-specific manner.10

          What Jonathan and I believe comes out in the11

same place, because I believe that if you set12

appropriate guidelines for the use of non-human13

primates, nobody would be able to come up with a14

primate that would meet those qualifications.15

          And so he convinced me earlier that it's16

probably easier at this point to make it clear to the17

world that we don't think the next set of xeno trials18

should include non-human primates, and then it won't19

be confusing to anybody.20

          DR. FOLKS:  Comments from the audience?21

          MR. SCHWEIKERT:  Hi, my name's Al Schweikert22

and I work for a company, TheraCell.  We do cell23

therapies for neurological disorders -- particularly24

Parkinson's and Huntington's disease.25

          Back in December one of our researchers, Dr.26

Paul Sandburg at the University of South Florida,27



showed data where a co-graft of rat certoli cells,1

with rat neuronal cells, increased the processes of2

the rat neuronal cells.3

          In other words, that taking rat certoli4

cells and using them for a neurological co-graft5

transplant, increased neuronal activity.  If we make6

guidelines that are species-specific, research like7

that won't go on.8

          And the reason is because we just don't know9

at this time in cell-based therapies, what we're going10

to use for a product.  And down the road will we have11

primary cells, expanded cells, or cell lines that we12

can keep forever?  And so rather than set guidelines13

at this time on what species we can use, I'd like to14

keep it open.15

          MR. KRAUSE:  My name is Lanny Krause.  I'm16

a laboratory animal veterinarian and an amateur17

student of bioethics.  And I guess I'd like to make a18

couple of comments and basically it has to do with19

moral standing.20

          One, I think while I would agree that the21

difficulties in using almost all the species of non-22

human primates has a lot to do with potential23

infectious agents.  I think most scientists today24

would also grant that most non-human primates -- and25

particularly the great apes or the higher primates --26

have a higher level of moral standing than do swine or27



other laboratory animals we're considering.  So I1

think that's important.2

          Another observation I made and I've3

forgotten who did it, but it also has to do with moral4

standing and that was the suggestion that we could not5

rule out -- I think it was comatose patients -- as6

subjects for xenotransplantation.  And I was wondering7

-- I forget who gave that comment; it was one of the8

speakers this afternoon -- and I was wondering whether9

the comment was made based on the fact, well you can't10

do much harm to the comatose patient, or whether the11

comatose patient maybe has a lower moral standing than12

a normal human adult and therefore we can take higher13

risks with such a patient?14

          Who was the one that commented on --15

          DR. SIEGEL:  It came from the summary of the16

advisory committee.  And as I recall the context, the17

context was that in discussing the critical importance18

that all the subjects agree that they will be willing19

to submit to lifelong monitoring, it becomes an issue20

with the comatose patient.  Perhaps you can sort of21

get consent but can you get surrogate agreement that22

that patient will agree?23

          And in the setting, for example, of24

fulminant liver failure, whatever, that has raised25

some questions.  But I don't think there was any --26

there was no discussion or implication in that that27



there was a differential moral standing or that it was1

more appropriate or safe to experiment.2

          AUDIENCE MEMBER:  (Inaudible.)3

          DR. COFFIN:  Yes.  I recollect that quite4

well from that meeting and I think it was very clear5

that that discussion was really intended for when this6

procedure was beyond the realm of experimentation and7

into more of the routine -- more of a standard use.8

          And the idea of -- with the particular9

example of patients in liver failure, because I guess10

that's often the situation in allotransplantation, and11

there are some people there that could address that12

directly.  So that discussion was beyond the realm of13

sort of combing experimentation and I think into the14

more routine use of the procedure if that ever15

happened.16

          DR. FISHMAN:  I might just mention that17

comatose doesn't necessarily mean neurologically,18

permanently impaired.  In fact, we do transplants on19

patients who have various degrees of neurologic20

impairments, due to the uremia, due to the kidney21

failure or due to cirrhosis more often, and hepatic22

failure.23

          So coma or neurologic impairment doesn't24

imply these are non-reversible individual for whom we25

don't care in the ultimate degree.26

          DR. FOLKS:  And possibly we can pick up on27



this some more tomorrow.  Did you want to make a final1

comment?2

          DR. FERGUSON:  I don't know if it's final3

but I'd like to make a comment about the species-4

specific rule --5

          DR. FOLKS:  Before we change topics.6

          DR. FERGUSON:  Yes, the species-specificity7

of the rules you're talking about.  I tend to agree8

with -- and disagree probably for the first time in9

months -- with Hugh Auchincloss who I agree with on10

just about everything, actually.11

          If you make a set of guidelines it seems to12

me that the guidelines probably should be species-13

independent and not species-dependent.  Because there14

are certain characteristics regardless of the animal15

source, and certain principles of using these animals16

as donors, and the infectious risks that are going to17

be true regardless of the species that you use.18

          So why can't you put those together in a19

uniform set of guidelines without regard to species?20

I'd like to hear what people have to say about that.21

          DR. AUCHINCLOSS:  All I'm saying is that it22

seems to me important if you're talking about using a23

pig as a donor that you say, you should test your pig24

tissue for porcine endogenous retrovirus.  If you say25

it's going to be a monkey that you use, you should26

test for foamy virus or something like that.  But you27



wouldn't say foamy virus for pigs.1

          DR. FERGUSON:  I don't know that the2

regulations or the guidelines should have that kind of3

detail and specificity.4

          DR. AUCHINCLOSS:  That's my key point.  I --5

          AUDIENCE MEMBER:  (Inaudible.)6

          DR. AUCHINCLOSS:  -- specifics about what7

you should really be testing for on your tissue.8

          DR. SAVILL:  As a potential sponsor of a9

xenograft trial I'd like to say that in our opinion it10

would be very helpful if the guidelines were at least11

to distinguish between when they were specifically or12

thinking about non-human primates and when they were13

thinking about pigs.14

          Because as we found when we tried to15

interpret the draft guidelines, it was sometimes a16

little bit difficult to think what the thinking was17

going on behind them.  So I'd be quite happy for them18

to encompass both species, but actually to distinguish19

within them, when we're talking about regulations,20

particularly on, for example, the movement of animals21

-- when we're talking about pigs and when we're22

talking about primates.23

          MR. EGAN:  At the risk of being a bit24

redundant, from again a sponsor's standpoint, the more25

guidance and the more specific the guidance actually26

is better.  Because there are certain principles that27



you can lay out, but that's at the very top level.1

Once you get past that it does get pretty specific.2

          DR. FOLKS:  Thanks.  Let's take a question3

from the audience.4

          MS. SUMMERVILLE:  My name is Margo5

Summerville from McGill University in Montreal.  I'm6

also in ethics so I have a scientific question which7

probably the rest of you will know the answer to.  But8

there's a truism in ethics that says that good ethics9

depends on good facts.10

     And my particular problem with the facts11

regarding this species-specific rule is, do you know12

that there are more likely dangerous infective agents13

in primates than there would be in pigs, or is it just14

that you've discovered more of them in primates than15

you have in pigs?16

          DR. FOLKS:  Jon.17

          DR. ALLAN:  As a person that works with18

simian retroviruses -- and I've worked with them for19

probably, I don't know, 14 years -- the types of20

viruses that are in baboons at least, and that's what21

I work with at least a fair bit, are infectious in22

baboons and they seem to be infectious in humans.23

          STLV is a virus that causes leukemias and24

lymphomas.  It's found naturally in baboons; it's in25

40 to 80 percent depending on the age group.  It26

causes lymphomas and leukemias in baboons.  It's27



almost identical to HCLV in humans that causes cancers1

-- leukemias and lymphomas in humans.2

          There's very little difference genetically,3

between those two viruses.4

          MS. SUMMERVILLE:  Yes, I understand that.5

But what I'm getting at is, I'm talking about is,6

safety of agents, not just retrovirus. I mean is it7

possible that we just haven't done as much research in8

pigs as we have in the primates?  That there's a whole9

lot of things we don't know about?10

          I mean, has anybody got some idea about what11

that balance is?12

          DR. ONIONS:  I think it's quite important --13

first of all, I think there are a few distinguished14

people like Jon who worked on primates in great detail15

and done a lot of distinguished work.16

          Because of the commercial imperative there17

is a lot of work done on porcine virology.  So just as18

a, you know, body of facts, if you want to know about19

viruses for two species then there's a lot more facts20

about porcine viruses than there are about primate21

viruses.22

          My concern I think, is the one I share23

identically with Jon and that is that in general, the24

viruses that we are most concerned about -- and we25

tend to talk about retroviruses, but herpes viruses as26

well -- tend to be highly pathogenic when they cross27



species barriers, and they cross species barriers1

particularly well amongst primates.  I mean, that2

appears to be the lesson.3

          And that's why people like Jon -- and I4

share his concern here -- do get very concerned about5

those species.  And the final point is, that in human6

-- in the last decade, or just over a decade, we did7

find three new human herpes viruses, despite the8

intensity of research on human viruses.  But one is9

very recent and is almost certainly an oncogenic10

virus.11

          Well, with the intensity on human virology12

I'm sure then new viruses are yet to be found in13

baboons and other species.  That's our concern, I14

think.15

          AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Could I make a comment?16

I know I'm not part of the panel, but I think you17

could take it even more basic than that, David.  For18

those of us who have veterinary training I can assure19

you that when we're on the necropsy floor we don't don20

a mask and protect ourselves to great intensity when21

we do post-mortems on pigs.22

          The story is highly different when we get23

around a primate species and our students are trained24

to be extremely cautious around those -- as well as25

psiticine birds and other things that we know transmit26

zoonotic diseases.27



          So if you want facts, the facts are that1

basic and you go into any veterinary school and see2

how we train people.  And they're trained to take3

appropriate precautions.  And primates are the ones we4

take the most precautions with.5

          DR. FOLKS:  That's true.  They're mainly6

exogenous agents though, so we don't know what's going7

to happen to other species.  Louisa.8

          DR. CHAPMAN:  I've been assigned tomorrow to9

present the inter-agency work on guideline revisions10

so I've been holding my comments until then.  But in11

light of this discussion I'd like to just delineate a12

couple of strings of facts from the discussion -- I13

want to thank you, Dr. Ferguson, for introducing this.14

          I think we are not always speaking as15

carefully as we are thinking, and I think when people16

talk about, is there a difference between species,17

between non-human primates and pigs, people are18

speaking in those general terms but they're actually19

referring to a number of very specific issues.20

          And one issue is, is there a difference in21

the extent to which one species or the other has been22

domesticated and cleaned up from feral infections that23

would not be recognized?  And clearly, at present the24

answer is yes.  Pigs have been domesticated for many,25

many years.  Most non-human primates as someone26

pointed out in their talk, are at best one or two27



generations removed from feral animals.1

          The second question differentiating between2

species is, is there a difference and currently3

feasible husbandry techniques that may limit or4

eliminate the exogenous infections -- by which I mean,5

infections that are transmitted horizontally by6

infection and not vertically through inheritance -- in7

other words, not endogenous viruses -- that might8

exist in the different species?9

          And clearly, at present the answer to that10

is yes.  They are much more feasible techniques with11

pigs -- it's much more feasible to deliver pigs by12

hysterotomy, to raise them initially in sterile13

environments, and entirely contained in barrier14

protected environments than it is for non-human15

primates.16

          And the third question is, is there a17

difference in fact, in existing herds or colonies of18

animals by species in terms of the infectious flora19

that they contain based on the husbandry techniques20

and their history of distance from the feral state?21

And the answer is clearly yes.22

          We have extremely clean pigs -- herds of23

pigs raised for many generations using hysterotomies24

and barrier protections, and we don't have anything25

equivalent to that with non-human primates and could26

not have it without the investment of at least 10 to27



20 years and a lot of money.1

          The fourth question is, is there an inherent2

difference -- if you could equalize all these other3

factors -- between non-human primates and pigs based4

strictly on the species?  And I think probably the5

answer to that at present, given the work that's gone6

on, looking at porcine endogenous viruses, infectivity7

of human cell lines in vitro and baboon endogenous8

virus infectivity of human cell lines in vitro, is no.9

          If you can equalize everything else you're10

still left with at least one or two endogenous virus11

in each species that you cannot eliminate, at least by12

current methodologies, and that can in vitro infect13

human cell lines and that it's not clear in vivo14

whether they can infect human cell lines.15

          And I'll leave further discussion to talk16

about the guidelines tomorrow. But when you talk about17

if there are species difference, please think that18

there are at least four levels on which we're talking19

about those differences.20

          DR. FOLKS:  Is your comment --21

          AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Yes.  The American Society22

of Transplant Physicians, when we reviewed and23

commented on the guidelines, also agreed that a major24

problem with the guidelines was that it was not25

species-specific.  And we believe also, concluded26

after review of the balance of the data, that pigs27



were a logical animal donor source to go on with the1

first set of trials, and that there initially should2

be a ban on primate.3

          Now, one thing we have to remember though is4

that it's possible on purely scientific grounds that5

we will not be able to get this to work with pigs, and6

that's not, you know, an issue -- that's an issue to7

discuss at a different time.8

          So there has to be -- we don't want to come9

out saying that any door should be permanently closed.10

We're talking about a pragmatic approach.11

          I think the second thing that we want to say12

-- we talked about the infectious issue as one reason13

for this group to conclude to put a ban on primate --14

non-human primate donors, but there are other reasons.15

          The ethical one was raised by someone in the16

audience.  I don't think very many countries, public,17

are going to put up with large, primate farms for18

organ donations -- particularly when they realize that19

they're all going to be in these plastic boxes, not20

gambling around in beautiful green pens.21

          And I think the very fact is, medicine and22

science today has got a fiscal responsibility.  Things23

have got to make sense.  And the cost plus the fact24

that this is unlikely to ever get wide acceptance, I25

think are fairly good arguments to back off right now26

and put a limited resource -- energy, time, and money27



-- on the pig, and see if we can get it to work.1

          DR. COFFIN:  There are actually -- I want to2

take exception to one thing you said at the end.3

There actually probably is a relevant genetic4

difference between primates and pigs and other species5

relevant to cross-species infectibility.6

          And that in fact, the very thing that makes7

the pig transplants hard to get in, that leads to8

hyperacute rejection, most likely offers a measure of9

protection against infection with many viruses because10

you do have the circulating antibodies which, to any11

virus that has glycoprotein on its coat will give a12

very rapid immune response and probably will offer a13

measure of protection.14

          Except in the case of course, where the15

animals has been medically modified to remove that.16

But in cases where you can get around that kind of17

barrier by other means, such as encapsulation and18

perfusion technology, there probably is some19

protection.20

          DR. FOLKS:  But you would also eliminate21

that protection by eliminating the rejection22

phenomena?23

          DR. COFFIN:  By eliminating (inaudible) you24

might not (inaudible).25

          AUDIENCE MEMBER:  I'd like to briefly switch26

gears here a little bit and ask a -- make a statement,27



ask a question related to more general production of1

the transgeneic donor or the donor animals.2

          Several places today and in the initial3

Public Health Draft Guidelines from the September4

'97/'96, it mentioned several place, medically early5

weaning, modified medical medicated early weaning, or6

cesarian hysterotomy-derived animals.7

          Additionally, there were statements related8

to strict vegetarian diets made in the previous9

document and today as well as a statement, no recycled10

animal products.11

          I believe these two topics are mutually12

exclusive when they're talking, especially the rearing13

of very young animals an neonates.  How do you raise14

an orphaned animal with no milk?  No milk products, no15

replacement products?  Porcine especially; highly16

immunocompetent at birth without colostrum products or17

past immunities.18

          Where to reach a balance here for healthy,19

viable, young animals?  And I stress healthy and20

viable because if an animal is not healthy at birth,21

do you want a borderline animal to be a tissue donor22

somewhere down the line?  I personally feel no.23

          And maybe this will be answered tomorrow --24

I'll state it here.  Will further clarification be25

given on these points in the new draft guidelines?26

          MR. EGAN:  I'd like to take a dive in27



(inaudible) has been raised to this or again a1

(inaudible), and basically the initial one -- a lot of2

these programs started the initial feed -- and I'll3

ask Glen for his expertise in a minute -- but the4

initial feed that was used was sort of animal feed5

which had quite a number of things in it that you6

wouldn't want in anything that had to do with human7

tissue or use in humans.8

          So over the past several years it's changed9

and that is, that there are things like GMP10

production.  There's been elimination of a lot of11

things you wouldn't want in there.  Certainly12

recognize the fact that for animals to thrive which is13

the key component to any of these programs -- and that14

is that you have basically healthy animals -- there15

are certain things that have to be in there.16

          We've talked about whey substitutes, etc.,17

and then get them onto a vegetable program as soon as18

it's feasible.  So that's sort of the basic issue;19

there's kind of a continuum there from where we were20

say, three years ago to where we are today.  I think21

it's continually improving.22

          But Glen, you'll probably have more23

specifics than I do.24

          DR. SPAULDING:  Yes, I'd agree with that.25

I want to make it clear that we are concerned about26

the health status of the animals and want to provide27



the best animal welfare and environmental concerns1

that we can.2

          And I think that that's widespread because3

one, it makes sense to do that.  You'll get healthier4

animals.  Right now there are some problems with the5

starter rations.  You can keep the young with the sow6

longer.  They have tried to use lactose substitutes;7

that's not working out.8

          People are continuing to try to develop9

those programs which will be more efficacious.  And I10

think it's -- again, we've shown reasonable judgment11

in providing them with things that work now, rather12

than things that don't work.  So we're going to13

continue to develop programs that will be most useful.14

          DR. FOLKS:  Dr. Eggerman.15

          DR. EGGERMAN:  Yes.  Tom Eggerman, Center16

for Biologics.  In the revised guideline milk products17

are specifically excepted.  It wasn't intended that18

they would in any way be considered harmful in the19

original one, but certainly we had letters that came20

in that were questioning whether that was going to be21

a problem.  But milk products are specifically22

exempted.23

          We certainly do want to have very healthy24

animals and colostrum and milk products during the25

period between weaning and the consumption of26

vegetarian diet is a very important period and milk27



products, at least in the sponsors that we talked to,1

have worked very well in that period.2

          AUDIENCE MEMBER:  I had a question for Dr.3

Fishman.  You were calling for some sort of consensus4

on lists of viruses.  Could you amplify what you were5

talking about there?6

          DR. FISHMAN:  This gets back to the question7

of whether or not we need species.  General rules or8

species-specific rules.  I think that it's possible if9

we don't put a ban per se, on primate use, it's10

possible to generate a list of organisms known to11

infect each species which are likely to be pathogens12

in humans -- based on experience with13

allotransplantation and generally in infectious14

disease.15

          Because of the greater level of knowledge in16

the area of viruses in particular, partially as a17

result of HIV-related research, in primates that list18

is going to be longer, or heavy on the primate side19

and lighter on the other side.20

          But having gone through this process a21

number of years ago, we have a huge list of potential22

pathogens from swine, but went through that list and23

found out that as we weeded through it, that of the24

ones that were likely to be pathogens in an25

immunocompromised individual -- I don't remember the26

exact number; there were about 28 or 29 organisms --27



for most of which there were assays, and for most of1

which could be bred out in closed colonies.  And2

obviously, the endogenous retroviruses were the first3

break in that rationale.4

          So I think there were -- for each species5

there's a huge number of potential pathogens, there's6

a much smaller number of organisms which are likely to7

serve as pathogens in xenograft recipients.  Most of8

these can be addressed by current technologies, and my9

vote would be to spend some of our effort on looking10

in xenograft recipients -- both pre-clinical and11

clinical -- for unknown organisms, just to be sure12

that we're not getting too confident based on the ones13

that we know about.14

          AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Then -- and I think you15

said in your talk that you were then cautiously16

optimistic about continuing -- at least in the porcine17

area.18

          DR. FISHMAN:  You mean in the whole area of19

xenotransplantation?20

          AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Right, of the porcine21

area.22

          DR. FISHMAN:  Yes, I think that, you know,23

we have -- and also there's the -- and I should24

address it -- the current issue of Major Medicine25

where we have an editorial.  I think that what has26

happened is that we're looking for an iterative27



approach.1

          A sense where the public give us a sense of2

a level of risk that's acceptable, and we move to that3

in order to reassess.  That we need to gain more data4

on a pre-clinical and clinical studies that have5

already gone on, but that we don't want to inhibit an6

entire field by stopping everything up front.7

          So yes, but I should say that there are8

differences of opinion in this area and that I think9

that even amongst those of us who authored that10

article, that there are differences of opinion in11

terms of degree as to whether or not a moratorium is12

necessary or not, and I happen not to feel that a13

complete moratorium is necessary.14

          AUDIENCE MEMBER:  But you're the second15

author of that paper which calls --16

          DR. FISHMAN:  I am -- I am --17

          AUDIENCE MEMBER:  -- clearly on the paper as18

well as --19

          DR. FISHMAN:  I am, indeed.20

          AUDIENCE MEMBER:  -- a Press release today,21

to call for a complete moratorium.  So you're not22

agreeing with that, is that what you're telling us?23

          DR. FISHMAN:  What I'm saying is, is that24

there are many things that -- I hope that you've read25

that paper in complete detail --26

          AUDIENCE MEMBER:  I have read it.27



          DR. FISHMAN:  That what we've recommended is1

an iterative approach to risk assessment, and that the2

main focus of that particular paper was in public3

education, and in the approach that was used to4

assessment of risk of new technologies.5

          But there were disagreements amongst all of6

us, and we also felt that we had some important points7

to make.  I personally didn't feel that a complete8

moratorium was absolutely necessary to achieve those9

goals.10

          AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Good.  Then you disagree11

with the Press Release and the title of the article?12

          DR. FISHMAN:  I haven't seen the Press13

Release; I'm sorry.14

          AUDIENCE MEMBER:  The Press Release is15

titled, scientists at this meeting today call for a16

moratorium on xenotransplantation, based on this17

article.18

          DR. FISHMAN:  I must say, I haven't seen the19

Press Release, I can't comment --20

          AUDIENCE MEMBER:  I have a copy if you want21

to look at it.22

          DR. FISHMAN:  -- on the Press Release, and23

I would venture it didn't come out of my institution.24

          AUDIENCE MEMBER:  I don't know what25

institute.26

          DR. FISHMAN:  You don't know where it came27



from, I'm sure.1

          AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Well, I'm just trying to2

get some clarification out of the authors.3

          DR. IVINSON:  Adrian Ivinson, -- Major4

Medicine .  Yes, we put a Press Release out and the5

Press Release says that there are people here today6

that are calling for a moratorium on certain aspects7

of xenotransplantation.  Absolutely in line with what8

the commentary says.  It's there in the commentary.9

          And I think that that --10

          AUDIENCE MEMBER:  I'm sorry, I don't11

understand what you're saying.12

          DR. IVINSON:  We have an article with13

authors on it, and in the article there is a call for14

a moratorium.  If some of those authors are here --15

          DR. FOLKS:  Dr. Bach?  Would you like to16

address this?17

          DR. BACH:  Can I make a comment?18

          DR. FOLKS:  Please.19

          DR. BACH:  I think this is going to be20

discussed tomorrow.  I hope to make a short21

presentation of it.  It will be discussed formally by22

someone else, and I think that will be a good time to23

discuss the overall topic.  But it is correct --24

          AUDIENCE MEMBER:  I think it's on the table25

now, Fritz, I'm sorry --26

          DR. BACH: It is correct --27



          AUDIENCE MEMBER:  It's on the table and I1

think you ought to discuss it.  I think you owe it to2

this group to discuss the topic now.3

          DR. BACH:  David, I like to fulfill my debts4

and I think I do owe it and I hope there will be a5

discussion amongst all of us, and I think the time to6

do that is in the ethics section when it can be7

presented, not in this manner but in a slightly more8

--9

          DR. FOLKS:  Let's go ahead and change the10

topic until tomorrow as Dr. Bach has suggested.11

          AUDIENCE MEMBER:  I'll change the topic for12

you.  We'll go from a hot topic to maybe esoteric.  I13

would like to, in all due respect to the speakers and14

their use of some terms, I'd like to have a little bit15

more explanation on them.16

          Maybe it's my ignorance, but my training as17

a pathologist, I am not aware of going to the extent18

of characterizing a zoonotic disease by its route of19

transmission.  Xeno means foreign.  Xenozoonoses to me20

doesn't really make a lot of sense.21

          Further, if our goal is to educate the22

public and to keep the whole discussion on a rationale23

level, as Keith said earlier, the "X word" really is24

a little alarming.  So when I start to hear xeno this25

and xenozoonoses and xenotics, and I see on the list26

up there xenotics standard pathogens, then it suggests27



to me that it's getting out of hand.1

          We know that rabies can be transmitted by2

corneal transplants.  What are we calling that?  It's3

a zoonotic disease but did it get a special name4

because it got transmitted with the corneal5

transplant?6

          So my request is, you know, let's go back to7

the Dorlands or the Steadman's.  Now, I know the new8

one doesn't have this in it, but I'd really like to9

have some real thought behind these words and all of10

them to use them the same way.11

          Because when you start throwing words around12

as we love to do in the English language -- we create13

new words -- we create new ideas and so on and so14

forth.  So you know, if you guys really think it15

clarifies stuff, then I guess I'll have to, you know,16

relinquish to the majority.  But I can tell you that17

I'm not alone in the crowd that thinks this is a lousy18

term.19

          DR. FISHMAN:  I agree.20

          DR. AUCHINCLOSS:  Actually, I don't agree21

with you, and I hate the word.  Zoonoses, which I22

guess already exists if you'll accept that, right?23

That we're aware that infections can be transmitted24

between species.25

          And there are many people who have looked at26

xenotransplantation and say, why has this even come up27



as part of the discussion?  Obviously, if any of these1

diseases can be transferred between species it already2

had happened, so there's no discussion to have here.3

Just because we're talking about transplanting tissues4

and organs.5

     But the fact of the matter is, there is a6

difference in the manner of transmission.  The7

immunosuppression, the presumed intimate contact of8

the tissues side by side, pig and human.  At least9

those and probably changes in the pig tissue as well10

genetically, all make for a different likelihood -- I11

don't think it's large -- but a different likelihood12

for disease transmission than the ordinary group of13

zoonoses.14

          And therefore I think I'm stuck with the15

notion that Dave's right.  We probably ought to have16

zoonoses via transplantation.  I'm sorry.17

          DR. SAVILL:  Can I suggest an approach here18

that's an answer to Hugh?  I think we've heard lots of19

testing this morning, and all the tests that have been20

done so far, particularly on the endogenous21

retroviruses and those patients that have been treated22

have been negative.23

          And perhaps when there is an instance of an24

infection, if whatever occurs from a xenotransplant25

then one perhaps could use the term but not before?26

          AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Could I address a27



question, particularly to the transplant clinicians on1

the panel?  And it's a nice question because history2

will judge you right or wrong at the end of the day.3

          Given what you know now, and given a balance4

of probabilities, which do you think is least likely5

to transmit a donor transmitted disease to your6

patients:  a specifically reared pig or the allografts7

which you currently transplant?8

          And just as a rider, will the guidelines9

that are going to be produced by the FDA, actually be10

so strict as to exclude allografting as it's currently11

practiced?12

          DR. SIEGEL:  Repeat the end of your13

question?  I missed the end.14

          AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Will the guidelines15

actually exclude allografting?  I mean, will they be16

so strict that allografting as it's now practiced17

would not fall under the guidelines?18

          DR. AUCHINCLOSS:  You're confusing this19

issue.  There is no question in my mind that the pig20

donor will be safer for the individual patient, and21

that is not the issue that we're here to talk about.22

We're here to talk about the risk (inaudible).23

          DR. MICHAELS:  Well, just to actually -- in24

his favor in fact -- we certainly know that we have25

transmitted transmissible diseases from26

allotransplantation. We've transmitted hepatitis C,27



we've transmitted hepatitis B, we're transmitted HIV.1

And I think that Jay actually spoke very well towards2

that.  But I think it's off the -- it is a change of3

subject that's not really the issue.4

          DR. AUCHINCLOSS:  But you have an unknown5

disease (inaudible).6

          DR. SIEGEL:  I don't know if the question7

was asked in seriousness or not, but I think the8

guideline you're referring to will address -- if I --9

the guideline which I think you're referring to will10

address specifically only the area of11

xenotransplantation.12

          The agency has developed guidelines.  It13

does -- it is continually in the process of it -- it's14

currently in the process of developing guidelines for15

allogeneic tissues and blood and in terms of donor16

screening and recipient follow-up, and that's not the17

subject of this meeting.18

          But there are guidelines.  They do not make19

it impossible but they do, in fact, include a great20

deal of requirements for both screening and tracking.21

          DR. FERGUSON:  But there is -- having been22

involved in a good number of these discussions over23

the last three years on the Board of UNOS and in24

various forums, when the CDC came out with new25

guidelines on blood, tissue, and organs, about maybe26

two-and-a-half-years ago, and the guidelines were27



going to be the same, there was a rather large outcry1

from the transplant community if you recall that.2

          And the outcry was because, when you have3

such a scarce, valuable resource as an organ, you4

don't live with the same degree of tolerance risk that5

you do when you have a much more abundant supply as in6

tissue and blood.7

          In clinical transplantation we do not live8

currently with allografts -- again to restate David's9

point in a different way -- in a zero tolerance world.10

          DR. SIEGEL:  And just to avoid any --11

although we're digressing a bit -- any misperception12

as far as the FDA guidances and regulations.  There13

are separate ones for blood and for tissues and we are14

not currently regulating --15

          DR. FERGUSON:  And the CDC has a separate16

one for organs that are different from.17

          DR. SIEGEL:  And we differentiate tissues18

from blood and viability and other --19

          DR. FERGUSON:  So it's probably a moot point20

because from a regulatory perspective, tissue, blood,21

human organs, and xeno organs are probably going to be22

under different kinds of regulations anyhow.23

          By the way, while we're talking about24

regulations, could I ask you a question, Dr. Siegel?25

Is the FDA intending to put a moratorium on -- was26

this one of the intentions of this conference?27



          DR. SIEGEL:  To put a moratorium?1

          DR. FERGUSON:  A moratorium on2

xenotransplants?3

          DR. SIEGEL:  No, that's not an intention of4

this conference.  I mean, I think a whole spectrum of5

public health policy is on the table at this6

conference.  The intent of the conference is to get7

input from all sectors of interested parties.8

          But no, that wasn't an intent or a specific9

direction --10

          DR. FERGUSON:  Well, it's apparent to the11

small fraction -- one of which is Dr. Fishman and Dr.12

Bach -- have access to other forum that the rest of us13

don't.  But that's I guess, our problem.  I was just14

wondering if the FDA had that in mind, that's all.15

          AUDIENCE MEMBER:  I'd like to go back to the16

issue of specificity.  By the way, I'm Lance Luegua.17

I'm from Circe Biomedical, so we do have a significant18

vested interest in this meeting.19

          If we look at what was presented this20

morning I think we probably have a greater interest in21

this discussion than anybody else.  We treated 5422

patients and I think Diacrin treated about 15; Nextran23

about 4; other than that there were bits and pieces24

here and there.25

          So essentially we have a significant26

interest in what happens here.  So when we're talking27



about a moratorium we're really talking about our1

moratorium, and really two other companies.  And I2

believe that Diacrin has proceeded with their clinical3

trials.4

          We have a treatment, you know, whereas we're5

talking about species-specificity, I really think we6

also should be looking at treatment specificity.  I7

know it's relatively early in the game but we're8

talking about xenotransplantation.  We're talking --9

to me, okay, in the true sense, that signifies10

transplanting a pig kidney or transplanting a pig11

heart.  And we're sort of grouping that with the kind12

of treatment that we're looking at.13

          We're looking at an extracorporeal treatment14

where we take plasma, we put it through a membrane15

which is surrounded by hepatocytes which have been16

processed, which came from clean pigs and have17

undergone a number of steps and have undergone all18

sorts of virological testing over a long period of19

time.20

          And yet we're grouped in the same situation21

as everybody else and the xeno is what I consider, in22

my definition of a true xenotransplantation, at this23

point frankly, it's a gleam in somebody's eye.  When24

are we going to transplant the pig kidney?  How far25

away is that and what are the risks associated with26

that?27



          And you know, I'm really concerned about the1

fact that we're grouping this -- all these issues, all2

these concerns together, whereas I think we should be3

separating them.  And we should be looking at the true4

risk involved with treatment such as ours, and the5

treatment such as the treatment of Nextran and6

treatment which is that of Diacrin, rather than7

grouping them all together.8

          We're talking about very few companies at9

this point, who are really at this stage of going into10

a pivotal or a human clinical trial.  And I think it's11

a great injustice at this point, vis-a-vis the12

patients and vis-a-vis these companies, to group them13

together.14

          We have been essentially delaying that at15

least six months and it's costing us millions of16

dollars in direct and indirect costs, this delay, in17

addition to the patient population that isn't being18

treated.19

          So I'd really like to ask the panel what20

they think about this grouping of treatments versus21

the grouping of species?22

          DR. FISHMAN:  I would agree that each23

protocol needs to be evaluated on its own merit.  What24

I would say is that I think we're lacking data to25

demonstrate that the risks associated with transient26

perfusion or cellular transplant, or vascular27



allografts -- vascular xenografts, excuse me -- are in1

fact, different.2

          There's a great deal of intuitive appeal for3

that, but the dose of an agent is in fact, will4

determine the ultimate risk.  And I believe that as an5

infectious disease person.6

          I think it's important though, that we look7

at each technology individually, as you suggest, and8

get data to determine whether in fact there are9

differing degrees of risk associated with different10

technologies.  I would agree completely with the11

assumption that we shouldn't lump everything together12

but that we ought to be equally cautious with each13

protocol.14

          AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Can I make one comment15

about this talk about a moratorium?  It seems to me16

that if the newspaper or any other group takes away17

discussion -- positioning on moratorium from this18

conference today, that's regrettable.  Because they19

haven't read this conference at all.20

          I think the only point that might be made21

that has to do with the moratorium and the merits of22

that may be debated tomorrow; that's for the FDA's23

sponsors to decide, not for us to wrest it from the24

business of the day.  If it comes up it comes up.25

          But the only point that might be made is the26

point made very articulately by Dr. Auchincloss in his27



summary of the discussion of December 17th, sponsored1

by the FDA.  And that's when the FDA did not have a2

moratorium and had a hold on clinical trials before a3

subcommittee could air the new information regarding4

porcine retroviruses.5

          We did that and within days the FDA took the6

hold off and allowed experimental xenotransplants --7

obviously non-human -- to continue.  If anything8

today, what I've heard is less alarm over forcing9

retroviruses -- I've heard less concern and worry over10

that today than I heard at the December 17th FDA11

meeting in which shortly after that meeting the hold12

was lifted.13

          So I want to just clarify the record in14

terms of my own ears, that the talk of a moratorium at15

this point is out of order and should not be16

associated with this day's discussion.  It may well be17

associated with tomorrow's discussion but it's out of18

order from everything I've heard in the spirit of the19

conferees thus far.20

          DR. ONIONS:  I just want to reiterate that21

I thought Hugh's summary of our meeting in December22

was actually masterly.  How he managed to dissect that23

sometimes rambling discussion by all of us I don't24

know.25

          But I think the important slide was the very26

last one he showed which I think was just echoed by27



the last speaker, and that was that I think the1

consensus, and I think it's fair to say the consensus,2

was that we were in favor of a step-by-step approach,3

a continuation with careful monitoring of patients.4

          I didn't think any of us thought that the5

retrovirus issue, which was the issue under6

discussion, was the overwhelming reason not to go7

forward.  There were careful caveats that -- maybe I'd8

better save the comment -- but that's what I thought9

we generally said.10

          On the other comment that's just been made11

before and it's the one I -- it's my talk by -- was12

that I think there are species differences -- I do13

believe that.  And I think intuitively at least, there14

are differences between different systems and I think15

certain encapsulation systems are inherently safer16

than other systems.17

          And we do know for this class of retrovirus,18

that the dose of viruses that you get is critically19

important in establishing a persistent life on20

infection.  There are clearly well worked out21

situations in cats and in mice, where this is so,22

using viruses to establish that you need increasingly23

good agent doses with age to actually establish24

consistent infection.25

          So I do think there are differences both in26

species and technique, and I thought the consensus of27



the meeting -- but maybe I should be corrected -- I1

thought the consensus of our meeting in December was2

that we should view or advise that a step-by-step3

approach was feasible.4

          DR. SIEGEL:  I want to clarify because there5

have been a few statements that may have somewhat6

miscategorized the current situation and the current7

FDA position.8

          There was no moratorium.  A clinical hold is9

something that was placed on individual clinical10

trials.  It was placed on all clinical trials using11

porcine cells, with specific conditions for removal.12

And those would be removed -- not across the board for13

all trials, but on a trial-by-trial basis.14

          And the condition for removal was that15

informed consent be developed to address the known and16

unknown risks and concerns to the subject and context17

and so forth; that appropriate tests be in place for18

testing the tissue; and appropriate tests be in place19

for testing the recipients.20

          And it was, I think, the general consensus21

with opinion all over the place of the December22

meeting that that was appropriate to do.  And then23

also when sponsors did what was reasonable, given24

current technologies, did put into place reasonable25

testing which was discussed.  It would also be26

appropriate to proceed from that point.  And that is27



in fact, the current situation.1

          And I would also, certainly second what Dr.2

Onions said in response to the last comment; that it3

has been and always will be I am certain, the approach4

of the agency, and certainly of those who have advised5

us, that there are many factors that need individual6

consideration regarding individual protocol.7

          It is also important however, in meetings8

such as this and in guidelines to draw a general9

consideration, so we discuss general principles but10

try to apply them on an individual basis, taking all11

factors into account.12

          DR. CARLSON:  Yes, since you called for13

general comments also -- Peg Carlson -- I'm a14

physician and member of the scientific advisory15

council of the Humane Society of the United States.16

And I just have to say, in listening I don't really17

hear any definite advantages to the use of primates;18

nothing that's been demonstrated.  And given their19

disadvantages in terms of ethics and cost and20

infections, risk -- I think that a moratorium on the21

use of primates should be a definite consideration.22

          DR. MORTON:  Could I just make a comment?23

Really, because it's come up two or three times now24

and this individual here mentioned it earlier, about25

this moral level of primates.  And somehow that26

xenotransplantation is making, or wants to make, some27



sort of distinction for primates being utilized in1

those studies.2

          And I think that we should be very careful3

about having statements come out as kind of a policy4

statement certainly somewhere, because you have to5

know that there are thousands and thousands of6

primates being used yearly in all areas of biomedical7

research.  And you only have to point to AIDS as one8

of the most important areas where we're using9

literally, thousands of primates.10

          And we don't make that distinction that they11

are a morally set aside population of animals that12

can't be used in AIDS research or can be used in AIDS13

research but not in xenotransplantation.  I think14

there are many reasons perhaps, we've heard, that we15

want to hesitate from using primates in xenotransplant16

procedures based on infectious disease concerns.17

          But I don't think that we really want a18

policy statement that says that primates need to be19

set aside for moral reasons in xenotransplantation.20

          DR. SIEGEL:  Well, the hour is 7 o'clock and21

I think a lot of us could spend the night doing this,22

but we won't.  I want to thank, not only all the23

panelists, but all the members of the audience who24

have contributed to this very fruitful discussion.25

          And remind you all that we have many26

important topics on the books for tomorrow, one of27



which we're all acutely aware of.  We start tomorrow1

at 8:30.  It promises to be very interesting so please2

be here promptly to get underway then.  And thank you3

once again.4

          (Whereupon, the meeting was adjourned at5

7:04 p.m.)6
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